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INTRODUCTION 
In 1961, a research project was established in north­
eastern Iowa to study the evolution of the landscapes and the 
relationship of the soils to these landscapes in the southern 
portion of the Iowan drift area (Figure l). The project was 
undertaken in four study areas in Tama and Grundy Counties 
(Figure 2), This thesis is concerned with the Salt Creek area 
which was selected to compare the Iowan drift area with the 
adjoining older, erosionally modified, loess-mantled Kansan 
drift. 
Problems of the Iowan Drift 
The Iowan drift of northeastern Iowa has been studied 
more or less continuously since the l880'so But as pointed 
out recently (Thornbury, 1965» p. 247) there is still a 
problem concerning the age and origin of Iowan drift and 
associated loess. 
The Iowan glacial drift is characterized by sublobes 
many miles in length, one of which extends 75 miles from Linn 
County, Iowa to the Mississippi River (Figure l)„ Sublobes of 
this kind are unique in continental glaciation and would 
require a very mobile glacier. The Iowan drift, however, has 
been documented as a very thin deposit (Kay and Graham, 1943, 
p. 153-155) so that the competence of the Iowan glacier to 
Figure le Distribution of Iowan drift in northeastern Iowa 
(After Scholtes, 1955o) 
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extend a sublobe 75 miles is questionable. On the other hand, 
Flint (1955# p. 82) suggests that the lobate nature of the 
Iowan may be due to erosion of a more extensive drift sheet 
than is now delineated» 
The topography of the Iowan drift plain, exclusive of 
elongate ridges called paha (Scholtes, 1955)# is slightly 
rolling with gentle slopes descending to broad valleys. This 
plain has an integrated drainage net and depressional areas 
are scarcee The Iowan plain has been considered a drift-
mantled erosional topography resulting from a veneer of Iowan 
drift deposited on a mature landscape (Kay and Apfel, 1929, 
p. 107)o However, the Iowan lacks end moraines character­
istic of most glacial drift borders0 In fact* along most of 
the border, stream valleys separate the Iowan from the 
adjacent pre-Iowan landscape. 
Stratigraphically the Iowan drift has been presumed to 
overlie Kansan drift with a paleosol (gumbotil), a forest 
bed, or a gravel layer at the contact. East and south of 
the Iowan drift area in northeastern Iowa the Nebraskan drift 
is occasionally found underlying the Kansan (Kay and Apfel, 
1929» Pe 154)o However, in only one cut has the strat­
igraphie sequence of Nebraskan, Kansan, and Iowan drifts 
been supposedly recorded (Kay and Apfel, 1929, p. 84). The 
average thickness of the surficial Iowan drift was reported 
to be less than 10 feet (Kay and Graham, 1943, P« 155)« The 
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fact that it is rather thin has made identification of the 
material difficult in many places. 
The loess on the Iowan drift plain has been described 
as being only 1 to 2 feet thick except in the southern few 
counties and along the periphery. At the border the loess 
thickness increases to 50 feet in places and then decreases 
rapidly outward from the border (Alden and Leighton, 1917, 
p, 144-150)o For these reasons loess associated with the 
Iowan has previously been thought to have originated from the 
Iowan till surfacec Loess deposition has been assumed by most 
investigators to have started soon after the glacier retreated 
from the plain since carbonates have always been reported in 
the upper portion of the till underlying calcareous loess» 
However, a pebble band (stone line), attributed to gravel 
concentration by erosion of the till plain, is commonly 
observed over much of the Iowan drift surface, This accumula­
tion of gravel has been suggested by at least one worker 
(Leverett, 1926, p. 111) to indicate a long period of erosion 
prior to loess deposition. 
Loess-covered prominences called paha occur throughout 
the Iowan drift region, Paha have been considered remnants 
of pre-Iowan highs not overridden by the Iowan glacier 
(Scholtes, 1955j p, 197), The orientation of these 
prominences is in general, NW-SE and is assumed to be nearly 
parallel to the direction of Iowan glacier movement, How­
ever, in the southern portion of the region, some of the 
8 
lobes trend N-S in the proximity of paha which trend NW-SE. 
Problems of the Soils 
The Iowan drift plain covers approximately 15 percent of 
the state of Iowa. Although the soils developed on the drift 
plain are agriculturally very important, their genesis is not 
well understood. As pointed out by Phillips and Riecken (i960, 
p. 286-288), the absence of a textural B horizon in these 
soils is not consistent with their suggested age and organic 
carbon values are not consistent with vegetation now on the 
landscape. These writers also point out the complexity of 
multi-storied parent material in the Iowan area and concluded 
that the genesis of soils in the region needs further attention. 
Many of the boundaries of soil association areas in Iowa 
coincide with geologic material boundaries. This relation­
ship can be seen by comparing Figures 5 and 14 of Special 
Report No. 42 (Oschwald et al., 1965). A boundary of this 
type exists along the lowan-Kansan drift border where soils 
developed in till are related to Iowan or to Kansan tills. A 
change from an association of prairie soils to an association 
of forest soils also occurs along portions of the border. 
On the Iowan drift plain, loess thickness decreases in­
ward from the southern border. There is a similar decrease 
in loess thickness from the interfluve summits to the side-
slopes. Very little research has been concentrated on the 
change in soil properties corresponding to the systematic 
9 
change in loess thickness. 
Objectives of the Study 
Considering the problems of the Iowan till and the soils 
of the region when the project was initiated, the objectives 
in this study were fourfolds 
(1) To better understand the Iowan drift* particularly 
with respect to time and space relationships with 
the adjoining pre-Wlsconsin drift0 
(2) To better understand the soil properties in the 
Iowan drift area and how these properties vary 
across the lowan-Kansan drift border» 
(3) To better understand the landscapes of the Iowan 
and adjacent Kansan and how the soils are related 
to these landscapes» 
(4) To formulate principles and methods that lead to 
more efficient and rapid soil mapping and survey. 
Selection of the Field Area 
The area selected for intensive stratigraphies geomorphic5 
and soils study is located in Sections 6, 7 s 8, and 9 of 
Carroll Township (T84N, Rl4w), Tama County, Iowa (Figure 3)„ 
A less intensive study was made of a surrounding area several 
miles in each direction. The main area is drained by Salt 
Creek and the south branch of Salt Greek which are tributaries 
of the Iowa River, Three miles to the north the drainage 
Figure 3o Location of drilling sites, traverses* and lowan-
Kansan border in the Salt Creek study area 
(Location of this figure is shown in Figure 4) 
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flows to Wolf Creek, along which are located the other soil-
landscape environment study areas (Figure 2). 
The Salt Creek area was selected because it contained a 
combination of features not common along the lowan-Kansan 
border. Most important was the absence of an adjacent stream 
valley which makes it possible to trace thé stratigraphy 
across the abrupt change in topography from the Kansan to the 
Iowan 40 feet lower. Coinciding with the topographic break 
is a loess thickness change of a similar magnitude* The 
Kansan topography in the study area is not an isolated 
remnant within the Iowan since the dissected landscape can 
be traced to southern Iowa. A series of aligned paha ex­
tends northwest onto the Iowan till plain for at least 6 
miles (Figure 4). Around the paha in this area, the Iowan 
till plain has low relief with little stream dissection and 
poor drainage« 
Figure 40 Location of a portion of the Iowan surface 
reconnaissance drilling sites and the west third 
of the Salt Creek study area shown in Figure 3. 
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PREVIOUS WORK 
Iowan Drift and Associated Loess 
The work done on the Iowan drift prior to the 1940*s has 
been thoroughly reviewed in two papers (Kay and Apfel* 1929; 
Kay and Graham, 1943)« The following review includes only a ' 
summary for that period. 
McGee (1890) made the first extensive study of the sur-
ficial till of northeastern Iowa, The drift later named 
Iowan (Chamberlin, 1895» p. 270) is separated from the under­
lying Kansan drift by a forest bed* a soil* or gravels0 
Initially the Iowan was considered a distinct glaciation 
between the Kansan and the Wisconsin (Kay and Apfel* 1929, 
Po 77) but more recently has been considered by most 
geologists as an early substage of the Wisconsin (Leighton, 
1933)o Leverett disagreed with this general consensus and 
for a time questioned even the existence of the Iowan drift 
(Leverett* 1926, pe Il4-ll6)„ It was not until 1942 that he 
agreed that the Iowan was Wisconsin in age (Leverett* 1942). 
The Iowan was for some time considered to be the earli­
est of the Wisconsin substages. However*, Leighton recognized 
the Farmdale as a Wisconsin glacial substage that was older 
than the Iowan (Leighton and Willman, 1950* p. 602). Some­
what later* Shaffer (1954* p. 455) suggested that Iowan and 
Tazewell substages of the Wisconsin might be contemporaneous. 
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The advent of dating techniques made it possible to 
assign absolute dates to the Wisconsin substages. The type 
Iowan was dated at > 29*000 to >37,000 years (Ruhe and 
ScholteSj, 1959# P. 592) which is older than the 22,900+ 900 
to 26,100+ 600 year dates for the type Farmdale (Frye and 
Willman, i960, p. 2-3). These dates indicated that Iowan was 
not only older than Farmdale but that Iowan may be pre-
classieal Wisconsin in age. Even with these radiocarbon 
dates Leighton (i960, p. 5^ 0) continues to consider Farmdale 
elder than Iowan. 
The paha of northeastern Iowa were first defined and 
described in McGeess classic paper on the area (McGeep 1890). 
More recently Scholtes (1955) studied the paha in more detail 
with respect to distribution, orientation, and origin. He 
concluded that there were paha over most of the Iowan glacial 
drift plain but the greatest numbers were concentrated in the 
southern portion. Most of the paha described have an axial 
trend of MW-SE although some have a W-E trend. Absence of 
fresh till on top of the pre-Iowan (Kansan) till core of the 
paha indicated that an Iowan glacier did not override the 
core. The loess on the paha is thicker than on the sur­
rounding Iowan till plain. This was thought to be the result 
of vegetation on the Kansan prominences which provided better 
loess catchment areas than the surrounding plain. Most of 
the paha were about 50 feet higher in elevation than the 
Iowan drift plain, but in at least one instance the Iowan 
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drift was higher than portions of the adjoining paha 
(Scholtes, 1955» P. I80-181). 
Loess overlies a portion of the Iowan drift plain and is 
more than 40 feet thick at the Iowan-Kansan border. Thinning 
of the loess away from the border has been used as proof that 
the loess originated from the Iowan drift plain (Kay and 
Graham, 1943, P° 131)» The loess was thought to have started 
accumulating shortly after the glacier retreated (Calvin, 
1911j> Pe 601-602)0 Evidence for a short interval between till 
and loess deposition is the absence of leaching of the till 
underlying calcareous loess (Alden and Leighton, 1917, 
po 156-157J Kay and Graham, 1943, p. 131)« 
A pebble band is at the Iowan till-loess contact in many 
places. The origin of this gravel accumulation has had two 
Interpretations„ Kay (1931) considered it residual material 
resulting from slight wind and water erosion as the ice 
sheet retreated. On the other hand, Leverett (1926, p. Ill) 
considered the accumulation to be the result of the erosion 
of several feet of till which he considered Illinolan in 
age. 
When the present research on the Iowan started in 1961, 
the status, of the drift was not definitely established. 
Evidence of the half century prior to radiocarbon dating 
methods culminated in the conclusion that the Iowan drift was 
a product of an early Wisconsin glaciation, probably post-
Fa rmda le and pre-Tazewello However, radiocarbon dates of 
18 
wood from the till place the Iowan as pre-Farmdale and poss­
ibly as pre-classlcal Wisconsin. 
Soils 
By 1952 two soil association areas had been proposed for 
nearly all of the Iowan till plain (Simonson, Riecken, and 
Smith, 1952, p. 36), The Carrington-Clyde association was in 
the northern portion of the Iowan drift area with soils 
developed in Ionian till or in till covered by a thin blanket 
of gritty overburden. Tama and Muscatine soils were in 
association in the southern portion, where the upper 4 to 6 
feet of the soil profile has developed in loess overlying 
the Iowan till. In both association areas morphologic 
* 
characteristics presumably reflect development under prairie 
vegetation. A third small area, the Cresco-Kasson-Clyde 
association, was tentatively delineated near the Iowa-
Minnesota state line. Soils of the latter association were 
developed in less permeable till than that of the Carrington-
Clyde. 
Earlier, Riecken noted the wide range of properties 
included in the Carrington series and proposed that the name 
Carrington be dropped and new names be assigned to sub­
divisions t© be established (Riecken et al.a 19^ 7). As a 
result^  a revised drainage sequence was established that 
included well drained Ostrander^  moderately well drained-Kenyon, 
imperfectly drained Floyd, poorly drained Tripoli, and very 
19 
poorly drained Clyde (Phillips and Riecken, i960, p. 278). 
Thus, the former Carrington-Clyde association is now the 
Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde soil association (Oschwald et al,, 1965, 
p. 41-45). 
In the transition zone between the Tama-Muscatine and 
the Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde association areas, the Dinsdale-Tama 
soil association area has been established, Dinsdale soils 
occur where loess 20 to 40 inches thick overlies till and 
Tama occurs where loess thickness exceeds 40 inches (Oschwald 
et al., 1965, po 3l)o 
The transition from prairie to forest-derived soils 
coincides in most places with the lowan-Kansan drift border. 
Soils on the Iowan are principally Brunizems of the Tama-
Muscatine or Kenyon-Floyd-Clyde soil associations (Figures 
13 and 14 in Oschwald et al., 1965), The native vegetation 
is assumed to have been prairie but in some cases the 
presence of grainy, gray ped coatings in the Tama soil has 
been cited as evidence of previous forest vegetation (Ryan, 
1959:> F» l63l Arnold, 1963, p, 201-208), The Fayette soil, 
developed under forest vegetation, occurs on loess-covered 
Kansan highs. Between the Tama and the Fayette is a narrow 
transitional zone of Downs and related prairie-forest soils 
(Oschwald et al,, 1965, p. 66). 
Prairie-forest boundaries in Iowa were studied by 
McCorab and Loom!s (1944) who attempted to explain the occur­
rence of prairie vegetation where the climate and soils are 
20 
conducive to forest. They concluded that poor soil aeration 
caused by fine-textured soil and poor drainage was probably 
the most important factor in the persistence of prairie 
vegetatione 
Shelby and Kenyon soils are the principal till-derived 
Brunizem soils along the lowan-Kansan drift border. The 
former soil is associated with Kansan glacial drift and the 
latter with Iowan .glacial drift6 The morphologic differences 
of these two soils are not well defined* The Shelby soil is 
thought to have developed from finer-textured parent 
material (Oschwald et aloj> 1965* p, 68) „ However* in Tama 
County» where the lowan-Kansan border is not well defined, 
the soils map (Aandahl and Simonson, 1950) shows many areas 
where the Shelby and Carrington soils (now the Kenyon or 
Ostrander) were mapped side by side on the same slopes0 
21 
STRATIGRAPHY 
The stratigraphie relationships in the Salt Creek area 
were determined through reconnaissance drilling followed by 
drillings in a series of 4 traverses across and near the 
Iov»an-Kansan border. In the Iowan area a sequence of loess 
overlying till was studied while in the Kansan area a pale-
osol was observed between the loess and till. The traverses 
were used to determine how the sequences of materials in the 
two areas are related. In order to compare widely separated 
drilling sections, actual elevations were determined for all 
the sites in the traverses and for some of the reconnaissance 
sites. Locations of the traverses and drilling sites are 
shown in Figures 3 and 4, Section descriptions of the drill 
cores are given in Appendix B. Methods used in the laboratory 
analysis of selected samples are given in Appendix A. 
Character of the Loess 
Reconnaissance drilling on both sides of the lowan-
Kansan border showed that there is an abrupt increase in 
loess thickness across this border. This is in accordance 
with the findings of previous workers (Alden and Leighton, 
1917s Po 145s Kay and Graham, 1943, p. 196-198)« However, 
many differences other than thickness were observed in the 
loess of these two areas. 
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Iowan area 
The loeas characteristics were determined at 22 recon­
naissance sites on the Iowan within, north, and west of the 
Salt Creek study area. Locations of these sites, except for 
4 (0-40,, 56, 71, and 73) used in traverse studies, are given 
in Figures 3 and 4. The sites were located on landscape 
positions with less than 3 percent slope in an area approxi­
mately 10 miles long and 4 miles wide (Figure 4). Table 1 
lists the stratigraphy at these drilling sites. At the 22 
drilling sites the loess averaged 7.5 feet in thickness with 
a range from 5.0 to 8.9 feet. These values are somewhat 
greater than the average of 4 to 6 feet of loess noted in 
Benton, Tama, and Grundy Counties by Alden and Leighton 
(1917, p. 156). Of greater importance, however, is the 
presence of carbonates in the lower portion of the loess. 
These same investigators observed that the loess over the 
Iowan drift in this area was "wholly leached". In the 
present study 16 of the 22 cores characterized had calcareous 
loess overlying the till with a maximum unleached zone in the 
loess of 3.7 feet at site G-125= This leaching is clearly in 
opposition to the work of Alden and Leighton in this locality» 
Field texturing of the loess portion of the cores in the 
reconnaissance drilling led to the conclusion that the entire 
loess increment overlying the till in the Iowan area was low 
in sand content. This conclusion is supported by particle-
size distribution data of the core from site C-73 (Table 2a) 
Table 1, 
Site 
number 
Characteristics of loess, sand, and till at reconnaissance sites on the 
Iowan landscape within and near the Salt Creek study area 
Location in 
Tama Co.9 Iowa 
C-120 600 ft. N of W 
center of Sec, 31» 
T85N, RI4W 
C-122 NWfc, NE£, Sec. 27» 
T85N, R16W 
C-123 600 ft. W of NE 
Corner of Sec. 28» 
T85N, R15W 
C-125 700 ft. W of S 
center of Sec. 3» 
T84N, R15W 
C-126 600 ft. E of MM 
Corner of Sec. 4, 
T84N, R15W 
C-127 500 ft. N of E 
center of Sec. 31, 
T85N, R15W 
C-128 NE Corner of Sec. 
28« T85N, R15W 
C-130 SWfc* NE-L NWt, Sec. 
29» T85N, R15.W 
C-131 500 ft. E of center 
of NW£, Sec. 29, 
T85N, R15W 
5.0 
6.5 
6.0 
5.2 
7.8 
5.5 
6.5 
6.5 
7.5 
Thickness of Strata (Feet) 
Leached Calcareous Leached sand Calc sand Leached 
loess loess and/or silt and/or silt till 
2.0 
1.5 
3.7 
3.0 
1.1 
1.2 
1.0 
0.2 
1 o 6 
0.5 
1.2 
0.1 
0.2 
0.3 
0.6: 
5.0 
0.0 
6.7 
3.6* 
1.0 
4.5 
5.7 
1.6 
8.4 
aTotal thickness of leached till not determined® 
L^eached till over calcareous sand over calcareous till, 
Table 1„ (Continued) 
Site Location in 
number Tama CoOJ> lorn 
C-132 800 ft» E of SVJ 
Corner of Sec, 20, 
T85N, R15W 
C-133 100 ft. E of N 
center of Sec0 22, 
T85N, R15W 
0-13% 300 ft. E of N 
center of Sec6 24, 
T85N, R15VJ 
0-135 500 ft. E of N 
center of Sec, 19» 
T85N, Rl4w 
0-137 500 ft, w of S 
center of See. 4, 
T84N, R15W 
0-138 400 ft. E-NE of ¥ 
center of Sec. 6, 
T84N, Rl4w 
C-139 400 ft. N-NE of W 
center of Sec» 6, 
T84M, R14W 
c-71 NW&, SE£, SW&, Sec 
6, T84N« RI4W 
0-73 nl'ji, SEt, S#, Sec 
6, T84N, R14W 
G=56 ME£, SMt, NEi, Sec 
8, T84N« R14W 
C-6l SWi, NEt, SMi, Sec 
6» T84H, R14W 
Thickness of Strate (Feet) 
Calcareous Leached sand Calc sand Leached 
loess and/or silt and/or ailt till 
--- 4.5s 1.3 0.7 
0.7 
2=7 
0.5 
0.2 
0.1 
0.7 
0.2 
0.0 
0.2 
0.2 
6.0 
1.8a 
0.0 
to 
r 
0.9 
0.9 
1.3 
2.0 
0.2 
0.3 
0.3 
0.0 
0.0 
2.8 
4.2 
Table 1„ (Continued) 
Thickness of Strata (feet) 
Site Location in Leached Calcareous Leached sand Calc sand Leached 
number Tama Co.f Iowa loess loess and/or silt and/or silt till 
c-# ne&, se&, se&, Sec, 6.5 0.3 3.7 
5fl T84N« R14W 
G—40 NE-ç-j, SW-jj-, NE^ -fl Sec0 6®0 005 —== —— 2,0 
8, T84N, RI4W 
Table 2a, > Particle size and clay mineral ratio data for soil unit la (Tama), 
Wisconsin loess, and Kansan till in core C-73 
Depth Particle size distribution. % Clay mineral ratios 
.umber 
-
>62)i 62-31J1 31-16)1 16-8}x 8-4ja 4-2)1 <2)1 i4a/7a 10A/7A 
i-73-la 0-5 inches 1.1 17.8 24,7 14,6 7.8 4.6 29.4 2.5 1.6 
2 5-9 1.1 16,4 26,9 12,0 7.6 4.4 31.6 
3 9-13 1.0 16.4 22,7 13.2 7.6 4.3 34.8 3.0 2.0 
4 13-17 1.0 15.7 22,0 13.2 7.4 4.1 36,6 
5 17-20 0,9 17.4 21.7 12,5 7.3 4,1 36.1 4.2 1.7 
6 20-22 1.0 16.8 22.7 12.2 7.3 4.5 35.5 4.9 1.5 
7 22-26 1.2 21.1 20,8 11.8 7.2 4,5 33.4 5.2 2.0 
8 26-31 1.3 19.8 24.8 12.1 7.0 4.2 30.8 4.0 1.1 
9 31-36 1.1 19.6 27,0 11.7 7.0 4,4 29.9 
10 36-41 1.2 22,5 27,1 12.0 6.5 4,3 26.4 5.2 1.5 
ll 41-46 1.1 24.0 27.3 10.4 6,0 4.2 27.0 
12. 46-50 0.7 28.2 25.4 9.5 5.5 3.7 27,0 5.4 1.7 
14b 53-60 0,9 22.9 26,8 11.3 6.5 4.0 27.6 
15 5.0-5,5 feet 6.1 1.7 
16 5.5-6,0 1.1 22,8 26.0 12,4 6.7 4,0 27.0 
18 6.5-7.1 1.7 23.8 28.4 13.4 6,5 4.3 21.9 7.5 1.8 
20 7.7-8,0 2,4 27.0 30.3 12,2 5.6 3.9 18.6 4,8 1.8 
21 8,0-8,4 1,6 23.9 27.4 12,0 6.2 4.3 24,6 5.6 2.1 
22c 8.8-9.2 49.3 16,o 7.7 5.3 2,6 2.8 16.3 2.7 1.2 
23 9.2-9,5 43.9 13.2 6.3 6.5 4,2 4,0 21,9 1.8 1.0 
24 9.5-10.0 46.8 15.8 3.3 6,8 4,0 3.5 19.8 1,1 1.0 
26 10.5-11.0 46,5 12,7 7.4 6.4 4.2 3.8 19.0 1.0 1.1 
28 11,5-12,0 41.4 16.8 - 4.2 7.0 5.1 4.4 21.1 2.2 1.9 
S^amples 1 through 13 are unit la soil solum, 
S^amples 14 through 22 are Wisconsin loess, 
S^amples 23 through 28 are Kansan till. 
Table 2b, Organic carbon, calcium carbonate equivalent, pH, exchangeable bases, 
exchangeable hydrogen, exchange capacity, percent base saturation, total 
Fe203, and free FegOg data for soil unit la (Tama), Wisconsin loess, and 
Kansan till in core 0-73 
Sample 
number 
Depth Organic CaC03 
carbon equiv . pH 
Exchange­
able 
bases 
Exchange 
able 
hydrogen 
Exchange 
capacity 
% base 
sat­
ura­
tion 
% FegOg 
M.E. / 100 gm. Total Free Lat -, 
tice 
C-73-la 0.5 inches 2.38 6.1 20.0 9.6 29.6 68 3.6 1.4 2.2 
2 5-9 1.98 5.9 19.7 9.6 28.3 70 3.6 
3 9-13 1.49 5.5 18.5 4.9 23.4 79 4.3 1.6 2.7 
4 13-17 1.19 5.4 19.7 3.7 23.4 84 4.5 1.7 2.8 
5 17-20 0.88 5.4 21.4 4.0 25.4 84 4.7 1.8 2.9 
6 20-22 0.79 5.5 
23.8 
4.8 
7 22-26 0.70 5.5 21.4 2.4 90 4.8 1.7 3.1 
9 31-36 0.40 5.6 20.4 0.7 21.1 97 4.2 1.7 2.5 
LL 41-46 0.32 5.7 20.9 0.7 21.6 97 4.2 1.5 2.7 
12, 46-50 5.7 4.1 
l4b 53-60 0.35 6.2 21.9 0.5 22.4 98 4.1 1.3 2.8 
16 5=5-6.0 feet 6.5 20.4 3.1 23 » 5 87 4.1 1.5 2.6 
18 6,5-7.1 4(. 7 7.4 23 = 5 0.8 24.3 97 3.5 1.4 2.1 
20 7.7-8.0 9.0 7.7 3.1 
21 8« 0—8o4 2.7 7.5 4.0 
22° 8 o8—9 »2 3.0 7.8 3.5 
23 9.2-9.5 1.6 8.0 4.4 
24 9.5-10.0 I 6.8 8.0 3.7 
26 10.5-11. 0 10.8 8.3 3.3 
28 11.5-12. 0 9.9 8.3 3.3 
4 Lattice FegOg is the difference between total and free Fe20g 
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in which there is less than 3 percent sand in the 106 inches 
of loess above the loess-till contact. 
Therefore, the loess on the more stable upland levels 
in the Iowan area near Salt Greek forms a relatively uniform 
blanket ranging in thickness from 5 to 9 feet. Contrary to 
the work of Alden and Leighton, the lower portion of the 
loess in most sections is not leached of carbonates. Labo­
ratory analysis and field texturing indicates that the 
entire loess profile is "well sorted" with a low sand con­
tent throughouto 
Kansan area 
Loess characteristics were determined in the Kansan 
area by a series of deep drillings on the Kansan highs along 
the lowan-Kansan border. Locations of drilling sites in the 
Kansan area are shown in Figure 3« The maximum thickness of 
loess was 44 feet at site C-72 in traverse 1 near the west 
edge of the study area. The average thickness at 6 drilling 
sites (C-4, 5, 11, 16, 18, and 72) was 32 feet with a range 
from 21 to 44 feet (see Appendix B for section descriptions)„ 
Three distinct parts of the loess were identified in 
the Kansan portion of the Salt Creek area. These parts, 
differentiated on the basis of sand content and strati­
graphie position, are g 
(1) an upper part with low sand content 
(2) a middle part with sand lenses 
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(3) a basal part with low sand content 
The basal several feet of loess was leached in some of the 
cores but above this there were no leached zones below the 
surficial weathering horizons. Thus, the loess is considered 
to be a single deposit resulting from more or less con­
tinuous deposition with no time break between any of its 
partsc 
The upper part was considered, in field observations, 
to be low In sand content and thus much like the loess in 
the Iowan area. These field observations are supported 
by particle-size analyses made on cores C-72 and C-32 
which are reported in Tables 3a and 4 respectively. The 
sand content at site C-72 is less than 2 percent to a depth 
of 6.6 feet while In C-32 the sand content is less than 
5 percent t© a depth of 10 feet» Thusfl the upper part ©f 
the loess in the Kansan area is similar with respect to 
sand content to the loess overlying the till in the Iowan 
area. 
The middle part of the loess with sand lenses makes up 
the largest portion of the loess deposit. This unit is 
exposed in deep readouts in the Kansan area where discon­
tinuous sand lenses ranging in thickness from a fraction of 
an imeh to several inehes can be observed. Sand lenses of 
similar thickness were observed in the cores taken along the 
bordero The increase in sand content from the upper to the 
Table 3a« Particle size and clay mineral ratio data for soil unit 1 (Tama) and 
Wisconsin loess in core C-72 
Sample Depth 
number 
Particle size distribution. % Clay mineral ratios 
C-72-la 
2 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
il 
12 
13 
14 
i5fc 
20 
25 
31 
0-7 inches 
7-10 
10-14 
14-18 
18-23 
23-27 
27-32 
1: " 
44-49 
4< 
9 
-54 
-61 
5o7=602 
6o2-6o7 
8.6-9.0 
11.0-11, 
13.7-14, 
4 
0 
62U 62-31U 3l~l6u l6-8u 8=4u 4=>2u 
0.8 1808 24.0 16.2 8.8 4.5 
0o6 17.3 22 08 15.7 9.3 4.0 
0.6 17.0 23.6 14.7 8.6 3 0 8 
0.6 17 ol 22.4 16.3 7o8 3.0 
0.6 19.2 23.0 14.2 606 6.3 
loi 19.0 20.3 15 = 0 1.8 9.3 
0.9 18,7 22.6 14.4 5.0 4.6 
loi 19.9 24.0 12.6 6.9 4.6 
loi 23.3 25*4 11.4 7.0 3,7 
loi 25 ol 26.1 9.1 5.5 5.1 
loO 23.1 25.9 13 0 3 5.2 4.3 
0.9 24.0 26.l 12o4 5o3 4.6 
; loO 2806 280 5 8.9 4.8 3.6 
0.8 26.3 28.2 îOoB 4.0 4.4 
1.6 23.7 28.1 12.0 5.5 3.9 
24.4 25 oO 18.8 7.2 4.5 2.2 
9.9 26.0 22.1 15.1 5.3 2.8 
15 06 34.1 20.9 8.6 2.7 2.6 
2u l4A/7a 10A/TA 
26.9 3.9 2.6 
30.3 
31o7 5.0 1.8 
32.8 
30.1 3.8 2.0 
33.5 5.1 1.3 
33.8 5.2 1.5 
30.9 5.8 1.7 
28.1 
28.O 5.2 1.7 
27 0 2 
26.7 6.2 1.9 
24.6 
25.4 6.5 2.0 
25.2 
17o9 5.7 1.6 
18.8 6.8 2.1 
15.5 4.5 1.5 
aSamples 1 through 14 are unit 1 soil solum 
S^amples 15 through 31 are Wisconsin loesse 
Table 3b» Organic carbon» calcium carbonate equivalent» pH» exchangeable bases» 
exchangeable hydrogen» exchange capacity» percent base saturation» total 
FeoOo» and free Fepo-a for soil unit 1 (Tama) and Wisconsin loess in core 
c-fsr 
Sample Depth 
number 
C-72=-la 0-7 inches 
2 7=10 
3 10-14 
4 i4=i8 
5 18-23 
6 23-27 
7 27.-32 
8 32-38 
10 44-49 
12 54-61 
14^  5.7-6.2 fee 
15 6.2-6.7 
20 8.6-9.0 
25 11o0-11 «4 
28 12.3-12.8 
31 13.7-14.0 
Or­ Exchange­- Exchange­
ganic CaCOq able able Exchange 
Car­ equlv . pH bases hydrogen capacity 
bon M.E. / 100 gm. 
2.37 6.2 20.2 
-. 1? 
8.5 28.7 
1.96 5.6 19.7 9.5 29.2 
1.92 5.3 18.3 10 0 4 28.7 
1.76 5.4 18.5 10.3 28.8 
1.73 5.3 17.1 lOol 27.2 
0.87 5.2 21.1 8.6 29.7 
0.59 5.4 22.3 7.9 30.2 
0.46 5.4 21.6 7.2 28.8 
0.31 5.5 22.1 6.7 28.8 
0.27 6.1 22.6 5.8 28.4 
0.26 0.0 6.0 90.4 6.2 2 6.6 
6» 2 
0.0 
12.1 
10.4 
S£ base 
sat-
Ï 
64 
63 
74 
75 
80 
77 
F^egO^  
tion Total Free Lat-
ticea 
3.4 
3.7 
U 
4.4 
4.6 
4.9 
4.4 
4.0 
3.9 
1:1 
2.9 
2.7 
1.4 
1.5 
1.5 
1.4 
1.4 
1.7 
1.7 
1.7 
1.5 
1.5 
1.5 
1.4 
2.0 
2.2 
2.3 
2.4 
2.4 
2.7 
2.9 
2.8 
2.9 
2.5 
2.4 
aLattice FegCy is the difference between total and free FegOg. (This applies to Table 3a) 
Table 4, Particle size and calcium carbonate equivalent data for soil unit 1, 
Wisconsin loess, Farmdale paleosol» Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol, and 
Kansan till in core C-32 
Sample 
number 
Depth 
>62^ 1 
Particle size distribution, 
62-31U 31-lqp lo-8ji8-4jii \r-2p. <2p GaCOg 
equiv, 
C-32-1 0-7 inches 1.2 17.3 24.4 16.1 8.2 4.2 28.6 
2 7-14 0.8 18.1 24.8 15.2 8.1 3.7 29.3 
3 14-19 0.8 16.7 25.2 14.8 8.3 4.0 30.2 
4 19-23 0.8 18.5 24.9 13.7 7.5 4.3 30.3 
5 23-26 0.7 17.9 25.8 13.8 7.8 4.1 29.9 
6 26-32 0.6 15.3 24.2 15.1 7.6 5.5 31.7 
7 32-37 1.2 14.1 24.6 14.7 6.7 3.9 34.8 
8 37-44 1.2 16.8 25.7 13.0 6.9 4.3 32.1 
9 44-50 1.0 19.9 27.9 12.5 6.3 4.0 28.4 
10 50-57 1.0 18.7 27.5 13.0 6.4 4.4 29.0 
12b 5*4-6.0 feet 1.2 20.2 30.9 13.8 8.6 3.1 22.2 
14 6*5-7.0 5.1 24.2 28.3 10.3 4.8 5.2 22.1 
16 7.5-8.0 3„4 34.5 27.3 8.8 4.0 2.6 19.4 
18 8.5-9.0 2.3 28.1 30.9 11.1 4.4 2.6 20.6 
20 9.5-10.0 3.0 29.2 29.8 10.5 4.4 2.5 20.6 
22 10.5-11.0 20.9 28.5 21.4 6.9 2.8 2.2 17.3 
24 11 « 5-12.0 25.7 29.7 17.8 6.0 1.9 2.7 16.2 
25 12.0-12O5 14.8 32.0 22.2 7.9 3.2 2.3 17.6 
26 12.5-13.0 12.6 34.3 21.9 7.5 3.7 2.4 17.6 
30 14.5-15.0 43.9 15.9 15.4 6o0 2.4 1.8 14.6 
6.8 
7.4 
3.1 
aSamples 1 through 10 are unit 1 soil solum, 
S^amples 12 through 30 are Wisconsin loess0 
Table 4. (Continued) 
Sample Depth Particle size distribution, ^  
number >62ja 62-3111 31-loji 16-8ji 8-4)i 4-2n <2)i CaCOg 
equlv. 
32e 15.5-16.0 1.8 14.4 31.9 18.6 8.0 5.0 20.3 4.0 
34 16=5-17.0 0.8 11.1 29.3 21.1 11,2 6.2 20.3 3.1 
' 3 6d 17»5-18.0 0.9 8.0 20.8 19.0 11.7 8.7 30.9 0.3 
38 18.5-19.0 1.3 8.7 17.5 15.8 9.0 6.1 41.6 0.0 
39 19.0-19.5 1.6 8.8 18 = 9 17.0 10.0 5.8 37.9 
40 19.5-20.0 1.7 8.4 17.6 15.6 8.1 5.8 42.8 0.0 
41 20.0-24.0 2.9 7.2 13.0 11.8 6.5 4.7 53.9 
42 24=0-28.0 10.4 9.7 12.9 10.0 5.4 3.7 47.8 0.0 
43„ 28=0-32.0 10.8 10.0 12.9 10.9 6.3 4.2 44.9 
46e 39.0-43.0 40.6 9.9 10.6 7.5 5.7 3.5 22.2 17.5 
eSamples 32 and 34 are Farmdale paleosol« 
S^amples 36 through 43 are Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol. 
eSample 46 is Kansan till. 
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middle part of the loess as well as the variability of the 
sand content within the middle part can be seen in the par­
ticle size analysis data for cores C-32 (Table 4) and C-72 
(Table 3a). In C-32 the sand content increases from 3.0 
percent at the 10-foot depth to 20.9 percent at 10.5 feet. 
This is followed by a decrease to 12.6 percent in the zone 
from 12.5 to 13.0 feet and another increase to 43.9 percent 
near the base of this middle portion of loess (15 feet). 
Similar results are shown in the data for C-72 where the sand 
content increases from 1.6 to 24.4 percent in the 24 inches 
between 6.6 and 8.6 feet. 
Particle-size distribution of the lower part of the 
loess is typified by the results from 15.0 to 17.5 feet in 
C-32 (Table 4). . Throughout this zone the sand content is 
less than 2 percent. Organic material constituting a buried 
A-C soil profile was identified in this basal loess in 7 of 
the cores (C-4» 5» 11» 18» 32» 57, and 72). The radiocarbon 
date of the organic material from this soil in C-72 was 
29,000 4- 3500 years (I-12Ô9)1. This Is a Farmdale date. The 
organic material in the Farmdale paleosol ranges from a few 
carbon flecks to a highly organic horizon with 3.5 percent 
organic carbon. Data showing the quantity and distribution 
of the organic material in a highly organic Farmdale paleosol 
is given in the following table. 
1 Sample radiocarbon dated by Isotopes, Inc. with funds provided 
by NSF Grants 022056 and GP2610 
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Table 5. Organic carbon in the Farmdale soil in core C-57. 
Inches above base Percent 
of loess organic carbon 
20 2.5 
14 1.6 
10 3.5 
6 2.7 
3 0.6 
0 0.5 
Using stratigraphie relationships and radiocarbon 
dating, the age of the loess in the study area has been 
determined* The date from the basal part of the loess is 
295000 years and thus Farmdale in agec The surficial 
Wisconsin loess which overlies the Farmdale can be traced 
under the Des Moines lobe (Cary substage) which is dated 
about 14»000 years (Ruhe, Rubin, and Scholtes, 1957» p. 674)« 
Since no buried soils or carbonate-free zones are within the 
post-Farmdale loess deposit in the study area, more or less 
continuous loess deposition took place from 29,000 years to 
14,000 years before present. This post-Farmdale loess is 
considered Tazewell in age. 
Conclusions 
The characteristics of the loess in the Salt Greek area 
suggest the following sequence of events. Loess deposition 
commenced approximately 29,000 years before present. This 
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deposition was initially slow as indicated by the organic 
material accumulation that is observed in the basal material 
at many places in the area. However, deposition of the 
basal loess increment was rapid enough that in most cases 
carbonates were not leached from the loess. After deposi­
tion of the initial 2 to 3 feet of loess, which makes up the 
basal loess section in the Kansan area, sand began to be 
deposited along with the loess. This sand makes up discon­
tinuous lenses of varying thickness within the middle part of 
the loess. The intercalated loess and sand formed the thick­
est loess unit in the area, being 30 feet thick in some 
places. Sand deposition ceased and a final 8 to 10 feet of 
loess was deposited with relatively little sand. Loess 
deposition ceased approximately 14,000 years before present. 
Since loess in the Iowan area lacks the sand of the middle 
part in the Kansan area, the sandy portion was either not 
deposited in the Iowan area or was deposited and subsequently 
removed by erosion. Thus, it must be concluded that the 
loess present in the Iowan area is equivalent to the final 
increment in the Kansan area. 
Character of the Paleosols 
No paleosols were discernable beneath the loess in the 
Iowan area| however, two distinct types of paleosols are 
developed in Kansan till in the Kansan area. The buried 
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soil under the center of the Kansan divides was identified as 
a Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol after the terminology of Ruhe 
(1956, p. 445-446). The soil has developed at least in part 
in Kansan till and is overlain in places by the basal Farm-
dale. Thus, the soil was exposed to weathering through the 
Yarmouth interglacial age, the Illinoian glacial age, and the 
Sangamon interglacial age prior to burial by Wisconsin loess 
(Ruhe and Scholtes, 1956» p. 266). On lower lying erosion 
surfaces in the Kansan area the Late Sangamon paleosol (Ruhe, 
1956, p. 450), weathered from the late Sangamon interglacial 
period until burial by Wisconsin loess, overlies the Kansan 
till. 
As a result of the long period of weathering, the 
Yarmouth-Sangamon is a thick, intensively weathered soil. 
Its gray-colored, leached, clayey B horizon has been called 
gumbotil by Pleistocene geologists (Kay, 1916). 
A typical Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol, buried under an 
elongate ridge in Sections 7 and 8 of the study area, is 
described in core C-72 (Appendix B)„ The horizon from 4l«8 
to 43.8 feet in this core has a light silty clay loam tex­
ture and a high organic matter content. This horizon is 
developed in loess and is designated the Alb since Ruhe 
(1956» p. 450) considered similar horizons in southwestern 
Iowa to be the geogenetic Farmdale increment of the Yarmouth-
Sangamon profile. Subjacent to this horizon are subhorizons 
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of the Bg horizon differentiated on the basis of color, tex­
ture, and structure. The Bgi from 43.8 to 46.0 feet has a 
silty clay texture and a greenish gray (5BG 5/1)1 matrix 
color. The Bgg from 46.0 to 49.0 feet has a dark greenish 
gray (5BG 4/1) matrix color and is clay textured with thick 
clay skins on the ped faces. Structure of the horizon is 
strong, very fine subangular blocky. The Bgg from 49.0 to 
54.0 feet differs from the horizon above only in that it has 
a greenish gray (5BG 5/1) matrix color. The B^  is similar to 
the horizon above except that the structure is moderate 
instead of strong and there is an increase in sand-sized 
quartz grains. Field estimates indicate that the maximum 
clay content of the burled B horizon of all Yarmouth-Sangamon 
paleosols was greater than 45 percent. In fact, all parts of 
the B horizon of this paleosol were considered silty clay or 
clay in texture. The particle size data for the Yarmouth-
Sangamon paleosol in core C-32 (Table 4) show clay accumula­
tion with a maximum clay content of 53.9 percent. 
Late Sangamon paleosols were identified only in Section 
9 of the Salt Creek study area where they underlie Wisconsin 
loess. However, in the region south and east of the study 
area these paleosols are commonly seen outcropping on side-
slopes where erosion has removed the loess. The Late 
iMunsell color notation, moist unless otherwise noted. 
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Sangamon Is easily identified since it is characterized by a 
reddish or ferretto zone developed in till (Ruhe, 1956, p. 
450-451). A paleosol with a ferretto zone has previously 
been described northeast of Salt Creek in Benton County by 
Scholtes, Ruhe, and Riecken (1951, p. 303-304). These inves­
tigators concluded that the soil containing the ferretto had 
morphologic characteristics which indicated weathering in a 
waSrmer climate cr for a longer period of time than the modern 
Gray-Brown Podzolic soils. 
Paleosols considered to be Late Sangamon were described 
and sampled for laboratory analysis at sites C-51, 65, 66s 
67, and 68. The paleosol in C-69 was also analyzed since 
morphologic characteristics indicated that this buried soil 
is an intergrade between the Late Sangamon and the Yarmouth-
Sangamon paleosols. 
Morphologically the Late Sangamon paleosols described in 
the area are very similar. The upper portion of the solum of 
each of these soils was developed in gritty material which 
overlies the Kansan till in which the lower portion of the 
paleosols formed. The gritty material is similar to the pedi-
sediment described in the upper solum of the Late Sangamon 
paleosols in southwestern Iowa (Ruhe, 1956, p. 44l). 
A typical Late Sarigamon paleosol is described in core 
C-51 (Appendix B). Laboratory data for this paleosol are 
given in Tables 6 and 7. In this core the Ag^  is located 
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l4„5 to 15.0 feet below the modern surface. This horizon, 
developed in pedisediment, is silt loam (34.7 percent sand 
and 14.5 percent clay) and has yellowish brown (10YR 5/4-
5/8) and strong brown (7.5YR 5/6-5/8) matrix colors. The 
B21 horizon from 15.0 to 16.O feet, developed in Kansan till, 
is clay loam (35.2 percent clay) in texture and has a redder 
matrix (SYR 5/4-5/6 and 10YR 5/6-5/8) than the horizon above. 
There are common ferromagnesian minerals in this horizon* In 
fact, in this area ferromagnesian minerals are common in all 
Late Sangamon paleosol horizons developed from till. The Bgg 
horizon from l6o0 to 17»0 feet is clay in texture with three 
distinct reddish and brown colors in the matrix (2.5YR 4/6-
4/8* 5YR 5/6-5/8p and 7.5YR 5/6-5/8). Thick clay skins occur 
on most of the ped faces. These clay skins commonly have red 
(2o5YR 4/6-4/8) colors suggesting a relatively high iron 
concentration in the clay. The Bgg in this profile is the 
horizon with the maximum clay (50.8 percent) and the maximum 
total and free iron (7,3 and 3.5 percent FegO^  respectively). 
The subjacent B23 horizon from 17=0 to 18.0 feet is separated 
from the Bgg because it lacks the red (2.5YR 4/6-4/8) colors 
in the matrix and because of a lesser amount of clay (43.8 
percent)* The B3 horizon from l8o0 to 19.5 feet is loam to 
clay loam in texture (26*8 percent clay) and has strong brown 
(7 * 5YR 5/6-5/8) and yellowish brown (10YR 5/6-5/8) matrix 
colors* 
Table 6. Particle size data for Late Sangamon paleosols and Kansan till in 
traverses 3 and 4 
Sample 
number 
Depth 
(feet) 
Horizon Particle size distribution. 
>62)1 62-3l)a 31-i6p l6-8]i 8-4p 4-2/1 <2p. 
34.7 9.5 13.9 13.0 8.4 5.9 14.5 
33.8 8.1 9.1 5.5 5.4 2.9 35.2 
28.6 6.1 5.4 2.8 4.9 1.4 50.8 
34.6 6.5 6.4 3.0 5.0 0.7 43.8 
44.9 9.1 6.4 4.9 5.0 3.0 26.8 
47.7 10.1 7.3 5.8 4.8 2.7 21.6 
46.7 10.8 8.0 5.5 4.4 3.4 21.3 
27.8 8.6 9-2 19.3 9.0 6.6 18.8 20.8 9.7 4.8 3.6 0.5 3.0 57.6 
31.5 10.4 5.5 5.0 2.8 2.3 42.5 
41.1 11.3 6.5 4.9 2.5 3.3 30.4 
44.4 12.0 7.7 5.5 3.1 3.4 23.9 
45.8 12.3 7.7 6.0 3.8 3.6 20.8 
24.6 9.4 17.2 15.3 10.3 6.6 16.6 
15.3 9.9 4.8 3.0 3.7 57.5 
22.1 8.0 4.6 4.6 2.1 2.3 56.3 
42.0 11.0 7.4 5.7 3.7 2.9 27.3 
47.2 11.6 7.1 5.9 3.5 3.0 21.7 
19.9 10.1 13.5 13.1 9.9 5.6 27.9 
11.0 10.8 4.8 4.5 4.1 2.8 62.0 
15.8 11.3 5.1 4.0 4.0 1.4 58.4-
23.2 11.1 8.1 6.3 4.2 2.6 44.5 
33.8 11.9 8.4 5.4 4.7 3.0 32.8 
24.5 16.1 11.4 15.3 10.3 6.9 15.5 
26.1 9.6 8.0 6,0 4.2 3.0 43.1 
26.2 10.8 6.5 4.1 3.9 1.4 47.1 
C-51 4 
I 
7 
8 
9 
10 
C-65-1 
2 
i 
-l 
2 
I 
5 
0-66= 
0-67-3 
4 
I 
7 
C-68-2 
14.5-15.0 
15.5-16.0 
16.O-17.O 
17.0-17.5 
18.0-18.5 
19.0-20.0 
20.0-21.0 
4.2-4*8 
4.9-5.4 
5.4-5.9 
5.9-7.0 
7.2-8.0 
9.4-10.0 
15.0-15.9 
16.0-16,3 
16.5-17.0 
18.0-18,5 
20.0-20.5 
19.2-19.6 
19.6-20.0 
20.0-20.8 
21.0-22.0 
23.0-24.0 
22.7-22.9 
23.5-23.7 
24.0-24.2 
IIAgb 
IIlB21b 
IIIB22b 
IIICi 
IIIC2 
IIA2b 
IIIB21b 
îîitir 
IIICi 
iiic2 
IIA2b 
IIIB21b 
I1F 
ïnlit 
IIIB23b 
IIA2b 
ïiiBaib 
Table 6. (Continued) 
Sample Depth Horizon 
number (feet) 
0-68-5 24.8-25.0 IIIBoob 
6 25.8-26.0 1118% 
7 26.8-27o0 IIIBsb 
8 27o8-28.0 IIICi 
0-69-3 32.5-32,8 
4 34.0-34.2 iIBpph 
5 34.7-35.0 IIBilg 
6 35.7-36.0 IIBgib 
7 39.0-39.4 110% 
8 43o8-44.0 IlCg 
Particle size distribution, _ 
>62p. 62-31p 31-16)1 I6-8ji 8-4)a 4-2)i < 2p. 
33.6 10.1 6.4 4.3 3.0 2.8 39.8 
46.0 10.6 7.4 4.9 3.3 3.2 24.6 
47.5 10.9 7.7 7.1 1.6 3.1 22.1 
47.5 11.3 7.5 4.1 4.6 3.1 21.9 
12.4 21.1 10.7 16.3 10.8 6.6 22.1 
14.8 7.3 9.6 7.0 3.8 2.9 54.6 
25.4 10.3 7.2 5.1 3.1 2.1 46.8 
30.4 * 12.1 10.8 6e2 4.0 2.3 34.2 
48.5 10.7 7.6 5.1 3.8 2.7 21.6 
43.9 11.7 8.5 6.2 4.6 3.4 21.7 
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Table 7, Calcium carbonate equivalent, total FegO^ and free 
FegOg data for the Late Sangamon paleosols and 
Kansan till in cores C-51, C-65, and C-69 of 
traverses 3 and 4 
Sample Depth Horizon CaCOg ^ 
number (feet) equiv. Total Free Lattice3-
C-51-4 14.5-15.0 IIAob 
5 15.5-16.0 IIIBolb 
6 16.0-17.0 IIIBopb 
7 17.0-17.5 HIB2ob 
8 18.0-18.5 IIIB3b 
9 19.0-20.0 IIICi 
10 20.0-21.0 IIIC2 
C-65-l 4.2-4.8 IIA2b 
2 4.9-5.4 IIIB21b 
3 5.4-5.9 IHB22b 
4 5.9-7.0 IIIB3b 
5 7.2-8.0 IIICi 
6 9.4-10.0 IIIGg 
0-69-3 32.5-32.8 
4 34.0-34.2 IIB22b 
5 34.7-35.0 IIB22b 
6 35.7-36.0 IIB23b 
8 43.8-44.0 IIC2 
1.1 
0.0 4.4 1.8 2.6 
0.0 7.3 3.5 3.8 
0.0 6.4 2.9 3.5 
0.0 4.6 2.1 2.5 
0.0 3.9 1.7 2.2 
5.7 3.9 1.6 2.3 
0.0 3.2 1.6 1.6 
0.0 8.3 4.7 3.6 
0,0 6.5 2.9 3.6 
0.0 5.3 2.6 2.7 
0.0 4.7 2.6 2.1 
9.3 3.8 2.1 1.7 
0.0 2.5 0.5 2.0 
0.0 7.5 3.6 3.9 
0.0 5.1 1.5 3.6 
6.9 2.2 4.7 
9.2 3.5 1.6 1.9 
^Lattice Fe203 is the difference between total and free 
Fe203. 
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The maximum clay content of the Late Sangamon B horizons 
ranges from 47.1 percent in C-68 to 62.0 percent in C-67. 
These values for maximum clay are of the same order of mag­
nitude as the 53 «9 percent clay maximum in the Yarmouth-
Sangamon paleosol at site C-32. However, the average thick­
ness of 7 Late Sangamon palesols (at sites C-l4, 51* 52, 53* 
65» 66, and 68) was only 4.4 feet as compared to an average 
of 12.4 feet for the Yarmouth-Sangamon in cores C-72, 32s and 
57» 
Corresponding to the increased clay content in the B 
horizon of the Late Sangamon paleosols is an increase in both 
total and free iron (Figures 5fl 6, and 7), Free iron has 
been shown to concentrate in the clay fraction in certain 
soils (Swenson and Riecken, 1955J Folks and Riecken, 1956). 
The correlation of free iron with clay content in the B 
horizon is characteristic of well drained soils developed 
under forest vegetation (Slmonson, Prill, and Riecken, 1957* 
p. 389) and the Late Sangamon is considered a paleo-Gray 
Brown Podzollc soil (Ruhe, 1956, p. 451). However, Ruhe (1956S 
p. 446) has shown that a portion of this iron may have been 
carried down in solution from the overlying loess and it is 
not possible to determine what quantity of the iron is related 
to secondary enrichment from overlying loess and what quantity 
is related to formation of the paleosol when it was a land 
surface soil. Analysis of 13 calcareous till samples in the 
study area show a high correlation (r - O.85) between clay 
Figure 5„ Distrioution of total FegO^ , free FegOg, lattice 
FegOgg and clay in tne Late Sangamon paleosol and 
Kansan till of core C-51 
(Lattice FegOo is the difference between total 
and free FegOg) 
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and total FegOg (Figure 8)0 This correlation may also be the 
result of an association of free iron with the less than 2 
micron clay although free iron was not determined for these 
samples. 
The values for lattice FegOg in Figures 5, 6, and 7 are 
the difference between total and free Fe203 and the curves show 
an accumulation of iron not removed by dithionite extraction 
in the B horizons of the Late Sangamon paleosols. This iron 
is in the crystal: lattice of primary and secondary silicate 
minerals since all iron oxides, iron salts, and iron assoc­
iated with organic matter are removed by the extraction 
process. Weathering ratios determined by Ruhe (1956, p. 451) 
for Late Sangamon paleosols show a systematic decrease in both 
heavy and light mineral fractions from the A2 to the C horizon 
and thus there is no increase in primary iron-silicate 
minerals in the zone of clay accumulation. The close correla­
tion of non-extractable iron and clay suggests that the iron 
may be in the lattice of clay minerals or that all the iron 
oxides are not being removed by dithionite extraction. 
Reconnaissance drilling in the Salt Creek area has 
shown that intensively weathered paleosols overlie the Kansan 
till in the Kansan area. These paleosols are, however, miss­
ing in the Iowan area. Therefore, paleosols never formed in 
the Iowan area, formed in the area and then were eroded by 
subaerial activities or glacial advance, or formed and were 
buried beneath Iowan till. Drilling to 64 feet at site C-136 
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in the Iowan area disclosed no paleosol, so the last of the 
three possibilities seems remote. 
Character of the Till 
Calcareous till in the Salt Creek area is loam in texture 
whether in the Iowan area or underlying the paleosols in the 
Kansan area. Table 8 shows the particle size distribution of 
13 calcareous till samples from the Iowan area and 3 samples 
from the Kansan areac In each case the texture is loam with 
a range in sand content from 36.3 percent in C-127 to 50.5 
percent in C-36 and a range in clay content from 18,1 percent 
in C-36 and C-71 to 26,3 percent in C-123. 
Calcium carbonate equivalent was determined for 15 of 
the calcareous till samples listed in Table 8, These values 
range from 5,0 percent in C-123 to 18.0 percent in C-136. 
The calcareous till samples were in many cases taken less 
than a foot below the leached till. Thus, the variability 
in carbonates may be the result of partial leaching of the 
till rather than inherent variability within the calcareous 
till* It may be noted that the maximum calcium carbonate 
value was obtained in C-136 at a depth of 62 to 64 feet 
where modern or pre-loess leaching is precluded. -
The 22 reconnaissance cores described in Table 1 show 
the variability in depth of leaching in the till underlying 
Table S, Particle size,total Fe20o, and calcium carbonate equivalent data for 
calcareous till samples from the Salt Creek area 
Sample Depth Surface below 
number (feet) which sample 
was taken 
Particle size distribution, % 
>62)i 62-31P 31-l6p l6-8p 8-4p 4-2p <2ja Total CaCOo 
Pe203 equiv, 
c-36-22 10.5-H.O Iowan 49.1 9.6 8.2 6.9 4.0 2.9 19.3 6.3 
C-36-24 11.0-11.5 Iowan 50.5 7.9 7.9 6.9 4.9 3.8 18.1 8.6 
c-107-7 5.4-6.0 Iowan 47.5 10.8 7.8 4.1 6.1 2.9 20.8 6.3 
0-73=26 10.0-10.5 Iowan 46.5 12.7 7.4 6.4 4.2 3.8 19.0 3.3 10.8 
C-122 9.0-9.5 Iowan 48.2 11.8 8.2 6.2 3.8 3.1 18.7 3.0 8.7 
C-123 15.0-15.5 Iowan 37.8 10.1 9.1 T-9 4.7 5.0 26.3 5.4 5.0 
C-127 13.5-14.5 Iowan 36.3 13.6 8.5 6.8 5.3 3.6 25.5 4.1 16„2 
C-128 13.5-14.0 Iowan 48.0 10.9 8.7 6.5 3.2 3.3 19.4 3.4 5.9 
C-133 14.0-14.5 Iowan 38.0 12.5 10.5 5.0 4.8 22.0 3.6 15.0 
C-I34 9.0-9.5 Iowan 39.0 10.8 8.7 8.5 5.7 5.3 22.0 3.4 8.4 
C-135 7.0-7.5 Iowan 48.3 10.6 8.3 5.8 3.3 3.3 20.4 3.4 5-2 
C-136 62-64 Iowan 40.0 13.1 9.5 7.4 4.9 4.7 20.4 3.0 18.0 
C-71 7.0-8.0 Iowan 46.8 12.7 8.7 6.5 3.5 3.7 18.1 
C—32—46 39-43 Yarmouth- 4o.6 9.9 10.6 7.5 5.7 3.5 22.2 9.3 
Sangamon 
46.7 10.8 8 . 0  C-51-10 20-21 Late Sangamon 5.5 4.4 3.4 21.3 5.7 
C-65-6 9.4-10.0 Late Sangamon 45.8 12.3 7.7 6.0 . 3.8 3.6 20.8 3.8 9.3 
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the loess in the Iowan area. Of the 22 cores only 5 had no 
leaching in the upper portion of the till and one of the cores 
(C-131) was leached 8.4 feet below the surface of the till. 
The calcareous loam till in the Iowan area has within it 
inclusions of weakly calcareous or leached, sand, silt, and 
clay. A 0.8-foot inclusion of weakly calcareous bedded sands 
and silts was described in core C-40 at a depth of 9=0 feet 
below the surface of the till (Appendix B). Inclusions of 
leached clay loam to clay material several feet thick with 
predominant gray (5Y 5/1) colors were described within the 
calcareous till in cores C-4l, 42, and 44. These cores are 
all from a small area in Sections 5 and 8 of the study area 
(Figure 3). The leached material in each of the three cores 
is at approximately the same elevation suggesting a buried 
paleosol. However, other borings near these three sites did 
not encounter the clay material. Other indications that the 
material is an incorporation within the calcareous till 
rather than a paleosol was the abrupt lower boundary of the 
material and some mixing which was observed in the material. 
The Kansan till in the other study areas is thin enough 
that the underlying paleosol formed in Nebraskan till 
(Aftonian paleosol) was easily penetrated with the drilling 
equipment used in the project (Ruhe et aL, 1965). This 
paleosol was identified in the Geneseo area on the lower 
sideslopes where the Kansan till had been removed. However, 
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in the north half of Section 6 of the Salt Creek area, hole 
C-136 (Appendix B) was drilled to 64 feet, of which 56 feet 
was in Kansan till, with no evidence of an older till. 
Furthermore, at no site in this study area was a paleosol 
observed subjacent to the Kansan till. 
Loess-till Relationships 
The pebble band, commonly seen at the loess-till contact 
in roadcuts of the area, was not noted in most of the cores. 
The absence of this pebble band in drilling cores may be due 
to the inability to consistently identify the gravel accumu­
lation with the coring tube that was used in this work 
because the diameter of the tube is less than the diameter of 
the cobbles usually found in this pebble band. In place of 
the pebble band at the loess-till contact, a thin lense of 
sand was observed in 16 of the 22 cores (Table l). 
Two loess-till relationships for the Iowan area have 
been reported in the literature (Kay and Graham, 19^ 3, p. 
131). Both of these assume a short time interval between 
till and loess deposition. First, leached loess has been 
reported overlying leached till. This sequence has been 
interpreted to be the result of post-loess leaching extend­
ing through thin loess and into the till. Second, calcareous 
loess has been reported overlying calcareous till; which has 
been interpreted as meaning that the loess was thick enough 
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to prevent post-loess leaching of the entire loess increment 
and the upper portion of the underlying till. This inter­
pretation also assumes that no leaching had taken place in 
the till prior to loess deposition. Five of the 22 recon­
naissance drilling sites had the first sequence of leached 
loess over leached till (Table 1). Another 3 of the cores 
had the second sequence of calcareous loess overlying 
calcareous till. At 2 sites leached loess overlies 
calcareous till; however, the majority of the cores (12 of 
22) had a sequence of leached loess over calcareous loess 
over leached till. Leached Iowan till underlying calcareous 
loess has not previously been reported in the literature. 
Previous investigations may have failed to discover this 
sequence either because of an insufficient number of observa­
tions or because the observations were limited to sideslope 
positions. 
Loess-paleosol-till Relationships 
Two loess-paleosol-till relationships were described in 
the Kansan area. The first relationship, limited to the 
broader Kansan divides, consists of the following strati-
graphic sequences 
Tazewell loess 
Wisconsin loess 
Farmdale paleosol 
Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol 
Kansan till 
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The second loess-paleosol-till relationship, observed on 
narrow interfluves and sideslopes, is as followss 
Tazewell loess 
Late Sangamon paleosol 
Kansan till 
Absence of an identifiable Farmdale soil overlying the 
Late Sangamon paleosol is due to s the soil not forming on 
these surfaces; erosional removal of the soil after formation; 
or oxidation of the organic material which characterizes the 
soil „ 
Stratigraphie Relationships from the Kansan Area 
to the Iowan Area 
Four drilling traverses, shorn in Figure 3s were used 
to determine the stratigraphie relationships in the Salt 
Creek area* Traverses were located to avoid crossing stream 
valleys in order to obtain continuous stratigraphie cross 
sectionso Three traverses were used to determine the 
stratigraphie relationships across the topographic borderp 
while the fourth traverse was used to determine the relation­
ship of the Late Sangamon paleosol to the Yarmouth-Sangamon 
paleosol» Detailed cross sections of the traverses are 
shorn in Figures 9» 105 11, and 12. 
Loess and sand 
Reconnaissance drilling showed that loess is thicker in 
the Kansan area than in the Iowan area» The thinning of the 
Figure 9„ Cross section of traverse 1 
(For location of traverse ls see Figure 3) 
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loess across the Iowan-Kansan border is shown in traverses 
1, 2, and 3 (Figures 9» 10, and 11). Along traverse 1 the 
thinning is very systematic with a decrease in the total 
thickness of loess and associated sand in the 9 cores from 
site C-72 through site C-73 as follows: 44» 28, 24, 21, 18, 
18, 14, 11, and 9 feet respectively. This decrease of 35 
feet in the thickness of the loess occurs in a distance of 
approximately 1,600 feet. 
Traverse 2 (Figure 10) begins on a sideslope rather than 
on an interfluve summit as in traverse 1. Therefore, the 
total thinning of 13 feet does not represent the maximum 
change in loess thickness across the border. However, if the 
traverse had started on the interfluve summit near site C-11 
(Figure 3) where the loess is 37 feet thick, the loess thick­
ness decrease across the border would have been 30 feet, and 
thus, quite similar to the change in traverse 1. Loess 
thickness at successive drill sites in traverse 2 from C-32 
to C-40 is 18, 18, 20, 19, 18, 18, 7, 7> and 8 feet respec­
tively c In the cross section of this traverse (Figure 10), 
the loess remains relatively uniform along the flank of the 
topographic high from site C-32 through site C-35 and most 
of the thinning occurs in the 600 feet between C-35 and C-36. 
From site C-36 north along the traverse the loess thickness 
is 7 to 8 feet which is similar to the 7.5 feet average 
loess thickness observed in reconnaissance drilling in the 
Iowan area (Table l) „ 
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Traverse 3 begins at site C-l4 which is located on an 
isolated topographic high rather than on an elongate ridge 
as in the first two traverses (Figure 3). The loess which 
overlies the paleosol in traverse 3 (Figure 11) thins 
systematically from 24 feet at C-l4 to 5.5 feet at C-53. At 
the next site on the traverse, C-50, where the paleosol is 
missingthe loess thickens to 10 feet. Systematic thinning 
follows through sites C-4g, 46,,and 45 which have 6, 5, and 
3 feet of loess respectively« Thus, in traverse 3 there is 
a decrease of 21 feet in the thickness of the loess„ 
The change in elevation across the topographic border 
is 30 to 50 feet of which 21 to 35 feet are attributable to 
a decrease in thickness of loess6 If the loess were absent 
or uniform in thickness across the border, the topographic 
border would still be discernible but the relief across the 
border would be less» 
The loess which overlies the paleosol and/or till in 
the Salt Creek area is divisible into 3 distinct parts: a 
basal part with low sand content in which the Farmdale 
paleosol is sometimes developed; a middle part with inter-
bedded sand lenses; and an upper part which has no sand lenses0 
This sequence of parts is observed at most of the sites 
throughout the Kansan area as well as in 2 of the 3 trav­
erses which cross the border, A similar sequence in the 
loess has been identified in the 4-Mile Creek and Geneseo 
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study areas (Fenton, 1965). 
The basal loess, which can be positively differentiated 
only when containing the Farmdale soil, has been identified 
overlying the Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol in traverses 1 and 
2 but does not overlie the Late Sangamon paleosol in traverse 
3» Basal Farmdale has not been Identified overlying a Late 
Sangamon paleosol in the Salt Creek area, nor was it identi­
fied in the Iowan portion of the study area in any of the 
traverses or reconnaissance drillings. 
The second part consisting of loess interbedded with 
sand, is the thickest of the three parts where it overlies 
the paleosols in the Kansan area. Howeverin reconnaissance 
drilling this loess and sand zone was not observed on the 
Iowan side of the topographic border. The sand which occurs 
as thin lenses in the loess in cores C-72 ànd C-57 on the 
topographic high in traverse 1 (Figure 9) becomes thicker at 
sites C-62, 60, 64, and 59 along the flank. At these sites 
sand is the dominant constituent in beds as thick as 4 to 5 
feet= In the next successive sites, C-63 and C-58, the sand 
thickness decreases and finally in C-73 only about an inch 
of sand is between the loess and till. 
The loess-sand relationship along the flank of the 
Kansan high is repeated in traverse 2 (Figure 10), although 
the sand in this traverse is not as thick as in traverse 1. 
Here again, the sand decreases in thickness inward from the 
border * and in the final core of the traverse*, C-40* no 
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trace of sand lies between the loess and till. 
Not only are the sand beds thicker in cores taken along 
the flanks of the Kansan highs but sand beds are more com­
plexly interbedded with the loess. An example of this inter-
bedding is at site C-60 (Appendix B). Loess comprises the 
upper 11 feet of this core and from 11.0 to 12.9 feet loess 
is interbedded with sand. Leached sand is observed from 12.9 
to 17«5 feet. Below the sand is a 0.2-foot thick bed of 
leached loamy material with yellowish red (5YR 5/6-5/8) 
colors suggesting an accumulation of iron. In color contrast 
with this bed is the next thin bed of calcareous loamy 
material (17,7 to lB.O feet) with a greenish gray (5BG 5/l) 
color. Finally, from 18.0 to 21.2 feet gray (N 5/0) 
calcareous silts overlie the Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol. 
The sand and silt deposits along the flanks of the 
Kansan highs in traverses 1 and 2 are not along the lowan-
Kansan topographic border in all areas. Fenton (1965) 
described no thick deposits of sand on the flanks of the 
Kansan highs in the Geneseo and 4-Mile Creek areas, although 
there were sand lenses in the loess in these study areas. 
The upper part of the loess with low sand content is 
6 to 12 feet thick in traverses 1 and 2 where it is con­
tinuous from the Kansan to the Iowan area. However, in 
traverse 3 the particle-size distribution analysis of the 
surface soil near site C-l4 has a sand content of 10.6 per­
cent in the 7-inch surface horizon (profile S-10 of Table 9) 
Table 9. Particle size and pH data for soil profiles S-102, S-10U, and S-10 
Sample 
number 
S-102-•1 
2 
1 
7 
S-10U-1 
2 
•10-1 
2 
Depth rarticie size aistriDution, % 
(inches) >62p 62-31ju 31-16jj l6-8ja 8=4ja 4-2>i <2p. pH 
o-7 
7-13 
13-22 
22-30 
30-37 
37-48 
65-72 
0-6 
6-19 
19-30 
40-48 
0-7 
7-14 
14-24 
34-60 
33.4 
36.8 
41.5 
46.5 
46.7 
47.2 
47.5 
15.8 
I:! 
10.6 
8.8 
18.2 
23.7 
19.4 
15.8 
13.2 
9.0 
10.9 
10.1 
10.8 
33.0 
36.5 
39.2 
31.6 
24.9 
20.7 
24.1 
28.9 
12.9 
10.9 
8.6 
!:? 
7.2 
7.8 
18.4 
21.6 
24.6 
27.8 
20.6 
20.7 
18.5 
17.3 
7.2 
6.0 
5.2 
5.5 
e 
6.6 
t-1 
9.0 
8.8 
i l l  
6.6 
3.9 U 
3.8 
3.7 
4.0 
6.1 
3 
2 
,4 
,2 
,6 
,6 
4.2 
4.0 
3.2 
2.5 
2 ,  
2, 
2,  
4. 
4 
.3 
0 
,2 
2.1 
2.5 
2.9 
1.8 
1.6 
1 
1 
>9 
,o 
2.8 
2.3 
2 .2  
1.8 
20.8 
24.9 
25.5 
24.1 
24.2 
22.2 
20.8 
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22, 
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4 
28.1 
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and increases to 18.2 percent in the 14 to 24 inch horizon. 
Therefore, the surficial material in the Kansan portion of 
the traverse is similar to the middle portion of the loess 
with sand lenses described in the Kansan area. Steep slopes 
and narrow interfiles in the traverse 3 area suggest that 
post-loess erosion may have removed the upper part of the 
loess. 
The relationship of the deposits of sand and loess on 
the landscape within the Salt Creek area indicates that sand 
was blown from the adjacent Iowan area to the Kansan highs 
where it was deposited as dune-like features along the flanks 
of the Kansan promlnances and as thin lenses interbedded with 
the loess on the topographic highs. 
Paleosols 
Paleosols occur beneath the loess in the Kansan area 
but not in the Iowan area. Therefore, one of the primary 
purposes for the three traverses across the Iowan-Kansan 
border was to determine the relationship between the paleosols 
of the Kansan area and the till of the Iowan area. 
Horizons in the paleosols were differentiated using the 
standard criteria as outlined by the U.S. Soil Survey Staff 
(1951» 1960)0 Principal criteria used were matrix color, 
texture, mottles, size and grade of structure, and the 
presence or absence of clay skins. 
In traverse 1 (Figure 9) the complete Yarmouth-Sangamon 
paleosol was Identified at sites C-72 and G-57 (see Appendix 
B for descriptions). The surface elevations of the paleosols 
at these two sites are 1000.0 and 1000.5 feet respectively. 
At the next lower drilling site on traverse 1, site 0-62, 
the loess-paleosol contact is 7 feet lower (elevation 993 
feet) than the two preceding cores. The portion of the 
paleosol immediately underlying the loess was identified as 
the B24 based on the moderate grade of structure and the 
presence of only a few clay skins in the horizon. Therefore, 
the upper portion of the paleosolum in C-62 was truncated 
prior to loess deposition. In the next core of the traverse, 
C-60, only 0.6 foot of paleosol was penetrated and positive 
identification of the horizon in the paleosol could not be 
made. At site C-64, next on traverse 1, the 1.5 feet of 
paleosolum underlying the loess and sand was identified as 
the B^  horizon of the paleosol on the basis of clay content, 
sand content, and structure. 
The base of the paleosol at sites C-72, 57» 62, and 64 
in traverse 1 (Figure 9) is at elevations of 988, 986, 987, 
and 987 feet respectively. At site C-59, next on the 
traverse, the loess-till contact is at 985 feet and there is 
no textural or structural indication of a solum developed in 
the till. Therefore, the truncation of the paleosol was com­
pleted between C-64 and C-59 and the cores at sites north 
of this point on the traverse are similar to those of the 
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reconnaissance drilling in the Iowan area except for slight­
ly greater loess thickness in the traverse cores. Thus, in 
traverse 1 the paleosol has been truncated and the area 
previously considered the Iowan drift plain is actually an 
erosion surface in Kansan till cut below the level of the 
Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol. 
Traverse 2 begins lower on the slope than traverse 1. 
However, identification of the B%, Bgi, Bgg* Bgg, and Bg 
horizons in the paleosol at site C-32 (Figure 10) indicates 
that a nearly complete Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol is present 
at the high point on the traverse. At this site the paleosol 
is l4o5 feet thick as compared to 12 and 14,5 feet in C-72 
and C-57 of traverse 1, At the next lower site, C-33» only 
0,5 foot of the paleosol was penetrated and therefore no 
horizonation of the paleosol was attempted» The next site, 
C-38, is 64 feet north of C-33 and 136 feet from the complete 
paleosol of C-32, At this site no paleosolum was identified. 
Since the base of the paleosol in C-32 was at 998 feet and 
the till surface in C-38 is at 997 feet, evidence of a 
paleosol would not be expected if it had been level prior to 
truncation. The paleosol in traverse 2 has, therefore, been 
truncated in the 136 feet between C-32 and C-38, Other 
sites on this traverse have sections with leached or calcar­
eous loess overlying leached till and are similar to sec­
tions observed in reconnaissance drilling in the Iowan area. 
Thus, traverse 2 duplicates the findings of traverse 1, 
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The Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol has been truncated and the 
till underlying the loess north of the topographic border is 
Kansan till. 
Traverse 3 extends from site C-l4, located on an iso­
lated topographic high, northwestward to C-49 and then north­
ward to C-45 (Figure 11). Underlying 24 feet of loess on 
this high is a Late Sangamon paleosol. The section at site 
C-l4 was described from flight auger samples, and the 
horlzonation of the Late Sangamon paleosol was not attempted0 
At site 0-51* approximately 300 feet northwest, the paleosol 
surface is 3.5 feet higher than at the preceding site. In 
this core the Ag horizon is developed in pedisediment. 
Below the pedisediment the B^ , B^ , B^ , and Bg horizons 
were differentiated on the basis of color, texture, mottles, 
and clay skins. At the next two sites on the traverse the 
full sequence of buried soil horizons was identified. In 
the first 4 sites of the traverse, where the Late Sangamon 
paleosol was identified, the thickness of the paleosol is 4, 
4.5, 4.6, and 4 feet respectively. The paleosol surface 
elevation is 979®5 feet at C-51 and 984.5 feet at C-53s 96 
feet northwest, indicating that the slope of the paleosol 
is about 5 percent to the southeast. This is not necessar­
ily the maximum slope of the paleosol since the interfluve 
along which the traverse extends may not correspond to the 
direction of maximum slope on the underlying paleosol. 
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In the 36 feet between C-53 and. C-50 the 4-foot thick 
paleosol observed In the former core is abruptly truncated. 
At site C-50 the till has been cut lower than in adjacent 
sites C-49 and C-53, suggesting a slight downcutting along 
the edge of the truncated paleosol. . The till surface con­
tinues to rise at succeeding sites C-49, 46, and 45, but no 
trace of a Late Sangamon paleosol is identified north of 
C-53. 
Traverse 3 is, therefore, a third example in the Salt 
Creek area of truncation of a paleosol along the Iowan-
Kansan topographic border. Thus, there is conclusive 
evidence that the plain north of the border is a loess-
covered erosion surface cut below the pre-Wisconsin paleosols 
and into the subjacent Kansan till. 
Traverse 4 (Figure 12) is located on a north sloping 
interfluve across the stream valley from traverse 3 (Figure 
3). Study of the paleosol, which underlies the lower 
portion of the interfluve and which crops out on the lower 
slope* indicates that the buried soil developed during Late 
Sangamon time. However, the paleosol in C-69 at the south 
end of the traverse is morphologically an intergrade between 
a Late Sangamon paleosol and a Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol, 
Instead of the yellow-red (5YR and 7«5YR) hues character­
istic of the ferretto of the Late Sangamon, the paleosol of 
C-69 has yellow and green-yellow (5Y and 5GY) hues which are 
Figure 12„ Cross section of traverse 4 
(For location of traverse 4fl see Figure 3) 
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characteristic of the Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosolic B horizon. 
However, the 4-foot thick B2 horizon of this paleosol is 
about the same thickness as the Late Sangamon paleosol in 
traverse 3 and. considerably thinner than the Yarmouth-
Sangamon paleosols that are 10 to l4-feet thick in the study 
area. Other evidence of the transitional nature of this 
paleosol is the absence of a stone line and pedisediment 
associated with the paleosol in the other cores on the 
traverse. 
The traverse 4 interfluve continues to rise to the west 
and can then be traced northwestward to traverses 2 and 1 
which are approximately 1 and 2 miles west respectively 
(Figure 3)o The Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol in traverse 2 
has been truncated suggesting that prior to truncation the 
paleosol extended some distance to the north. From the north 
end of traverse 2 an interfluve on the Iowan can be traced 
eastward until it joins the interfluve on which traverse 3 
is located (Figure 3)® This tracing suggests that prior to 
truncation* the Late Sangamon soil in traverses 3 and 4 
ascended to a Yarmouth-Sangamon soil which was continuous 
around the head of the tributary which separates these two 
traverses. 
Weathering zones 
The weathering zones in the till underlying the paleosols 
are traceable to the Iowan area in the traverses which cross 
the border in the Salt Creek area. The leached zone 
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in the till underlying the paleosol in traverses 1 and 2 
(Figures 9 and 10) can be traced northward to the Iowan area 
where it immediately underlies the Wisconsin loess. This 
leached zone in traverse 1 is truncated between C-63 and 
0-58 and the surficial till at C-58 is calcareous. Where 
the loess on this calcareous till is thick enough to preclude 
modern weathering through the loess, as is the case at site-
C-122, the section becomes the classic Iowan with calcareous 
loess overlying calcareous till (Kay and Graham, 1943, p. 
130-131). The leached zone which is traced from under the 
paleosol is not, however, truncated in traverse 2, In this 
traverse the surface of the carbonate zone in the till, 
where penetrated at sites C-32, 38, 34, 36, 56, and 40, is 
nearly level at 987, 986, 988, 992, 992, and 994 feet eleva­
tion respectively. Thus, it is apparent from the horizontal 
nature of the carbonate surface that there has been no 
leaching in the till at these sites since the paleosol was 
removed. The leached zone in the. till which underlies 
calcareous loess at sites C-56 and C-40 in the Iowan area 
must, therefore, be relict from the Yarmouth-Sangamon 
weathering. This relict weathering zone would also account 
for the thick leached zone observed in some of the cores in 
the reconnaissance drilling as well as the clay accumulation 
in the leached till at site C-123. 
Tracing of weathering zones in the till from beneath 
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the Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol to the Iowan area proves 
again that there Is only one till, the Kansan, immediately 
underlying the loess in the Salt Creek area. 
Conclusions from traverses 
The traverses in the Salt Creek area indicate that : 
(1) The loess thins more or less systematically from 
the Kansan area to the Iowan area across the Iowan-Kansan 
topographic border. The elevation changes which are noted 
across this border are due to differences in loess thickness 
as well as to differences in till and paleosol surface 
elevations. 
(2) The Wisconsin loess deposit can be differentiated 
into 3 distinct parts on the basis of sand content. The 
upper part with low sand content uniformly blankets the more 
stable portions of the entire landscape. On the Iowan sur­
face only this upper part is present while in the Kansan 
area of Salt Creek two additional parts overlie the Yarmouth-
Sangamon paleosol. These two are loess with interbedded 
lenses of sand and a basal loess with low sand content which 
contains the Farmdale paleosol. 
(3) The interbedded lenses of sand in the loess of the 
Kansan area thicken along the border and merge with dune­
like sand deposits along the north flanks of the Kansan 
topographic highs. The sand at the loess-till contact in 
the Iowan area is stratigraphically equivalent to the sand 
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on the flanks of the Kansan highs. 
(4) Yarmouth-Sangamon and Late Sangamon paleosols are 
truncated at the lowan-Kansan topographic border. Therefore, 
the till surface in the Iowan area is an erosion surface cut 
in Kansan till below the pre-Wisconsin paleosols. 
(5) Weathering zones in the till beneath the paleosols 
can be traced to the till in the Iowan area and, in fact, 
correspond to the weathering zones in the surficial till in 
the Iowan area. Thus, at least a portion of the leached 
till underlying calcareous loess in the Iowan area is a 
relict of weathering of Yarmouth-Sangamon time. 
(6) No fresh till ms found overlying the beveled 
paleosols or the weathering zones at the lowan-Kansan border. 
Conclusions from Reconnaissance and Traverse Studies 
The loess-till relationships of the Iowan area, the 
loess-paleosol-till relationships of the Kansan area, and 
the stratigraphie relationships observed in traverse studies 
across the lowan-Kansan border indicate that a drift younger 
than the Kansan does not exist in the Salt Creek area. In­
stead, the "Iowan drift plain" is an erosion surface formed 
by the removal by subaerial erosion of the Yarmouth-Sangamon 
and Late Sangamon paleosols and the upper portion of the 
Kansan till. The pebble band or stone line is a lag accumu­
lation of sand and gravel which has resulted from erosional 
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removal, principally by water, of the finer material. Sand 
at the loess-till contact is an accumulation resulting from 
the erosion of the fines and/or movement of sand on the 
truncated surface prior to loess deposition. The leached 
upper portion of the till underlying calcareous loess, not 
previously reported in the literature on the Iowan, is a 
remnant of the lower weathering zone of the pre-existing 
paleosol or is the result of leaching which took place during 
erosion of the till surface prior to loess deposition. 
Dune-like sand deposits along the beveled paleosols are 
the result of lodgment of aeolian sand, from adjacent 
erosion surfaces, along the flanks of prominences in the 
landscape during loess deposition. Thin lenses of sand in 
the loess on the highs are the result of aeolian movement of 
sand onto the loess-covered highs during loess deposition. 
Continuous loess deposition took place over the entire 
area from 29,000 to 14,000 years before present0 Erosion 
which cut the Iowan surface removed the early increments of 
loess from that area0 When the erosion surface.stabilized, 
sand movement ceased, and the final increment of loess with 
a lower sand content blanketed the entire area* Thus, the 
loess section in the Kansan area represents the entire 
sequence of loess from Farmdale through late Tazewell time 
while the loess in Iowan area represents only the final 
Wisconsin loess increment0 
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Organic material was observed in the zone from 11.5 to 
15,5 feet at site C-59 in traverse 1 (Figure 9). The basal 
0o8 foot of the zone was sampled for radiocarbon dating. 
Approximately 5 feet of calcareous loess overlies the sampled 
zone and thus reduces the possibility of post-loess contamina­
tion by roots or organic carbon carried down in the ground 
water0 After completion of the final draft of this thesis 
the organic material was dated at 18,300 - 500 years 
(¥•=1687)*o The zone from which the dated sample was taken 
is at the base of the loess which mantles the Iowan erosion 
surface and overlies a zone of bedded sand and silt which 
equates stratigraphieally with the sand lenses in the 
middle portion of the loess on the Kansan topographic highs„ 
Thus, the basal and middle parts of the loess in the Kansan 
area were deposited between 29,000 and 18,300 years before 
present and the upper portion of loess which blankets the 
entire landscape was deposited between 18,300 and l4s 000 
years before present » Since the organic zone overlies the 
Iowan surface, the erosion which cut the surface occurred in 
this area more than 18,300 years ago. The radiocarbon date, 
supports the previously enumerated conclusions based on 
stratigraphie evidence« 
^Sample radiocarbon dated by the Geological Survey, 
Washington, D„ C. 
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GEOMORPHOLOGY 
A series of 8 stepped topographic levels extending from 
the floodplain to the upland divides has been observed in 
the Salt Creek area. Reconnaissance and traverse drilling 
shows that the upper 5 of these levels are loess mantled. 
Slopes descending from these levels are on loess and till and 
slopes from the upper 2 levels have outcrops of paleosols. 
The lower 3 levels along the stream are periodically flooded 
and are not covered by loess0 These latter 3 surfaces are 
not identifiable within the Salt Creek study area but can be 
traced along Salt Creek, 2 miles to the east. A tentative 
correlation has been established between the stepped levels 
in this area and those in the other study areas. Similar 
stepped level surfaces in southwestern Iowa have been shown 
to be the result of multicyclic erosion (Ruhe, 1956, p. 44l). 
Burled surfaces which control a portion of the stepped 
levels on the land surface were studied by deep drilling 
followed by laboratory analysis of selected, samples. The 
topography of the landscape of the Iowan area and Kansan 
area were compared with respect to elevation, slope fre­
quency s and drainage density» Landscape components of 
upland summits, hillslopes* stepped levels, and alluvial-
colluvial fills were delineated in a two square mile area 
which straddles the lowan-Kansan topographic border0 
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Burled Surfaces 
The upland stepped levels* although loess-mantled, are 
the surficial expression of a series of buried surfaces on 
Kansan till formed prior to loess deposition. On the higher 
CP 
2 levels in the Kansan area, loess thickness ranges from 10 
to 50 feet. This variation in thickness masks any topo­
graphic effect of the burled surfaces on the land surface. 
Howeverg the 3 loess-covered surfaces in the Iowan area have 
only a relatively thin (l to 10 feet) blanket of loess and 
the effect of the buried surfaces is clearly expressed. 
The 5 buried surfaces within the study area are desig­
nated from highest to lowest as (l) Yarmouth-Sangamon, (2) 
Late Sangamon, (3) upper Iowan erosion, (4) lower Iowan 
erosion, and (5) Iowan terrace. 
Yarmouth-Sangamon 
The Yarmouth-Sangamon surface controls the Kansan highs 
in the southern portion of the Salt Creek study area (Sections 
75 8, and 9). This buried surface can be traced from the 
study area to southern and western Iowa where it underlies 
the loess on the major divides (Ruhe, 1956, p. 44l) „ The 
relation of this surface to the buried Iowan erosion surface 
was studied in traverses 1 and 2 (Figures 9 and 10). The 
name Yarmouth-Sangamon implies that this surface was exposed 
from Yarmouth time through Sangamon time which included the 
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Yarmouth interglacial age, the Illinoian glacial age, and 
the Sangamon interglacial age. As a result of this long 
weathering period, the buried surface is characterized by 
an intensively weathered soil (Ruhe, 1956, p. 445-446). The 
buried soil in this study area ranges in thickness from 12.2 
feet at site C-72 to 14.5 feet at site C-57» Predominant 
hues in the soil solum as described at sites C-72, 57, and 
32 are yellow, green-yellow, and blue-green (5Y, 5GY, and 
5BG)o Textures throughout the buried profiles range from 
silty clay loam to clay. Field texturing indicated that the 
maximum clay content of all soils on the Yarmouth-Sangamon 
surface in the study area was greater than 50 percent„ The 
maximum clay content in this paleosol at site C-32 is 53.9 
percent in the buried Bgg horizon (Table 4). 
The elevation of this surface is 1000 feet at site C-72 
(Figure 9) and 1008.5 feet at site C-32 (Figure 10), one 
mile east. This is considered to be the approximate range 
in elevation of the remnants of the Yarmouth-Sangamon surface 
throughout the Salt Creek area. Elevation of this surface 
in the 4-Mile Creek and Geneseo areas, as identified in the 
cores of the paha, ranges from 1000 to 1045 feet (Ruhe ert al, 
1965). The Yarmouth-Sangamon surface before its dissection 
was, therefore, nearly level over northern Tama County. 
These elevations are slightly higher than those given by Kay 
and Apfel (1929, p, 26l) on the contour map of the gumbotil 
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on the Kansan plain during Yarmouth time» Their map shows 
that the surface sloped from an elevation of 1000 feet at 
the northwest corner of Tama County to 900 feet at the south­
east corner with the elevation in the Salt Creek area about 
950 feet» 
The variation in elevation between sites C-72 and C-32 
(8,5 feet) suggests that there may be 5 to 10 feet of local 
relief on the surface» similar to that observed by Ruhe 
(19564 p= 445) on the Yarmouth-Sangamon surface in south­
western Iowa0 Howevers the variation In loess thickness 
over this buried surface ranges from 20 to 50 feet^ making 
it difficult to infer anything about the configuration of 
the buried surface from the relief on the land surface. 
Late Sangamon 
The Late Sangamon surface is characterized by a paleosol 
with a reddish or ferretto zone developed in Kansan till 
(Ruhe, 1956, p. 451) with the upper portion of the paleosol 
commonly developed in local sediments derived from till. In 
the study area, buried Late Sangamon surfaces were identified 
in traverses 3 and 4. All the buried soils in traverse 4 
except at site C-69 have surflcial horizons formed in local 
sediment (pedisediment) which at site C-68 is 1,1 feet 
thick. The lower portions of these soils, formed in Kansan 
tillj, have colors ranging from grayish brown to yellowish 
red (2.5YR, 5YR, and 7o5YR hues with values from 4 to 6 and 
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chromas from 2 to 8). Texture of the buried B horizon is 
clay or clay loam with clay skins on most of the ped faces. 
The thickness of the buried solum was 6 feet or less in all 
cases where the entire solum was penetrated by drilling. 
This surface is not extensive within the study area, occur­
ring only in Section 9j> but outcrops of the ferretto zone on 
sideslopes are quite common in the region to the south and 
east. 
The relationship of the Late Sangamon surface to the 
Yarmouth-Sangamon surface was established in southwestern 
Iowa by Ruhe (1956, p„ 442) where the Late Sangamon is an 
erosion surface cut into the Kansan till, below the level 
of the Yarmouth-Sangamon surface. The same relationship 
holds in the Salt Creek area since this erosion surface is 
at elevations between 975 and 990 feet as compared to 1000 
to 1008 feet elevation for the Yarmouth-Sangamon<, Traverse 
3 (Figure 11) shows the Late Sangamon sloping toward a trib­
utary to Salt Creek. Away from the tributary, the surface 
rises toward a higher portion of the landscape to the north0 
This suggests that the surface, prior to truncation, ascend­
ed to a Yarmouth-Sangamon surface. The merger of these two 
surfaces is shown in traverse 4 (Figure 12) across the 
stream valley from traverse 3„ At the highest point on 
traverse 4 (site C-69), the paleosol has matrix colors 
which range from very dark gray to greenish gray (2.5Y 3/1 
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to 5GY and 5G 5/1). These colors are characteristic of the 
Yarmouth-Sangamon and are in contrast to the yellow-red 
(2.5YR and 5YR) hues associated with the Late Sangamon. 
Also, there is no locally-derived sediment overlying the 
portion of the solum developed In till which is observed in 
the other Late Sangamon paleosols on the traverse. However, 
the soil is only 5.5 feet thick which is more characteristic 
of Late Sangamon than of Yarmouth-Sangamon. The elevation 
of 991 feet for the surface of this soil also indicates that 
at this site it is cut below the Yarmouth-Sangamon which is 
at 1000 to 1008 feet in the study area. 
Loess thickness, as seen in traverses 3 and 4 (Figures 
11 and 12), is quite variable over the Late Sangamon surface. 
However, the occurence of the surface is easy to predict 
since it underlies lower and narrower interfluves than the 
Yarmouth-Sangamon and the paleosol developed on the surface 
quite often outcrops on slopes. 
Iowan erosion surfaces 
Results of traverse and reconnaissance drilling present­
ed in this thesis have established that the surface called 
the "Iowan drift plain" is actually an erosion-surface com­
plex cut in Kansan till below the level of the Yarmouth-
Sangamon and Late Sangamon surfaces during Wisconsin time. 
Stratigraphie work has shown that erosion which formed the 
surface complex bevels the basal Farmdale soil dated at 
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29,000 4^ 500 (1-1269) at site C-72. It has also been shown 
that only the last increment of Tazewell loess, dated at 
about 14,000 years (Ruhe, Rubin and Scholtes, 1957, p. 674) 
overlies the Iowan erosion surface. Thus, these buried 
erosion surfaces are Tazewell in age. 
The loess which overlies the erosion surface forms a 
relatively uniform blanket on the level to slightly rounded 
interfluves. This uniformity can be seen in Table 1 which 
lists loess thicknesses for 22 reconnaissance drillings in 
the Iowan area. Another indication of this uniformity is 
seen in the extension of traverse 1 (Figure 9) across a 
drainageway on the Iowan surface, Loess and sand thickness 
in the 5 cores (sites C-71, 71A, 70, 7OA, and 70B) across 
the drainageway is 6.8, 5.0, 4.8, 5.0, and 7.0 feet, respec­
tively. As can be seen by the 4.8-foot thickness value for 
the middle of the drainageway and the 6.8 and 7.0 values on 
the divides adjacent to the drainageway, the loess and sand 
in this traverse is approximately 2 feet thicker on the 
divides than in the drainageways. Site C-138, located on 
the divide along the west edge of Section 6, has 7.2 feet 
of loess and sand overlying till5 while at site C-139 in the 
adjacent drainageway, the loess and sand is 6.7 feet thick. 
These observations indicate that the loess and sand is 
slightly thicker on the divides than in the drainageways and, 
therefore, the relief on the land surface is slightly greater 
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than on the buried Iowan erosion surface. This also indi­
cates that the geometry of the land surface is very nearly 
a reflection of the underlying erosion surfaces. Several 
small closed depressions occur on the land surface in Section 
6. Larger depressions were studied in the Palermo area (Ruhe 
et al, 1965)5 but drilling around these enclosures suggests 
that similar features do not exist on the subjacent till 
surfaces. 
Mapping of the geomorphic surfaces in the Iowan portion 
of the study area disclosed two loess-mantled stepped levels 
which are cut in the underlying till. The same two levels 
were also identified in the Geneseo area (Fenton, 1965) 
where the lower level is cut below the Aftonian palsosol. 
The occurrence of these two levels, paired in the various 
areas and cut to similar levels in different materials, 
indicates that the erosion which removed the upper portion 
of the Kansan drift to form the Iowan erosion surface was 
multicyclic in nature. The higher level is located on 
broad divides and the lower level is on narrow interfluves 
closer to the major streams, A slight scarp separates the 
two levels. 
In traverse 1 (Figure 9) the surface of the Yarmouth-
Sangamon is approximately 1000 feet in elevation at sites 
C-72 and 0-57 while the surface of the till on the adjacent 
Iowan erosion surface averages 984 feet at sites C-58, 73s 
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and 71. These elevations show that in this traverse approx­
imately 16 feet of paleosol and till have been stripped to 
form the erosion surface0 Traverse 2 (Figure 10) shows a 
similar relationship with the Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol at 
1008 feet and an average Iowan erosion surface elevation of 
995 feet at 5 sites. This indicates that approximately 13 
feet of paleosol and till were stripped in traverse 2» The 
cross section of traverse 2 (Figure 10) also shows that the 
surface of the carbonate zone in the Kansan till is nearly 
level from beneath the paleosol to the Iowan erosion surface. 
Thuss on this portion of the erosion surface, the leached 
till is a relict from Yarmouth-Sangamon time. 
Below the lowest stepped level of the interfluves is a 
loess-covered terrace which occurs along the major streams 
and tributaries. In the Salt Creek area a small remnant of 
this terrace was identified in the northwest quarter of Sec­
tion 80 A more extensive area of the terrace is east of the 
study area, in Section 10, where it can be traced to Salt 
Greek„ The loess which overlies the terrace is 4 to 8 feet 
thick and is a continuous deposit from the terrace to the 
adjacent erosion surfaces. Along Wolf Creek in the Geneseo 
area^ this terrace is underlain by 40 feet of sand, a portion 
of which extends 1§ miles up a tributary (Fenton, 1965)0 
Extension of the sand terrace up many of the major tribu­
taries shows that the sand was, in part, of local rather than 
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regional origin. Since this terrace is set below the Iowan 
erosion surface complex» it is the result of a younger cycle 
of cutting and filling. 
In conclusion, the till surfaces in and around Salt 
Creek, previously called the "Iowan drift plain", are the 
result of subaerial erosion which stripped the Yarmouth-
Sangamon and Late Sangamon paleosols and cut into the upper 
portion of the Kansan till. The resultant till surfaces 
were subsequently overlain by Wisconsin loess. This erosion 
involved at least three cycles and includes a constructional 
sand terrace along the major streams and tributaries. The 
resultant erosion-surface complex exclusive of the terraces 
is the "iowan surface". 
Constructional Loess Surface 
Stratigraphie evidence has shown that more or less con­
tinuous loess deposition took place for 15*000 years (29,000 
through 14,000 years before present). Other stratigraphie 
work presented earlier shows that the Wisconsin loess can be 
differentiated into the following distinct parts % 
(1) an upper portion with low sand content 
(2) a middle portion with sand lenses 
(3) a basal portion with low sand content 
All three parts were identified in the Kansan area but the 
lower two are missing in the Iowan area. Dune-like sand 
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deposits which equate stratlgraphically with the middle part 
of the loess were observed along the flanks of the Kansan 
high in traverses 1 and 2, The sand deposits coupled with 
the absence of the lower two portions of the loess indicate 
that during most of the depositlonal period, the loess was 
being removed from the Iowan area by erosion while aeolian 
sand originating from the erosion surface was being inter­
calated with the loess in the Kansan area. As much as 32 
feet of loess and sand (site 0-72) was deposited on the 
uneroded topographic highs which mark the Iowan-Kansan 
border in the study area; but on the adjacent erosion surface 
. most or all of this increment was removed by erosion* 
4> 
After the erosion surface became more stable, a blanket of 
loess 6 to 10 feet thick covered the entire area* The range 
and uniformity in thickness is noted in Table 1 for 22 
reconnaissance sites. This final increment, containing less 
than 5 percent sand at sites C-72, 73» and 32 (Tables 2» 3» 
and 4), represents the period from cessation of erosion of 
the Iowan surface to the end of loess deposition (late 
Tazewell time). Although the buried surfaces range in age 
from Yarmouth-Sangamon to Tazewell, the entire loess-covered 
land surface dates only from late Tazewell. 
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Landscape 
Topography 
The topography of the Iowan area has been considered 
drift-mantled erosional topography, while the Kansan to the 
south has been considered erosional topography (Kay and 
Apfelj) 1929s p. 107-108). This topographic difference is 
very evident in the Salt Creek area at the Iowan-Kansan 
border. The Iowan topography is gently rolling with slopes 
descending systematically to an integrated drainage net. On 
the broad divides a shallow drainage net reflects the drain­
age pattern on the till surface underlying the loess. The 
Kansan topography consists of deeply incised stream valleys 
separated by tabular divides. In many places erosion has 
exposed the Kansan till or the paleosols overlying the Kansan 
till. Along the major tributaries in the Kansan area, val­
leys are broad and have flat bottoms. 
In order to evaluate the differences across the border 
in a quantitative rather than merely a qualitative manner, 
the topographic differences were measured in terms of eleva­
tion, slope frequencyand density of drainage net. 
Elevation The elevation of the broad divides on the 
Iowan plain immediately north of the Salt Creek study area 
is approximately 1000 feet. This plain is at approximately 
1100 feet in the Palermo.study area. A portion of the 
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increase in elevation can be attributed to a 5 to 10-feet 
increase in loess thickness from Salt Creek to Palermo but 
most of the increase is due to a regional slope from north­
west to southeast. 
Elevations determined in many places on both sides of 
the Iowan-Kansan border show that the tabular divides in 
the Kansan area are 30 to 50 feet higher than the adjacent 
Iowan surface. This change in relief was also observed in 
traverse studies across this border. In the northwestern 
portion of the study area (Section 7 of t84n, R14w), the 
Kansan high has a maximum elevation of 1044 feet. The 
elevation of the Iowan surface in Section 6, approximately 
990 feet north of this Kansan high, is 993 feet or a differ­
ence of 51 feet. Similar comparisons in Sections 8 and 9 
of the study area show that the Kansan is 34 and 39 feet, 
respectively, higher than the adjacent Iowan. 
Slope frequency Frequency distribution of slopes 
on the Iowan and on the Kansan were determined by measuring 
the areas of various slope distributions on the Tama County 
soil map (Aandahl and Simonson, 1950). Twelve square miles 
were measured in each of the two areas. .Sections which 
contained the topographic border were not included in the 
•measurements. Slope groups measured were 0-3, 3-6, 6-l6, 
and 16-40 percent. Frequency distribution of each of these 
groups is given in Table 10. 
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Table 10. Frequency distribution of slopes in 12 square 
miles of Iowan and Kansan topography within and 
near the Salt Creek study area 
Slope Group 
Iowan 
Frequency $ 
Kansan 
R 6-l6 
16-40 
50.7 
22.9 
26.3 
0.0 
8.6 
10.7 
27.1 
53.7 
From Table 10 it can be seen that the majority of the 
land surface in the Iowan area is nearly level with 50.7 
percent of the area having 0-3 percent slopes. On the other 
hand, the Kansan landscape is made up principally of steep 
slopes in the l6-40 percent slope group. 
The decreasing frequency with increasing slope on the 
Iowan and the reverse trend for the Kansan are similar to 
the results reported by Ruhe (1950, p. 440) for Iowan and 
Kansan topography in northwestern Iowa. Figure 13 compares 
the slope frequencies in the Salt Creek area with those 
observed by Ruhe on various drift topographies in north­
western Iowa. 
Drainage density Drainage density was determined 
for the twelve square miles in each area checked previously 
for slope distribution. The density of the drainage was 
evaluated through the used of a grid counter by the method 
Figure 13. Frequency curves for drift topographies in the 
Salt Creek area and in northwestern Iowa 
(A portion after Ruhe, 1950) 
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described in Appendix A. The values obtained are used for 
comparative purposes only and are not Intended to indicate 
miles of drainage per square mile of area. An average 
value of 196 counts/square mile was obtained for the Iowan 
drainage density while the value in the Kansan area was 390 
counts/square mile. Thus, the density of the drainage lines 
in the Kansan area 'is twice that of the Iowan area, 
Paha Paha are distinctive topographic features 
which rise as elongate ridges above the surrounding Iowan 
landscape and occur near or within all the study areas ex­
cept Palermo. A distinctive feature of the paha is their 
NW-SE axial trend. • An average trend of S 60° E was measured 
for 9 paha delineated by Scholtes (1955) in Benton County, 
east of the study areas. Two paha northwest of the Salt 
Creek area have a nearly common axis with an average trend 
of S 58° E (Figure l4). Corresponding to the axial trend of 
the paha is a S 64° E trend of the Kansan high along the 
Iowan-Kansan border in Section 7 of the Salt Creek area. 
This high has an axis which, when extended northwest, is 
only slightly offset from the axis of the two paha previous­
ly mentioned (Figure 14). The paha and the Kansan portion 
of the Salt Creek area are stratigraphically and topograph­
ically similar. The border is an erosional feature and the 
paha are erosional remnants so the paha should be expected 
to have a trend similar to the nearby Iowan-Kansan border. 
Figure l4„ Trends of paha and glacial sublobes in the Salt 
Creek area 
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The Toledo sublobe of the Iowan extends southeast from 
the main body near the west edge of the Salt Creek area 
(Figure 14). This sublobe has an axial trend at the junction 
with the main body of S 24° Ej however, with distance from 
the main body the lobe has a more easterly trend of S 59° E, 
Thus, there is a discordance of 34° between the trend of the 
paha near the study area and the trend of the Toledo sublobe 
as it leaves the main body* 
West of the Toledo sublobe another& larger, sublobe 
(called the Poweshiek) has a S 14° E trend as it leaves the 
main body in Marshall County (Figure l4)0 With distance 
from the main Iowan area this lobe also takes on a more 
easterly trend and has a S 79° E trend near its outer limits« 
A small sublobe associated with the Poweshiek has its axis 
trending S 59° E. The axial relationship between the paha 
and the sublobes indicates that parallelism between axes of 
paha and presumed glacial movement exists only in part in 
this area* 
Prior to the work in the Salt Creek area* the sublobes 
in Figure 14 were considered the result of glacial action* 
However, it can now be concluded that these so-called sub­
lobes are erosion surfaces cut in Kansan till below the 
level of the Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol„ The areas between 
these erosion surfaces or so-called sublobes are, therefore, 
remnants left by the erosion0 
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The regional drainage pattern in northeast Iowa is from 
northwest to southeast. An example of this trend is shown 
by the Iowa river in Figure 14. The Iowan surface is an 
erosion surface and, therefore, it seems reasonable to 
assume that the pattern of erosion is controlled to some 
extent by the regional drainage pattern. This erosion 
determined the orientation of the Iowan-Kansan border in the 
Salt Creek area as well as the trends of the paha and the so-
called sublobes shown in Figure 14. Since these features 
are all controlled by the regional drainage pattern, it is 
reasonable that their axial trends should be similar with 
minor variations due to local differences in drainage 
patterns. 
Landscape components 
The land surface in the study area has been differen­
tiated into interfluve summits, terraces, hillslopes, and 
alluvial-colluvial fill surfaces. These delineations are 
shown in Figure 15 and the methods used in the delineation 
of the units in the field are given in Appendix A. Charac­
teristics of each of the units are given in Table 11 and 
described in Appendix A. 
Percentages of the various landscape units were deter­
mined using an electric grid counter as outlined in Appendix 
A and the values for the various landscape segments are 
given in Table 11. Interfluve summit surfaces occupy 37.4 
Figure 150 Geomorphic surface map of the Salt Creek area 
(Surfaces are listed and characterized in Table 11) 
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Table 11. Characteristics of the geomorphic mapping units of the Salt Creek area 
(Figure 15) 
Surface Landscape unit Slope 
% of 
total 
area 
Relation to other surfaces Stratigraphy 
Upland Surfaces 
6o5 
Interfluve 
summit 
Interfluve 
summit 
Interfluve 
summit 
5 interfluve 
summit 
0-8 7.7 Highest surface above 
average water level of 
Salt Greekj controlled by 
Yarmouth-Sangamon surface 
1-6 0.3 Below 7th surface; con­
trolled by Late Sangamon 
surface 
0-6 28.4 Below 7th or 6.5th sur­
face j controlled by upper 
Iowan erosion surface 
1-6 1.0 Below 6th surfacej con­
trolled. by lower iowan 
erosion surface 
20 to 50 feet of 
loess over 
Yarmouth-Sangamon 
paleosol 
10 to 30 feet of 
loess over Late 
Sangamon surface 
5 to 10 feet of 
loess over Kansan 
till 
1 to 5 feet of 
loess over Kansan 
tilla 
37.4 
Terrace 
4 Terrace 1-3 0.2 4th highest surface above 4 to 8 feet of 
average water level of loess over sand 
Salt Creekj controlled by and gravel 
_ Iowan terrace surface 
a Sand may occur between loess and till. 
Table 11, (Continued) 
Surface Landscape unit Slope 
% of 
total 
area 
Relation to other surfaces Stratigraphy 
Hillslope Surfaces 
S6 Slope 3-25 8.0 Descends to 6th surface or F6 Any 
S5 Slope 3-25 11.4 Descends to 5th surface or F5 Any 
S4 Slope 3-25 18.1 Descends to 4th surface or F4 Any 
S3 Slope 3-25 8.9 Descends to 3rd surface or F3 Any 
82 Slope 3-25 0.2 
46.6 
Descends to 2nd surface or F2 Any 
Alluvial -Colluvial Fills 
F 6 Colluvlal fill 1-6 0.8 Descends to 6th surface Colluvium 
F5 Alluvial fill 1-6 2.2 Descends 
F4 
to 5th surface or Alluvlum-
Colluvium 
F4 Alluvial fill 1-6 6.8 Descends 
F3 
to 4th surface or Alluvium-
Colluvium 
F3 Alluvial fill 1-6 4.3 Descends 
F2 
to 3rd surface or Alluvium-
Colluvium 
F2 Alluvial fill 1-6 1.7 Descends 
PI 
to 2nd surface or Alluvium-
Colluvium 
15.8 
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percent of the study area; terraces, 0.2 percent; hillslopes, 
46.6 percent; and alluvial-colluvlal fills, 15.8 percent. 
Interfluve summits Interfluve summit surfaces vary 
in width from more than £ mile on the broad divides in the 
Iowan area to less than 50 feet on some of the lower Iowan 
interfluves and Kansan topographic highs. These surfaces 
are all mantled by loess, the final increment of which was 
deposited in late Tazewell time. However, the interfluve 
summits are controlled to varying degrees by the previously 
''described buried surfaces. The highest level is control 12d 
by the underlying Yarmouth-Sangamon surface and makes up 7-7 
percent of the study area (Table 11). The next lower level 
surface, controlled in part by the buried Late Sangamon sur­
face, consists of only one small delineation making up 0.3 
percent of the study area. The most extensive upland surface 
is controlled by the upper Iowan erosion surface and makes up 
28.4 percent of the study area. The lowest upland surface 
occurs only on the lower, narrow interfluves. As a result of 
the landscape position of this surface, it occupies only 1.0 
percent of the study area. 
Hlllslopes and stepped levels Figure 16 shows a 
series of land surface profiles which with the exception of 
traverse F extend from interfluve summit to subjacent alluvial 
fill. The traverses were located to cross various stepped 
levels mapped on the land surface in the study area (Figure -
15). The profiles of the traverses show the stepped relation-
Figure l6. Longitudinal profiles of selected land surface 
traverses 
(Profiles are located on Figure 15; numbers in 
parentheses represent upland surfaces listed in 
Table 11) 
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ship of the various surfaces. It has been previously demon­
strated that the land surface formed principally in loess is 
a reflection of the underlying erosion surface in the til-l. 
Thus, the gradients on the underlying till surface are 
similar to those on the land surface. Gradients were deter­
mined for all distinct segments of the slope and for all the 
stepped levels except the uppermost in each of the traverses. 
Slope of the fill was not determined because of local 
variability in most of the fills0 
Traverse â, located in the northwest quarter of Section 
8 (Figure 15), extends from the Kansan interfluve summit, to 
the alluvial fill at the base of the slope6 In the longi­
tudinal profile, shown in Figure 16, a single stepped level 
is visiblee This surface, less than 75 feet long and 40 
feet below the level of the summit has a 4 percent gradient0 
A hillslope with a 14 percent gradient descends to this sur­
face and an 11 percent slope descends from the stepped level 
to the alluvial fill. Adjacent to the interfluve summit is 
a 225-foot segment of hillslope with 5 percent gradient„ 
This segment represents either the shoulder slope which is 
transitional between the more level interfluve summit and 
the subjacent hillslope or is a portion of a more extensive 
slope which previously descended to the uppermost Iowan 
erosion surface and has since been removed by erosion. 
Traverses B and D are located in the southeast quarter 
of Section 8 (Figure 15) and descend from adjacent 
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Kansan interfluve summits to the same alluvial fill. A 
paleosol identified as Yarmouth-Sangamon underlies the loess 
at site C-ll (Appendix B) near the upper end of the traverses. 
In both traverses, 3 distinct stepped levels can be seen on 
the land surface above the alluvial fill (Figure l6). The 
same sequence of surfaces can be seen on the geomorphic sur­
face map (Figure 15)„ In traverse B, the gradients of land 
surface segments from shoulder slope to toeslope are 13„ 4S 
13, 4, and 15 percent, respectively with the^4 percent seg­
ments representing the upper and lower loess-mantled Iowan 
erosion surfaces„ The relative elevations of these surfaces 
below the Kansan summit are 15 and 45 feet. A similar se­
quence of land surface segments in traverse D have gradients 
of 5i 2, 8, 5, and 18 percent. In this traverse the upper 
Iowan surface is approximately 15 feet below the summit while 
the lower stepped surface is approximately 39 feet below the 
summit. 
Traverse C, on the same interfluve and approximately 
normal to traverse Bs extends down the interfluve to the 
alluvial fill between the interfluves (Figure 15). Figure 16 
shows that the land surface of traverse C is smooth and con­
vex from the interfluve summit to the base of the sideslope. 
Nowhere on this slope are there concavities similar to these 
observed on nearby traverses B and D„ The absence of con­
cavities on these slopes Indicates that the stepped sequences 
in these positions have been obliterated by loess deposition 
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or erosione 
Traverse E extends from the loess-covered upper Iowan 
surface in the northeast quarter of Section 8 across the 
lower Iowan surface and then to the alluvial fill in the 
northwest quarter of Section 9 (Figure 15)• The upper sur­
face is considered nearly level and successive segments of 
the land surface below the interfluve summit have gradients 
of 5» 2, and 9 percent0 The middle segment, 9 feet below 
the summit level, is the loess-mantled lower Iowan erosion 
surfacer 
One-quarter mile east, the relationships of traverse E 
are duplicated in traverse Fo The gradient of the various 
segments of the land surface from summit to lower sideslopes 
are 8, 3» and 8 percent respectively0 In this traverse the 
lower Iowan surface with a 3 percent gradient is 12 feet 
below the upper Iowan surface. 
From the axis of the interfluve summit on which traverse 
F is located, two traverse (G and H) extend down the side-
slopes to the alluvial fills along each side of the inter­
fluve (Figure 15)« About 300 feet from the axis of the 
interfluve both of these traverses exhibit a slope gradient 
change (Figure l6)0 In traverse G the change is from 8 to 
14 percent and in H the change is from 6 to 14 percent* Till 
approaches the surface at both of these points of inflection,, 
Thus, the gradient changes might be considered a result of 
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material differences. However, these gradient changes can 
be traced laterally along the contour to areas with more 
than 60 inches of loess. This tracing of the slope inflec­
tion across a change in material shows that the gradient 
change is not material controlled. Also, the lower portion 
of the hillslope in traverse E has till at the surface, but 
in that traverse no change in slope gradient was noted 
corresponding to the change in materials. Thus, the upper 
portion of the slope in traverses G and H is controlled by 
a relict portion of a slope that previously descended to a 
higher base level and the steeper lower slope is due to a 
later cycle of erosion cutting into and below the existing 
slopes. 
These traverses show that distinct, measureable stepped 
levels and slope gradient changes do exist in the study area, 
Geomorphic surface mapping has shown that similar sequences 
of accordant levels occur throughout the study area. Since 
the loess has been shown to be relatively uniform in thick­
ness on the interfluve summits in the Iowan area, these 
stepped levels and gradient changes are relict features 
reflecting cyclic erosion which took place jn the till land­
scape prior to loess deposition. 
Figure 17 is a surficial materials map of the northwest 
quarter of Section 8 of the study area. This figure shows 
that till and sand are at or near the surface on most of 
Figure 17. Surficial materials ; NW£, Section 8, T84NS Rl4w, 
Tama Co., Iowa 
(A modification of a portion of Figure 18) 
1.16 
LT 
LT 
LT 
660 Feet L. 
L >50" loess 
T >50" till 
A Alluvium-colluvium 
LT 18-50" loess over till 
S Sand at <60" 
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the lower slopes of that quarter section. However, loess 
extends from interfluve summit to toeslope in places along 
the south and east side of the quarter section. The occur­
rence of loess on all landscape positions above the drain-
ageways in part of the study area indicates that loess 
initially blanketed the entire landscape and has since been 
removed by erosion from certain slopes. Exposure of till, 
sand, paleosols, and weathering zones in the loess in various 
parts of the study area can, therefore, be attributed to 
post-loess erosion and at least a part of the hillslopes are 
younger than late Tazewell in age. 
Alluvial-colluvial fills Coupled with erosion of 
the slopes is filling) at the base of the slopes and along 
the drainageways to which the slopes descend. In the broad 
drainageways of the area, such as near the northeast corner 
of Section 9* light-colored sediments, often 2 to 4 feet 
thick, overlie darker alluvial soils. These light-colored 
deposits can be traced to gullies descending from the adjacent 
slopes and are usually located near roads, fences, and other 
man-made features. These sediments are considered to be 
principally post-cultural in age and portions of the slopes 
from which the sediments were derived are also post-cultural. 
Downcutting of the major tributaries has taken place 
since loess mantled the uplands. Evidence of this down-
cutting can be seen east of the study area where the loess-
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covered sand terrace now stands more than 20 feet higher than 
the modern tributary to Salt Creek. Three distinct loess-
free surfaces occur along the streams below the level of the 
loess-covered terrace. This sequence has been noted not only 
along Salt Creek near this study area but along Wolf Creek in 
the Geneseo study area as well. Thus, there have been at 
least 3 cycles of cutting and filling along the major streams 
of the region since loess deposition. Beneath the oldest of 
these 3 floodplains in Geneseo, an elm log was dated at 2080 
+ 115 years (l-l42l). This date indicates that there have 
been at least 3 erosion episodes in the past several thousand 
years. 
Conclusions 
Stratigraphie investigations have shown that 5 buried 
geomorphic surfaces exist in the Salt Creek study area. The 
oldest buried surface identified in traverses 1 and 2 (Figures 
9 and 10) as well as at other sites in the Kansan area, under­
lies the Kansan interfluve summits. This surface, called the 
Yarmouth-Sangamon, began forming in Kansan till during the 
Yarmouth interglacial period. Exposure of this surface to 
weathering from Yarmouth through Sangamon time until buried 
by Wisconsin loess resulted in the formation of a deeply 
weathered soil which now characterizes the surface. 
An erosion surface was cut into and below the Yarmouth-
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Sangamon and, after stabilization, a soil characterized by a 
reddish or ferretto zone was formed on the surface. Land­
scape position, materials, and the soil all indicate that 
the surface is equivalent to the Late Sangamon surface which 
occurs in southwestern lorn» 
After formation of the Late Sangamon soil, a thin incre­
ment of loess was deposited and in certain landscape positions 
an A-C soil profile ma formed«, The buried soil, dated at 
about 29*000 years before present^ was covered by the deposi­
tion of loess uhieh continued until about 1^,000 years before 
presento No paleosols or carbonate-free zones are in the 
loess overlying the buried soil so loess deposition ms more 
or less continuous for about 15,000 years» 
The absence of two lower portions of the Wisconsin loess 
in the Iotran area as well as beveling of paleosols and 
weathering zones along the Iowan-Kansan topographic border, 
indicates that loess deposition in early and middle taze^ell 
time taas accompanied by erosion of the loess, the paleosols, 
and the upper portion of the Kansan till in the part of the 
study area called "ioaan". Sand produced by the erosion 
was moved about on the land surface and interbedded with the 
loess that me deposited on the Kansan topographic highsc 
This deposition and erosion resulted in thick loess and sand 
deposits on the uneroded Kansan Interfluves and at least two 
cyclic erosion surfaces cut below the paleosol level in the 
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Iowan area. The erosion surface complex formed during Tazewell 
time is the "lowan surface". The erosion surfaces ultimately 
were covered by the final increment of loess which was depos­
ited in late Tazewell time and the land surface is dated from 
that time. The loess increment in the lowan area is thin and. 
uniform so that the buried stepped levels can be measured and 
mapped from the configuration of the land surface„ 
Since late Tazewell^ erosion and alluvial filling have 
modified the land surface and* as a result^ the landscape 
ranges in age from late Tazewell to present0 The nearly level 
areas on the interfluves are equated to late Tazewell while 
the alluvial fills are at present receiving deposition. 
Slopes grading to these fills have a similar range in age* 
Cycles of cutting and filling have formed 3 stepped levels 
on the floodplains since the time of loess deposition* 
The resultant land surface has a series of 8 topographic 
levels extending from the modern floodplain along Salt Creek 
to the highest upland divide. The 5 levels above the flood-
plain are loess-mantled but are controlled by surfaces formed 
prior to loess deposition» 
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SOILS 
Soil units within the Salt Creek area can be divided 
into three general groups based on parent material which 
consist of; soils with their entire sola formed in Wisconsin 
loess and sand, soils with part or all their sola formed in 
Kansan till, and soils formed in alluvium and colluvium. A 
brief description of the soil units in these three groups 
follows. These descriptions include only the soil charac­
teristics considered important in the separation of the soil 
units. Seventeen detailed soil descriptions representing 12 
of these soil units are given in Appendix C. Soil mapping 
delineations in the study area are shown in Figure 18, The 
general characteristics of the soil units as well as the 
percentage of land surface each occupies in the study area 
are given in Table 12. 
Soils on Summits and Slopes 
In Wisconsin loess and sand 
In the Salt Creek area 73 percent of the soils are 
formed in loess and sand (Table 12) and 87 percent of the 
soils on the uplands are in this category. Loess-derived 
soils include units 1, la, 2, 3, 5, 10, 11, and 15, Soil 
mapping units with a portion or all their sola formed in 
sand are 6l and 163, 
Figure l8. Soil map of the Salt Creek area 
Each mapping delineation has 3 numbers; for example, 
1-5-3. The first number represents the soil unit (Table 12) 
The second number is the slope number which represents a 
range in slope gradient. The third number represents sur­
face thickness or thickness of post-cultural deposition. 
Slope Number 
Soil unit Range in gradient 
W 
Slope number 
If la, 2, 5, 10, 
11, 21, 23, 30, 
4-1, 102, 163 
4=7 
8-12 
13-17 
18-25 
26 
2 
5 
10 
15 
20 
30 
3, 191, 194, 196, 
205 
0-2 
3-5 
6-9 
1 
3 
7 
7 » 171 1-4 
5-7 
3 
5 
15 0-1 0 
Surface Thickness Deposition 
Surface thickness 
(inches) 
Surface 
thickness 
number 
Deposition 
thickness 
(inches) 
Deposition 
number 
>24 
18-24 
12-18 
6-12 
3-6 
0-3 
0 
1 
2 
I 
5 
<6 
6-12 
12-18 
+ 1 
+ 2 
+ 3 
Streams 
Crossable with tillage implements 
Not crossable with tillage implements 
Perennial 
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Table 12. Soils of the Salt Creek area 
Soil Percent of Parent Drainage 
unit land surface material class 
1 16.9 Loess Well 
la 22.5 Loess Moderately Well 
2 12.9 Loess Imperfect 
3 10.3 Loess Poor 
5 0.4 Loess Well 
10 7.0 Loess Well 
11 1.2 Loess Well 
15 0.6 Loess Poor 
21 3.6 Loess/Till Moderately 
well to Well 
23 0.3 Loess/Till Poor to 
Imperfect 
30 0.8 Loess/Till Moderately 
well to Well 
41 2.1 Loess/Till Moderately 
well to Well 
61 0.3 Loess/Sand Well 
Distinguishing 
characteristics 
Mottle-free to 36 inches 
Mottled at less than 36 inches 
Gleyed zone at 24 to 50 inches 
Gleyed zone at 24 to 50 inches 
Till at 30 to 50 inches 
Till at 18 to 50 inches 
Till at 18 to 50 inches 
Till at 18 to 30 inches 
Sand at 20 to 40 inches 
Table 12. (Continued) 
Soil 
unit 
Percent of 
land surface 
Parent 
material 
Drainage 
class 
Distinguishing 
characteristics 
102 1
—
1 -=t 
Till Well Till at less than 18 inches 
163 1.0 Sand Well 
171 4.1 Colluvium Moderately well 
191 2.1 Alluvium Imperfect to 
Moderately well 
More than 18 Inches of post-
cultural deposition 
194 7.8 Alluvium Poor 
196 1.5 Alluvium Poor 
205 0.5 Alluvium Imperfect 
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Unit 1 This soil has a black to very dark brown 
(10YR 2/l to 2/2) horizon 8 to 16 inches thick whose 
texture is light silty clay loam. Colors in the B horizon 
are brown, dark brown, and dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/3 
and 4/4). The soil has brown colors in the profile with 
no strong brown or gray mottles at depths less than 36 
inches and is classed as well drainedc Clay content of the 
B horizon ranges from 30 to 36 percent » Unit 1 occurs 
extensively in the uplands and covers 17 percent of the 
study area» Three examples of this unit are described in 
Appendix C„ 
Unit 1 was described and sampled for analysis at site 
C-72 on the Kansan interfluve summit in traverse 1„ The 
clay content in this soil profile, shorn in Figure 19, 
gradually increases from 26„9 percent in the surface to a 
maximum of 3308 percent in the B21 horizon at 27 to 32 inches„ 
This is followed by a decrease to approximately 25 percent 
in the C horizon below 5 feet„ Relative quantities of clay 
minerals were determined by the method outlined in Appendix 
A» The 14a (montmorillonite) clay mineral predominates 
throughout the profile with lesser amounts of the 10a (illite) 
and 7A (kaolinite) minerals0 Figure 20 shows that the ratio 
of l4â to 7A clay minerals Increases slightly with depth but 
the ratio of IQâ to 7k clay minerals remains nearly constant 
throughout the profilec In the X-ray analysis the l4â peak 
was broad and diffuse in the samples from the upper several 
Figure 19. Clay and iron distribution for soil unit 1 at 
site C-72 
(Data, from Table 3) 
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Figure 20, Clay mineral ratios for soils 1 and la at sites 
C-72 and C-73 
(Data from Tables 2 and 3) 
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feet of the profile suggesting poor crystallinity and/or 
interstratification (Grim, 1953# P. 86, 102-104). 
The shapes of the profile curves for total iron and clay 
are very similar with maximum values for both iron and clay 
in the same zones (Figure 19)» However, the total iron per­
cent does not decrease as rapidly as the clay, and the zone 
of iron accumulation appears to carry well down into the C 
horizon« The free iron percent shows a slight Increase in 
the zone of maximum clay accumulation (Figure 19)„ 
The difference between total and'free iron, which is 
considered iron in the crystal lattice of minerals, also 
increases in the zone of maximum clay accumulation, 
Nowhere in the literature is there a suggestion of an increase 
in iron-rich primary minerals in the upland loess-derived 
soils of the central United States, Thus, the iron must be 
associated with the clay in some non-QStractable form either 
as an iron-clay complex or as an iron-rich clay mineral. 
The pH values in unit 1 at site C-72 decrease from 6„2 
in the A horison to 5«2 in the horizon and then increase 
to 6o0 or more below 50 inches (Figure 21), Organic carbon 
values shown in the same figure decrease from 2,4 percent in 
the surface to less than 0,3 percent below 50 inches. 
Figure 21 o Organ!© carbon distribution asad pH values for 
soil units 1 and la at site© C-72 and C-73 
(Data from Tables 2 and 3) 
Unit la 
Unit 1 
Unit la 
Unit 1 
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Unit la This unit differs from unit 1 primarily in 
having strong brown or gray mottles at less than 36 inches. 
Matrix colors are the same as in unit 1 except yellower hues 
(2„5Y) occur in the lower B horizon at some places. The 
soil is moderately well drainede Texture and structure are 
similar to those in unit 1, Unit la is the most extensive 
unit in the study area and occupies 23 percent of the land 
surfacec Three examples of this unit are described in 
Appendix C. 
Unit la ms described and sampled at site G-73 in the 
lowan portion of traverse 1» Figure 22 shows the clay 
distribution for this profilee The clay content increases 
gradually from 29A percent in the surface horizon to 3606 
percent in the upper portion of the B horizon at 13 to 17 
inches and then decreases to a nearly constant 26 or 27 
percent below 36 inches» As in unit 1, the predominant 
clay mineral is montmorillonlte with lesser amounts of 
illlte and kaolinite (Figure 20)0 The increase in the l4â 
to JÂ clay mineral ratio and the constant ratio of 10A to 
7 A clay with depth that was observed in soil unit 1 is 
repeated in this profile of soil unit la. Broad* diffuse 
14a X-ray peaks were observed for samples from the upper 
several feet of this profile. This peak broadening is 
similar to that in unit 1 and is considered to be the 
result of poor crystallinity and/or interstratificationse 
Figure 22„ Clay and iron distribution for soil unit la at 
site C-73 
(Data from Table 2) 
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All three types of Iron have distribution curves which 
are similar to the clay curve for this profile except that 
the maximum values for the iron occur at greater depths in 
the profile than the zone of maximum ©lay accumulation 
(Figure 22), 
Organic carbon values for unit la shorn in Figure 21 
range from 2,4 percent in the surface to less than 0.4 per­
cent in the C horizon* The decrease in carbon is more rapid 
and systematic than in the soil unit 1 profile, It should 
be noted that in the profile of unit 1 sampled, the quantity 
and distribution of organic carbon from 15 to 30 inches are 
abnormal» The reason for this anomoulous situation is not 
understood» 
The pH values for unit la are similar to those of unit 
1 except that they are consistently about 0»2 unit higher 
throughout the profile (Figure 2l)e The pH values for the 
soil analyzed are 6,1 at the surface^ 5,4 in the upper B 
horizon, and greater than 6,0 in the C horizon. Carbonates 
are at 6,5 feet. 
Unit 2 The A horizon of this soil is black to very 
dark brom (10YR 2/1 to 2/2 )s is light silty ©lay learn (27 
to 30 percent clay), and is 10 to 20 inches thick. Yellow-
red (10YR) hues predominate throughout the solum, but yellow 
(2»5Y and 5Y) hues are common in the louer portion of the B 
horizon* Colors in the B horizon are principally dark 
brown and dark gray (chromas less than 3 and values ranging 
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from 3 to 5). Gray and strong brown mottles' are common In 
the lower part of the solum. Soil drainage is imperfect. 
Maximum clay content in the B2 horizon ranges from 32 to 36 
percent. Unit 2 comprises 13 percent of the area. The 
description of this unit in Appendix C was made in the 
Palermo study area. 
Unit 3 The black (10YR 2/0 to 2/1) A1 horizon of 
unit 3 is 10 to 20 inches thick. The surface texture is a 
light silty clay loam (27 to 30 percent clay) which grades 
to medium silty clay loam (30 to 36 percent clay) in the 
upper B horizon and then to silt loam (24 to 27 percent clay) 
at 40 to 50 inches in the lower B or upper C horizon. Hues 
of the B horizons are predominantly yellow (2.5Y and 5Y) 
with chromas of 1 and 2 and values of 4 and 5. This is a 
poorly drained soil occupying 10 percent of the area. The 
description of this unit appearing in Appendix C was made on 
the divide near the north edge of the study area in Section 
60 
Unit 5. This unit is similar to units 1 and la except 
that grayish brown to light brownish gray (2.5Y 5/2 to 6/2) 
matrix colors occur between 24 and 50 inches. Field textur­
ing indicates that the maximum clay content is less than 32 
percent. The A^  horizon is sometimes less than 8 inches 
thick and occasionally very dark grayish brown (lOYR 3/2). 
In spite of the gleyed colors in the B horizon, wiit 5 is 
considered well drained because of its location on steep 
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slopeso This soil occupies less than one percent of the 
area. 
Unit 10 Unit 10 is limited to the east and south­
east portions of the study area where it is the principal 
unit in the loess-mantled uplands » In the entire area, 
however» this unit occupies only 10 percent of the land sur­
face 0 Color of the surface horizon is very dark grayish 
brown (10YR 3/2) and is limited to the horizon which is 
6 to 8 inches thick0 Downward the colors grade to dark 
brown and dark yellowish brown (10YR 4/3 and 4/4) in the B 
horizono In the 4-Mile Creek area a darker horizon and 
a thin A2 horizon were observed in uncultivated fields, but 
in adjacent cultivated fields the Ag has been mixed with the 
Ai to give the very dark grayish brown Ap horizon character­
istic of unit 10* 
The characteristics of soil unit 10 are uniform through­
out the study area except in the northeast quarter of Section 
9c In this quarter section some of the soils on long steep 
slopes (10 percent or more) had unit 10 morphology, except 
field texturing indicated little or no clay accumulation in 
the B horizon o As a result, the unit was designated XÔX5 on 
these slopes» In order to evaluate the separation of unit 
10U from 10, both units were described and sampled„ 
A profile of unit 10U was described on a steep southfaeing 
slope and a profile of unit 10 was taken from the narrow 
i4o 
superjacent lnterfluve summit. The descriptions of these 
two soils in Appendix C indicate that they are very similar 
except profile S-10 has slightly stronger structure in the 
B horizon. Laboratory analysis of these two profiles shows 
that the soil on the lnterfluve summit has a Bg horizon with 
34.2 percent clay immediately underlying the Ap horizon 
which has 28.1 percent clay (Figure 23). On the other hand. 
content throughout the solum. 
The pH in profile S-10U, shown in Figure 23, is 6.4 at 
the surface and decreases to 5.9 In the Bg-C^  horizon and 
then increases to 6.6 in the horizon above the carbonate 
zone. In profile S-10 the pH decreases slightly from A to 
Bg, increases from Bg to Bg, and then decreases again in the 
Cg horizon. The decrease in pH with depth may be associated 
with an increase in sand which occurs in the horizon (Table 
The differences in clay distribution, structure, and pH 
all indicate that the separation of these two soils made in 
the field was justified. 
similar to the surface of unit 10 with a very dark grayish 
brown (10YR 3/2) matrix color and silt loam to silty clay 
loam texture. However, unit 11 differs from unit 10 in 
having grayish (2.5Y 5/2 and 6/2) matrix colors at less than 
22 
9 ) .  
Unit 11 The surface horizon (Ap) of unit 11 is very 
Figure 23. Clay distribution and pH values for soil profiles 
S-10 and S-lOU 
(Data from Table 9) 
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36 inches. This soil occurs on steep slopes and, therefore, 
is considered well drained even through there are gleyed 
colors in the solum. Carbonates in some instances occur at 
less than 36 inches, which is the case in the description 
of the unit in Appendix C. Small inclusions of Regosols are 
common in this unit. Unit 11 occupies one percent of the 
land surface in the study area. 
Unit 15 Unit 15 includes all the Planosols in the 
study area and soil properties were allowed to range rather 
widely. These are all poorly drained soils which occur in 
closed depressions and at the heads of drainageways and 
which have an Ag horizon at least 6 inches thick. Only 6 
delineations of this unit, occupying less than one percent 
of the land surface, occur in the study area. The descrip­
tion in Appendix C was made on the broad divide in the north 
half of Section 6, 
Unit 6l This unit is identical to unit 1 except 
that sand forms the lower portion of the solum (depths of 
20 to 40 inches)„ Unit 6l is limited to 2 delineations in 
Section 9 and covers less than one percent of the study area. 
Unit 163 Unit 163 includes all the soils whose 
parent material is predominantly sand. Color of the surface 
horizon is very dark brown to very dark grayish brown (lOYE 
2/2 to 3/2) and surface texture ranges from loam to sandy 
loam. Colors grade to yellowish brown (10YR 5/4 to 5/6) in 
the loam to sandy loam B horizon. Little or no clay 
1# 
accumulation occurs in the weak structural B horizon. This 
unit occurs on only one percent of the stjidy area. 
In Kansan till 
Five soil units with part or all their sola developed 
in Kansan till occupy 11 percent of the Salt Creek area. 
These units, commonly oecufing in sldeslope positions, are 
21, 23, 30, 4l, and 102. ® 
Unit 21 The upper portion of this unit, formed in 
loess, is similar to unit 1 with an 8 to 12-inch black to 
very dark brown (10YR 2/1 to 2/2) horizon. Surface 
texture is heavy silt loam to light silty clay loam (26 to 
30 percent clay). The darlocolored surface grades to dark 
brovm to yellowish brown (10YR 5/4 to 5/6) in the part of 
the solum (below 30 Inches) formed in till* The solum is 
moderately well to well drained. Texture in the upper B 
horizon (loess) is silty clay loam and in the lower B (till) 
is loam to light clay loam. Unit 21* the most extensive of 
the loess over till soils, occupies 4 percent of the land 
surface in the study area. The description of unit 21 in 
Appendix C, although made in the Geneseo study area, is 
typical for the unit in the Salt Creek area. 
Unit 4l Properties of unit 4l are similar to unit 
21 except that the portion of the solum formed in till be­
gins at depths between 18 and 30 inches instead of at more 
than 30 inches, and the portion of the solum formed in loess 
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has more sand than in unit 21. In the study area 2 percent 
of the land surface is occupied by soil unit 4l. 
Unit 23 Unit 23 includes all poorly and imperfectly 
drained soils with till at 18 to 50 inches. Criteria for 
this drainage classification are dark gray to grayish brown 
subsoil colors and/or common strong brown mottles. Even 
though unit 23 has a wide range In drainage characteristics 
and depth to till, less than one percent of the study area 
is occupied by this unit. 
Unit 30 This unit has 18 to 50 inches of loess over­
lying till. The portion of unit 30 developed in loess is 
similar to the upper part of the solum in unit 10 with a very 
dark brown (10YR 3/2) silt loam to light silty clay loam (26 
to 30 percent clay) Ap horizon. The silty clay loam upper B 
horizons (loess) have dark brown to dark yellowish brown 
(lOYR 4/3 to 4/4) matrix colors with only a few mottles. 
The soil is moderately well to well drained. The portion of 
the B horizon formed in till has a yellowish brown (10YR 5/4) 
matrix color and is light clay loam (28 to 32 percent clay) 
in texture. Unit 30 occurs on less than one percent of the 
study area. 
Unit.102 All soils in the study area with less than 
18 inches of loess overlying till are included in unit 102. 
The Aj horizon of unit 102 ranges from very dark brown (lOYR 
2/2) to dark brown (lOYR 4/3). The surface is loam textured 
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in all cases even though as much as 18 inches of loess is 
allowed overlying the till. The brown A^  horizon grades to 
yellowish brown (lOYR 5/4) in the B and C horizons derived 
from till. Mottles may or may not be present in the upper 
B horizon. The soil is moderately well to well drained. 
Unit 102 occurs only in Sections 8 and 9 of the study area 
but nevertheless occupier, 4 percent of the total land sur­
face. The profile used for laboratory analysis is described 
in Appendix C, 
The ratio of the minimum clay content in the A horizon 
to the maximum clay content in the B horizon is greater 
than 1.2 (20,8 in the A and a maximum of 25,5 in the B 
horizon) in profile S-102 (Figure 24). This 1,2 ratio is 
used by the U.S, Soil Survey Staff (i960, p. 35-45) as the 
break between significant and non-significant accumulation 
of clay in the B horizon. The pH values steadily increase 
from a low of 4,9 in the A^ -B^  horizon to 8.0 in the C 
horizon from 65 to 72 inches (Figure 24). 
Soils on Alluvial and Colluvial Fills 
Five alluvial-colluvial soils have been differentiated 
in the study area (units 171, 191, 194, 196, and 205). 
Unit 171 is at the base of sideslopes and in fan positions 
while the other units are in drainageways. The alluvial-
colluvial soils comprise 16 percent of the land surface in 
the study area. 
Figure 24. Clay distribution and pH values for soil profile 
S-102 
(Data from Table 9) 
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Unit 191 Unit 191 is limited to post-cultural 
deposits more than 18 inches thick which are located in 
drainage positions above roads, fences» and other man-made 
features which restrict the flow of water. Colors and 
textures of the deposition are highly variable. Colors 
range from very dark brown to brown (lOYR 2/2 to 10YR 5/3) 
while textures include loam, silt loam., and silty clay loam. 
In all cases the overaash is easily discernable from the 
surface of the underlying soil which is usually black (10YB 
2/0 to 2/l)» This unit comprises 13 percent of the alluvial-
colluvial soils and 2 percent of the land surface in the 
study area» 
Unit 194 Matrix colors in unit 194 grade from black 
(10YE 2/0 to 2/1) in the surface to dark gray (lOYR 3/1 to 
4/1) at depths of 40 to 50 inches. The Soil is poorly drained. 
Texture throughout this soil is silty clay loam (30 to 35 
percent clay) with a slight increase in clay in the lower A 
and upper B horizons„ This unit makes up 8 percent of the 
study area and almost half of the alluvial soils in the area» 
Unit 196 Unit 196 is identical to unit 194 except 
that field texturing indicates that the surface is silt loam 
rather than silty clay loam* Particle-size distribution 
analysis may show that much of the surface of unit 196 is 
light silty clay loam and the unit may be combined with unit 
194c Â description of unit 196 appears in Appendix C„ 
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Unit 205 Unit 205 has a black (lOYR 2/0 to 2/1) 
surface but grades to a brownish (2.5Y and 5Y hues with 
values of 3 to 5 and chromas of 2 to 3) rather than grayish 
subsoil as was the case in units 194 and 196. Gray and 
strong brown mottles are common in the lower B horizon. 
This unit is classified as imperfectly drained. Clay con­
tent ranges from 30 to 35 percent (silty clay loam) through­
out the solum. 
Unit 171 This unit occurs principally at the base 
of slopes and is delineated on 4 percent of the land surface. 
However, in many places soil 171 occurs in areas too small 
to delineate cartographically so its actual proportion of 
the land surface in the study area may be higher. This soil 
has a thick dark surface with black to very dark brown (10YR 
2/1 to 2/2) matrix colors to depths of more than 24 inches. 
Surface texture is silt loam. Below the thick A horizon, 
colors grade to dark brown and dark yellowish brown (10YR 
4/3 and 4/4). A slight increase in clay occurs in the B 
horizon but the maximum clay content does not exceed 32 or 
33 percent. A description of unit 171 made in the 4-Mile 
Creek area appears in Appendix C. 
Relationship of Soils to Landscape 
Soils and geomorphic surfaces were mapped independently 
in the Salt Creek area. A comparison of the soils (Figure 
18) and the modern geomorphic surfaces (Figure 15) indicates 
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that the distribution of the two are closely related. 
lnterfluve summit soils 
The soils on lnterfluve summit surfaces are all developed 
in loess or in loess overlying till. The age of these soils 
is late Tazewell or slightly younger since the loess parent 
material on these surfaces has been shown to be the last 
increment of Wisconsin loess„ Thus the soils on these surfaces 
should be alike except for topographic and possibly negative 
differenceso 
The highest surface is level to gently rolling with 
transverse slopes as great as 8 percent0 This highest sur­
face, usually less than £ mile wide, is formed in "well 
sorted" loess but is underlain at a depth of 8 to 10 feet 
by loess with sand lenses (Tables 3 and 4)= The narrow, 
gently rolling surface and the underlying sand both contrib­
ute to good internal drainage0 As a result of these factors, 
most of the soils developed on this surface are moderately 
well to well drained (units 1, la, and 10) «, An e^xception to 
this is a small area near the center of the north half of 
Section 7 where a shallow depression occurs on a relatively 
wide and flat portion of the highest surface0 In this 
depression a poorly drained soil (unit 15) has formed» 
Compared to the highest surface the next lower surface 
is in most places broader, has shallower drains, has more 
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subdued relief, and has till, rather than loess with sand 
lenses, underlying the upper increment of loess» As a re­
sult of these characteristics, the internal drainage of the 
soils on this surface, particularly in Sections 6, 7, and 8, 
is poorer than on the higher surface» Soils on this surface 
are, therefore, predominantly the Imperfect to poorly drained 
units 2 and 3= Poorly drained unit 15, similar to that in 
the depression on the highest surface, has developed in 
slight depressions and at the heads of drainageways in Sec­
tions 6 and 8e The moderately well to well drained units 1, 
la, and 10 have formed only on the narrower interfluves and 
on slight rises of broader portions of the surface» The 
interfluves are narrower in Section 9 and in many places the 
loess is less than 50 inches thick0 In these positions the 
lower portion of the solum is in till and unit 21 has formed» 
Â second lower surface differs from the next higher 
level in having thinner loess, narrower divides, and more 
deeply incised adjacent drainages» As a result, only well 
drained loess, loess/till, and till soil units 1, 21, 4l, 
and 102 have been formed on this surface» This relationship 
can be observed by comparing the geomorphic and soils maps 
of Sections 8 and 9 (Figures 15 and 18)» 
Hillslope soils 
The absence of loess on slopes adjacent to loess-mantled 
slopes (Figure 17), as well as fine textured alluvial mater­
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ial derived from loess filling the drainageways, shows that 
hillslopes in the study area have been truncated since late 
Tazewell time. As a result, all the hillslopes are as young, 
or younger than, the superjacent lnterfluve summits. On 
some of the slopes weakly developed soils occur. An example 
of the weak soil development is shown in the clay distribu­
tion curve of profile S-10U in Figure 23. This soil, formed 
in loess on a slope between two deeply incised gullies, has 
only a color and weak structural B horizon and lacks the 
characteristic clay accumulation in the solum observed on 
the adjacent lnterfluve summit (soil profile S-10 of Figure 
23). 
Soil unit 1 occurs on many of the rounded Kansan 
lnterfluve summit positions. In this unit, strong brown and 
gray mottles occur at depths greater than 36 inches (see 
Appendix C for descriptions) «, These mottles often become 
progressively closer to the land surface with distance from 
the summit so that soil unit la with mottles at less than 
36 inches occurs on the shoulder slope and sideslope posi­
tions. The sequence of unit 1 on the lnterfluve summit and 
unit la on the slopes can be seen in many places along the 
Kansan high extending from the northwest corner to the east 
.edge of Section 7 (Figure 18). The upper part of the 
mottled zone in these sloping soils is underlain by 20 to 40 
feet of-loess and sand which in turn overlies a paleosol. 
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The landscape position as well as the thick zone of loess and 
sand underlying the mottled zone suggests that the mottles 
in these sloping soils may be a relict feature. 
Also underlying the Kansan summits is a deoxidized 
zone. This zone is 30 feet below the surface and 14 feet 
above the paleosol at site C-72 (Appendix B)0 Tracing later­
ally to the sideslope this deoxidized zone Is only 14 feet 
below the surface and 14 feet above the paleosol at site 
C-57o At both sites the elevation of the deoxidized zone 
is 1014 feet, Thuss the surface of the deoxidized zone is 
X@szel and does not parallel the land surface. In other 
parts of the study area the deoxidized zone becomes part of 
the soil solum on steeper slopes and soil unite 5 and 11 
occur. The relationship of the deoxidized zone to the land 
surface is illustrated near the center of the north half of 
Section 7 (Figure 18) where a transect from the Kansan 
summit northward to the subjacent alluvial fill crosses unit 
la on a 2 percent slope, unit la on a 10 percent slope» and 
then unit 5 on the subjacent 15 percent slope. The angular 
discordance of the land surface with the level deoxidized 
zone» as well as outcropping of the deoxidized zone and 
mottles on well drained slopes» indicates that the slopes 
have been beveled since loess deposition. Thus» the gray 
substratum in soil units 5 and 11 is a relict feature rather 
than the result of poor drainage, A similar gray zone 
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occurs in the Dow of western Iowa in analogous landscape 
positions and is considered to be a relict feature and not 
related to the present environment (Ruhe, Prill, and Riecken, 
1955). 
Elsewhere on these steep slopes, sand, usually under­
lying the upper increment of loess, is exposed and unit 163 
occurs. These sandy soils are more common near the north­
west end of loess ridges as can be seen on the soils map in 
two areas in the west half of Section 7 (Figure 18) and on 
the surficial materials map of the northwest quarter of Sec­
tion 8 (Figure 17). 
Most of the loess has been removed from lower slopes 
below the loess-mantled Iowan surfaces and loess/till and 
till soil units commonly occur in these positions (Sections 
8 and 9 of Figure 18)„ Loess thickness on these slopes 
usually decreases systematically from the lnterfluve summit 
to the footslope position. This systematic decrease can be 
seen in the northwest quarter of Section 9 (Figure 18) where 
unit 1 (more than 50 inches of loess) has formed on the 
lnterfluve summit and is followed in sequence downslope by 
unit 21 (30 to 50 inches of loess over till), unit 4l (18 
to 30 inches of loess over till), and unit 102 (less than 18 
inches of loess over till)„ 
Unit 102, described and sampled on a 12 percent slope 
in the Salt Creek area, has a B/A clay ratio greater than 
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1.2. This ratio indicates that moderate soil development 
has taken place. The maximum accumulation of clay is at 13 
to 22 inches (Table 9) which is similar to the depths of 
maximum clay in the interfluve summit soil at sites C-72 
and C-73. 
Alluvial-colluvlal fill soils 
The alluvial soil units 191, 19^ , 196, and 205 are con­
fined to drainageways which in most cases are delineated as 
fill on the geomorphic surface map. These alluvial units 
represent 16 percent of the soils (Table 12) while the fills 
on the geomorphic surface map occupy 15.8 percent of the 
study area land surface (Table 11)„ In most cases the mater­
ial in the drainageways was easily defined as alluvium 
because of stratification or increase in sand content as com­
pared to the adjacent loess-mantled slopes. However, in 
Section 6 detailed borings into and across several of the 
drainageways showed no differences between the materials in 
the drainageways and the loess on the adjacent uplands, 
although depths of organic matter accumulation and subsoil 
-gleying are characteristics of alluvial soils. 
Colluvial soils are in footslope positions along the 
base of most of the slopes in the study area. In many cases 
the area of these soils is too small to delineate on the 
soil maps. The characteristic soil in this position is unit 
171 which has an A horizon 20 to 30 inches thick that is 
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thought to have been derived in part from sloperash. An 
example of the relation of this soil to landscape position 
can be seen near the south edge of section 6 where the slope 
from the elongate Kansan high descends to the loess-covered 
Ionian erosion surface « Along the base of this slope* soil 
unit 171 (Figure 18) coincides with the colluvial fill F6 
(Figure 15)o 
Discussion 
Comparison of soil units 1 and la on various surfaces 
To evaluate differences in soil formation on the highest 
level and on the lower loess-covered lowan surface, a soil 
profile from each of these surfaces was described and analyzed0 
In order to compare soils from similar landscape positions, 
it was necessary to use a unit la soil profile from the loess-
mantled Iowan surface and a unit 1 soil profile from the 
highest surface. The 1 and la soils were used for comparison 
because they are formed in a single parent material and are 
extensively mapped on both of these surfaces» 
The tm soil profiles selected for study were from 
sites in traverse 1 (Figure 3) near the west edge of the 
study area» Unit 1 was described and sampled at site C-72 
on a slightly rounded Kansan topographic higho Approximately 
16OO feet north, at site G-73, unit la was described and 
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sampled In the center of a slightly rounded lnterfluve on 
the loess-covered Iowan surface surrounded by soil units 2, 
3, and 194 (see Appendix C for descriptions of these two 
soils). 
The main morphologic differences in these two soils are 
in the mottling and matrix colors. Strong brown and gray 
mottling is shallower and more common at site C-73 (unit la) 
than at site C-72 (unit l)„ Yellower matrix hues in the low­
er portion of soil la, coupled with the mottling, is indic­
ative of poorer internal drainage in that unit than in unit 
1, More grainy, gray ped coatings were described in unit 1 
than in unit la, but at the time the descriptions were 
written the moisture conditions in unit 1 were considered to 
be more conducive to the expression of the coatings than in 
unit la. Arnold (1963), as well as many others, has suggest­
ed that such coatings are indicative of previous forest 
vegetation. Sand lenses in the loess occur below 100 inches 
at site C-72 (Table 3) while till underlies the loess below 
106 inches at site C-73 (Table 2). Thus, the morphologic 
characteristics indicative of poorer drainage at site C-73 
may be the result of less permeable substrata as well as 
topographic* position. 
Laboratory analysis of unit 1 and la profiles shows 
differences that are no greater than might be expected within 
a given series. Thus, except for mottles slightly higher in 
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the profile of unit la these two soils are similare However* 
field, work indicates that these two soils can be separated 
consistently on the basis of depth to mottles. 
Soils classified as unit la from the Palermo area and 
unit 1 from Geneseo were compared with their counterparts 
in the Salt Creek area in order to evaluate the differences 
in the same soil unit between the various study areas„ A 
comparison of the detailed descriptions in Appendix C shows 
that equivalent units are very similar with respect to 
matrix colors* mottles* structure* and coatings„ The less 
than 2 micron clay distribution in Figure 25 shows that unit 
la from Salt Creek has a maximum clay content of 3606 per­
cent which is slightly higher than the other three soilsc 
Clay content at depths of 45 to 80 inches in both 1 and la 
from Salt Creek profiles is higher than from the other areas 
suggesting a slightly greater clay content in the loess 
parent material of the Salt Creek area. Values for organic 
carbon indicate that 3 of the 4 soils have similar quantities 
and distributions of organic matter but unit 1 from Salt 
Creek has a distinctly different distribution of carbon from 
15 to 30 inches (Figure 26). No explanation is advanced for 
this abnormal distribution. 
Although there are distinct stepped levels of loess* 
the soils with similar internal drainage characteristics on 
these levels are morphologically and chemically alike. This 
Figure 25 „ Distribution of less than 2 micron clay in units 
1 and. la from Salt Creek, Palermo^  and Geneseo 
study areas 
(A portion after Fenton, 1965) 
l6l 
20 
g—g Salt Creek soil unit la (site C-73) 
X X Salt Creek soil unit 1 (site C-72) 
Q Q Palermo soil unit la 
A A Geneseo soil unit 1 
Figure 26 0 Distribution of organic carbon in units 1 and la 
from Salt Creek, Palermo, and Geneseo study areas 
(A portion after Fenton5 1965) 
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similarity is the result of deposition of a final increment 
of loess on all levels at the same time. Furthermore, there 
is as much variation between soils on a single level as 
between soils on the different levels. This is due to 
topographic differences which result in variation in internal 
drainage characteristics. 
Prairie-derived soils versus forest-derived soils 
Prior to selection of the Salt Creek area, Ag horizons 
characteristic of forest soils were observed several miles 
south of the area and thick dark-colored surface horizons 
indicative of Prairie soils were described on the "lowan drift 
plain" to the northe Thus, it was considered likely that 
soils with characteristics indicative of the vegetative change 
would occur within the study area. On the other hand, a 
study of the records of the original land survey of 1845-47 
on file in the Tama County Courthouse showed that no forested 
areas were located in the study area when that survey ms 
made. 
Smith, Allawayfl and Riecken (1950, p. 168) observed that 
the morphologic and chemical changes across a prairie-forest 
border were more or less continuous over a distance of l/l6 
to l/4 mile0 They concluded that uneroded soils in the 
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transitional zone had a thinner, lighter-colored A^  horizon, 
a thicker Ag horizon, and more strongly formed structural 
units in the Bg horizon than adjacent Brunizems. 
Soil unit 10, as described in the 4-Mile Creek area in 
an oak and hickory woods, has a thin Ag horizon and is con­
sidered a prairie-forest intergrade. Investigation of near­
by Cultivated fields showed that the Ag has been mixed with 
the A1 horizon resulting in a 6 to 7-inch Ap horizon having 
dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) matrix colors. Although there 
are no virgin areas in the Salt Creek area to make a similar 
comparison, it is assumed that soil unit 10 in this study 
area has been previously covered by forest vegetation. Soil 
units 11 and 30 on the sldeslopes associated with unit 10 
also have thin, light-colored Ap horizons and are similarly 
thought to have had some forest influence. 
The A1 horizon systematically thins and becomes lighter 
in color when traversing from northwest to southeast on the 
Kansan interfluve summit across Sections 7 and 8 of the 
study area (Figure 18). Along the west edge of the study 
area the A^  is 10 to l4 inches thick and has black to very 
dark brown (10YR 2/1 to 2/2) colors (see description for 
unit 1 at site C-72 in Appendix C). Eastward on similar 
landscape positions the surface becomes grayer as well as 
thinner until in the southeast quarter of Section 8, near 
site C-12 (Figure 3)» the 7-inch surface horizon (Ap) is 
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very dark grayish brown (10YR 3/2) in color. This layer is 
considered a mixture of and A2 horizons. Based on the 
color and thickness of the surface horizon, unit 10 rather 
than unit 1 or la ms delineated on most of the interfluves 
in the southeast quarter of Section 8„ 
Another ?r»irie-forest soil area was delineated in the 
northeast quarter of Section So The criteria used for the 
separation of prairie and prairie-forest soils was the same 
as in Section 8 (thinner, lighter-colored à horizons)0 
However, in this section instead of a gradual thinning 
and graying, the change is abrupt and approximately 
coincides with property linese Deposits of light-colored 
alluvial material 2 to 4 feet thick (soil unit 191) have 
accumulated along the fence at the east border of the 
section (Figure 18) and can be traced to the mouths of 
gullies that cut into the elopes. These deposits show 
that post-cultural erosion has removed a portion of the 
surface soil in this area. Soil profile S-10U, described 
and sampled on a slope in this quarter section, lacks a 
textural B horizon (Figure 23) and has only weak structural 
developmento On the interfluve summit above soil profile 
S-10U, profile S-10 was described and sampled (see 
Appendix C for descriptions and Table 9 for laboratory 
data). The soil on the summit has a slightly darker sur­
face than the sideslope soil (10YR 2/2 to 3/2 versus 10 YE 
3/2 and 4/2) but the Bg horizon immediately underlies the 
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plow layer Indicating that the plow layer is a mixture of 
kia Ag, and perhaps Ag anà Bi* The Bg horizon from 7 to 14 
inches has moderate structural development and a 34.2 per­
cent clay content« These factors all suggest that erosion 
has removed much of the original surface on this quarter 
section and the soil characteristics thought to be the 
result of forest vegetation may instead be due to erosion0 
It is concluded that the systematic thinning and gray­
ing of the surface horizon on the interfluve summits from 
northwest to southeast in the study area is the result of 
forest vegetation« However, the thin, light-colored Ap 
horizon observed in the northeast quarter of Section 9 could 
have been caused by erosion rather than vegetation» 
Analysis of soil and landform characteristics in a sample 
grid 
Some of the trends and variations of the soils and 
landforms were studied in a sample grid established across 
a segment of landscape within the Salt Creek area» The 
segment of landscape analyzed is near the west center of 
Section 6 on a gently rolling portion of the loess-mantled 
lowan surfaceo 
The landscape elements included in the sample grid are 
delineated in Figure 27o As shown in this figure the sample 
area extends from the upland interfluve summit on the south 
across a baekslope and footslope to the toeslope along the 
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Figure 27. Landscape elements in the sample grid area 
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drainageway on the north. The detailed study area was a 10 
by 9 grid with sample spacing of 30 feet so that the total 
area was 270 feet by 240 feet. Indexing of the grid began 
at the highest point in the southeast corner with width (w) 
lettered A through J from east to west and length (L) numbered 
1 through 9 from south to northe Geologic sections described 
at site C-138 near grid point C-l and at site C-139 near 
grid point 1-9 have 7<.2 and 6»7 feet of loess and sand 
respectively (Appendix B)c 
Surface elevation (Ye) was measured at all grid points, 
halfway between grid points* and 15 feet from grid points 
along the border. Soil profile measurements included! 
thickness of â horizon (Ym)„ depth to 5 percent gray mottles 
in the matrix (Yg), depth to 50 percent gray matrix (Yg), 
and depth to reddish or brownish mottles (Yr). 
From the soil measurements as well as other soil 
profile data* a soil map was made of the grid area (Figure 
28)0 A comparison of the soil and landscape maps shows a 
coincidence of the soil unit and the landscape elements0 
Moderately well drained soil unit la covers most of the 
upland and backslope while colluvial unit 171 with a 20 to 
30 inch A horizon is in the footslope position. In the 
more level toeslope positions are the imperfectly and poorly 
drained soil units 2, 3, and 194. 
Trend analyses were determined by fitting the elevation 
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Figure 28. Soil map of the sample grid area 
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and soil data to polynomials in which length (L) and width 
(W) of the sample grid were the independent variables. A 
comparable trend analysis method was reported by Oldham and 
Sutherland (1955) in geophysical research. Orthogonal 
polynomial values used in computer work were taken from the 
tables published by Anderson and Houseman (1942) and De Lury 
(1950). The data was processed with a regression program on 
the IBM 7074 computer at Iowa State University. An example 
of the tabular form for computer analysis of this data is 
given by Walker (1965, p. 439-464). A summary of the fitted 
polynomial equations, which in each case were quadratic in L 
and Wj, are listed in Table 13. 
Table 13 shows that the F ratios for all the polynomials 
are significant at the 1 percent level. It can be observed 
that of all the properties measured, surface elevation gives 
2 the best fit. Poorest fit evaluated by the R is the depth 
to gray mottles, where only 22 percent of the variability 
could be accounted for by the polynomial carried to the 
quadratic in L and W. Polynomials of higher degree than 
p 
quadratic were also fitted but the largest increases in R 
values were produced by adding terms up to the quadratic. 
Fitting terms above this point showed a continued increase 
in R2 values but at a lower rate. Thus, it was arbitrarily 
decided to consider only the quadratic equations. 
Figures 29 and 30 show an example of the relationship 
Table 13. Summary of surface elevation and sell property trend analyses in sample 
grid area 
Property Fitted polynomial F-ratioa R2 St. Mean 
error (Y) 
Surface elevation 
(Yoo = 14.87 ft.) 
- 14.95 -
0.02LW 
0.62L - 0.09W - 0 
- 0.003L2 - 0.031/ 
2354 0, ,99 0. ,20 10.76 
A horizon thickness 
in inches 
Ym — 19.63 + 
0.13LW 
0.21L - 0.76W + 0 
+ 0.027L + o.o4vr 
15.5 0. 48 3. 0 21.1 
Depth to gray 
mottles in inches 
YS 32.98 -0.09LW 
0.801 - I.38W + 
- 0.02L2 + 0.08Wd 
4.8 0„ 22 3. 6 27.2 
Depth to 5C$ gray 
matrix in inches 
A 
YQ 4o.l6 + 
0.19LW 
0.64L + 0.90W -
- 0.25L2 - 0.03W2 
30.0 0. 64 4. 8 36.8 
Depth to reddish 
mottles in inches 
A 
Yr 
- 32.20 -
0.13LW 
0.33L 9 1.23W + 
- 0.17L + o.o6vr 
11.8 0. 4i 4. 0 25.5 
aAll significant at the 1% level 
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Figure 29. Contours of observed A horizon thicknesses (Ym) 
in the sample grid area 
(Horizon thicknesses in inches) 
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Figure 30. Contours of calculated A" horizon thicknesses (Ym) 
in the sample grid area 
(Calculated using Ym = 19.63 + 0.21L - 0.76W t 
0.13LW + 0.0271,2 + 0.04W2) 
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between actual values for soil properties and values 
calculated from the fitted polynomials. In this example, A 
horizon thicknesses from observed and calculated data are 
plotted and contours drawn at 4-inch intervals. It can be 
seen that the contours for the observed data are much more 
complex than for the calculated values. However, there is a 
general similarity between the two figures. In both cases 
the l6-inch contour lines are in the southwest corner of 
the grid and a 28-inch contour is located in the northwest 
corner. It can be noted that a discordant 28-inch contour 
also occurs along the east edge of the observed value map. 
The 20 and 24-inch contours are less easily compared although 
their general trends in both figures are similar. The larg­
est discrepancies between the observed and calculated values 
occur in the northwest corner of the grid. In this quadrant 
two 36-inch observations, as well as an 18-inch and a 17-inch 
p 
observation, are important reasons why the R value for the 
fitted polynomial is no higher than 0.48 (Table 13). 
In order to visually compare the relationship between 
soil properties and landform elements, contour maps were 
also made for the observed values for depth to gray mottles 
(Figure 31), depth to 50 percent gray matrix (Figure 32), 
and depth to reddish mottles (Figure 33). 
The elevation data, measured to the nearest 0.01 foot, 
was used to construct the 1-foot contour map shown in Figure 
34. A more detailed 0.25-foot contour map was used to 
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Figure 31. Contours of observed depths to gray mottles (Yg) 
in the sample grid area 
(Depths in inches) 
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Figure 32. Contours of observed depths to 50 percent gray 
matrix (Yq) in the sample grid area 
(Depths in inches) 
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Figure 33. Contours of observed depths to reddish or brownish 
mottles (Y?) in the sample grid area 
(Depths in inches) 
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Figure 34. Contour map of the sample grid area 
(Relative elevation in feet) 
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determine the following landform parameters for each of the 
grid points $ elevation relative to the hillerest (E)j slope 
gradient through the point (S^); slope gradient above the 
point (S2)l slope gradient below the point (Sg)j slope length 
curvature (C)j and slope facet direction (D), Slope gradients 
CSi, S2« and S3) were based on measurements taken from the 
contour map0 Slope length curvature (C) is the ratio of the 
slope gradient above the grid point (Sg) to the slope gra­
dient below the grid point (83)0 Values of slope length 
curvature greater than unity indicate concavity and values 
less than unity indicate convexity. Slope facet direction 
(D) is a measured angle between north and the slope length 
line through the point 0 
Correlation of soil properties and geomorphie param­
eters were determined using the IBM fOJk computer and the 
resultant correlations are given in Table l4„ 
This table shows that each of the soil properties has 
its highest correlation with relative elevation (E)« The 
trend analysis has shown that elevation decreases system­
atically from hillerest to toeslope. Soil moisture, on the 
other hand, is expected to increase from the backslope to 
the toeslope position along the drainageway» Since all the 
soil properties measured are directly related to moisture 
conditions, it is not surprising that the soil properties 
measured are highly correlated with elevation,, Of the three 
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Table 14. Correlation between soil properties and geomorphic 
parameters 
Correlation of soli properties and listed 
Soil parameters3-
properties E S^ Sg S3 C D 
Ym ' -0.60 0.04 0.16 -0.10 0.44 0.18 
0.40 -0.25 -0.33 -0.11 0.05 -0.15 
YG 0.67 -0.10 -0.22 0.97 -0.27 -0.20 
Yr 0.52 -0.16 -0.23 -0,04 —0.06 -0.31 
^Significance levels of correlation coefficients: 5$ - 0.21; 
1% = 0,27 
slope gradient parameters, soil properties are most closely 
related to slope gradient above the point (Sg). All soil 
properties except thickness of the A horizon are significant­
ly correlated with this slope gradient parameter. None of 
the soil properties are correlated with slope gradient below 
the point (S3), It is not understood why soil properties are 
related to some slope gradient parameters and not to others 
since on gently rolling topography, as in this grid, all the 
slope values at a point are very similar. 
Thickness of A horizon is significantly correlated with 
slope length curvature (C), This landform parameter is a 
measure of the convexity or concavity of the slope at a 
point. As the concavity (positive slope length curvature) 
increases, the moisture also increases and the concave seg- -
ment of the landscape becomes conducive to organic matter 
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accumulation and greater A horizon thickness. As a result, 
the significant relationship between concavity and thickness 
of A horizon shown in the preceding table is expected. 
The increased moisture associated with concavity also 
explains the significant correlation between depth to gray 
matrix (Yq) and slope length curvature (C) in Table 14. The 
coefficient is negative since the depth to gray matrix de­
creases as the concavity (positive slope length curvature) 
increases. 
Previously it was concluded that relict mottles were 
closer to the surface on steep slopes as a result of bevel­
ing of the slopes after loess deposition. From this conclu­
sion a close correlation between slope gradient and mottles 
had been expected in the analysis of this grid. However, it 
can be seen that only one of the slope gradient parameters 
(S2) is correlated at the 1 percent level with depth to 
either gray or reddish mottles. Three possible explanations 
can be advanced for these lower than expected correlation 
coefficients between slope gradients and mottles. The first 
explanation is the absence of slope beveling on this partic­
ular low gradient landscape. Lack of beveling should result 
in depth of mottles varying systematically over the upland 
and backslope positions. However, a study of the two 
figures showing mottle depths indicates that the depths do 
not vary systematically (Figures 31 and 33)„ Instead, the 
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contours of mottle depths form a lobate pattern with the 
axes of the lobes transverse to the interfluve and to the 
elevation contour lines« These lobes can be seen in the 
southeast corner and in row G of Figures 31 and 33» Similar 
lobes are also present on the depth to gray matrix map 
(Figure 32)« This discordant pattern of mottle depths sug­
gests that the mottles may be controlled by the underlying 
till surfaceo This till surface is the second possible 
explanation for the low correlation between mottles and 
slope gradientso Although the loess has been shorn to 
uniformly blanket the lowan erosion surface over a large 
area5 P&nor variations in the buried surface should not be 
discounted and, in fact, might be expected on an erosion sur­
face. Only minor variations in relief on the less permeable 
till surface, 6 to 8 feet below the land surface, would be 
required to cause changes in the moisture regime which would 
be reflected in depth to mottles. 
A third explanation for at least a portion of the low 
correlation between mottles and slope gradients is the thick­
ening of the dark A horizon in the toeslope position* In 
this position the black organic coatings mask any iron segre­
gation which might show up as mottles in a lighter colored 
matrix. The effect of the masking can be seen fey comparing 
the Â horizon thicknesses (Figure 29) and depths to mottles 
(Figures 31 and 33) in the northwest comer of the sample 
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grid. At site J-9» for example, thickness of A horizon is 
36 inches and depth to gray and reddish mottles is 36 and 35 
inches respectively. Therefore, the depth to mottles in 
this part of the grid is controlled by A horizon thickness 
rather than mater table fluctuation. 
The correlation between the geomorphic parameters was 
also determined by the computer and the values are given in 
the following tables 
Table 15= Correlation between geomorphic parameters 
Correlations3, 
Parameters E Si S2 S3 C D 
E 1,00 
Si -0.46 
8
 0 
H
 
s2 -O.52 0,91 1,00 
S3 -0.24 0,88 0,59 1,00 
C -0.40 —0,08 0,27 -0,46 1.00 
D -O.32 -0ol9 -0.10 -0,25 0.32 1.00 
^Significance levels of correlation coefficients: 5$ 2 O023j 
1# ™ 0=27 
A significant correlation at the 5 or 1 percent level is 
obtained between all geomorphic parameters in Table 15 except 
the following: slope gradient through the point (Sj) and 
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slope length curvature (C); slope gradient through the point 
(Sj) and slope facet direction (D); and slope gradient above 
the point (Sg) and slope facet direction (D). 
The negative significant correlation between elevation 
(E) arid the various slope gradient parameters (S1# Sg, and 
S3) indicates that as the elevation increases the slope 
gradient decreases. This relationship is highly significant 
in this grid because a larger portion of the nearly level 
upland was included than the low gradient lower toeslope. 
Thus, a lower correlation would be anticipated on a land­
scape with a' more extensive toeslope. Since the slope 
changes from concave to convex with increased elevation, the 
correlation between elevation (E) and slope length curvature 
(C) is expected. The contour map (Figure 34) shows that in 
the tctijlope area ,the slope facet direction deviates more 
1 
from the north than in the rest of the area so the correla­
tion between elevation (E) and slope facet direction (D) 
could have been predicted. However, this is a characteristic 
of this particular segment of the landscape and would not 
necessarily be expected in other landscapes. The three 
slope gradient parameters (S1# Sg, and S3) at any point on 
gently rolling topography have very similar values so that 
high correlation between these parameters might be predicted 
in nearly all cases. Since the slope length curvature (C) 
is derived from the slope gradients above (Sg) and below 
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(Sg), a significant relationship between these parameters 
would always be expected. No reasonable explanation can be 
given for the correlation between slope facet direction (D) 
and slope gradient below the point (Sg). The correlation 
between slope facet direction (D) and slope length curvature 
(C) is due to the deviation of the slope facets from north 
in the toeslope position of this particular segment of land­
scape and would not be significantly related in most cases. 
It has been shown that the use of trend analysis is a 
useful method for describing elevation and soil property 
variations on a small unit of landscape. Surface elevations 
are most easily fitted to the polynomials used while depths 
to various kinds and quantities of mottles are less easily 
fitted. The R2 value of 0.99 for the fitting of elevation 
is probably due in part to the simplicity of the portion of 
landscape selected for study. 
The highly significant correlation between soil properties 
and many geomorphic parameters suggests that the soil prop­
erties are the result of surface landform characteristics. 
However5 at least a portion of the unexplained variation may 
be the result of the configuration of the underlying till 
surface. Significant correlation was observed between most 
of the geomorphic parameters studied on this landscape 
segment. However* some of these correlations are the result 
of the particular characteristics of this landscape segment 
18? 
and may not be related on other landscapes. 
As applied to a small uniform area, this type of analysis 
shows definite possibilities in the study of the interrela­
tionship of soil properties and landform characteristics. 
However, the applicability of this analysis needs further 
testing using other landscape and soil parameters, and more 
complex segments of the landscape. 
Correlation with standard soil types 
Characteristics of standard soil types occurring in Iowa 
were studied and compared with the units established in the 
study areas. As a result of these comparisons and a sub­
sequent field review, most of the units have been tentatively 
correlated. However, final correlation has not been com­
pleted and correlations listed in the following table are 
subject to change. 
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Table 16. Tentative correlation of the Salt Creek area soil 
units 
Soil unit Soil typea 
1 Tama silty clay loam 
la Tama silty clay loam, mottled phase 
2 Muscatine silty clay loam 
3 Garwln silty clay loam 
5 Tama silt loam, gray substratum phase 
10 Downs silt loam 
11 Downs silt loam, gray substratum phase 
15 Sperry silty clay loam 
21 Dinsdale silt loam, deep phase 
23 Maxfield silty clay loam 
0 Waubeek silt loam 
1 Dinsdale silt loamy shallow phase 
6l Tama silty clay loam, sand substratum phase 
102 Ostrander loam 
163 Hagener sandy loam 
171 Judson silt loam 
191 Arenzville silt loam 
194 Colo silty clay loam 
196 Colo silt loam 
205 Nevin silty clay loam 
^Characteristics of the soil types listed are described by 
Oschwald et al, 1965. 
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SUMMARY 
The objectives of this study were to determine the 
time and space relationships of the geologic materials and 
the soils across a segment of a prominent topographic 
border in Tama County, lorn» The border has previously 
been considered the southern edge of the lowan substage of 
Wisconsin glaciation which has been modified by erosion 
and loess déposition» Across the topographic border the 
elevation of divides decreases 30 to 50 feet from south to 
north„ Data from the landscapes on both sides of the border 
show that more than 50 percent of the land surface north 
of the study area are in the ©-3 percent slope range while 
south of the border more than 50 percent of the area is in 
the 16=40 percent slope rangee In the more steeply sloping 
area to the south, the drainage net is twice as dense as 
north of the study area® 
In the higher, more dissected portion of the study area* 
two paleosols, one on nearly level surfaces and one on 
erosion surfaces, overlie till» These paleosols are over­
lain by 20 to 40 feet of loess which in places has a basal 
A-C soil profile. On the basis of sand content*, this loess 
can be divided into three distinct parts0 The upper 6 to 10 
feet of loess» low in sand, overlies the entire study asea 
and is* in fact, the only segment of loess occurring on the 
less steeply sloping landscape north of the border0 Here 
l88c 
the loess overlies leaohed or calcareous loam-textured till 
without an intercalated paleoaol. Sand is, however, observed 
between the loess and till in the more gently sloping area 
and is stratigraphically equivalent to the middle part of 
the loess* with intembedded sand, in the more dissected 
area. 
Deep drilling was used to study loess stratigraphy, 
characteristics of the buried soils* and weathering zones 
in the till and loess across the topographic bordero The 
results of this drilling show that the buried till landscape 
on the more gently sloping topography is an erosion surface 
cut into the till below the level of the paleosolsQ The 
till is considered Kansan in age and the paleosols are 
identified as Yarmouth-Sangamon and Late Sangamon» Eleva­
tion of the carbonate zone in the Kansan till crossing the 
border show that at least a portion of the leaching in the 
surficial till of the erosion surface is a relict of 
weathering in Yarmouth-Sangamon and Late Sangamon time» 
The radiocarbon date of organic material from the base 
of the calcareous loess in the dissected portion of the 
study area south of the border is 29»000 £ 3500 years and 
north of the border r, the date of basal loess is 18,300 
500 yearso Tracing of the l©ess under the nearby Des Moines 
lobe indicates that loess deposition ceased about 1^,000 
years ago. Prom 29s000 to 18,000 years ago and during 
loess deposition, the paleosols, part of the Kansan till, 
l88d 
and part of the loess were eroded to form an erosion sur­
face called the "lowan" north of the topographic border. 
The upper 6 to 10 feet of Tazewell loess was deposited 
over the entire landscape between 18* 000 and l4fl 000 years 
ago. 
Nell to moderately well drained soils formed under 
prairie vegetation on the interfluves on both sides of the 
topographic border are similar in morphology as well as 
©lay distribution,, ©lay-mineral composition, free iron and 
total iron content* and pH values0 This similarity is the 
result of soil formation in the final increment of loess 
deposited on all levels at the same time. Regardless of 
the history of prior landscape evolution, a final con­
structional material and surface homogenizes the entire 
upland landscape so that soils formed thereon are very 
similar in spite of their occurrence on different levels. 
Subsequently» steeper slopes were eroded» resulting in some 
soils being formed in a relict deoxidized zone of the loess. 
The topographic border in Tama County* Iowa is the 
result of erosion rather than glacial deposition. The 
relief across the border was accentuated by deposition of 
sand and loess on the uneroded southern portion of the study 
area while erosion was removing the paleosols and a portion 
©f the till north of the border. Erosion of the paleosols 
and concurrent loess and sand deposition on the adjacent 
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highs took place in early Wisconsin time. A final portion 
of the loess blanketed, the entire landscape in late Tazewell 
time* As a result of a final layer of constructional loess 
over the entire landscape* the soils on the land surface are 
Very similar0 
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APPENDIX Ao METHODS 
Laboratory Methods 
The following laboratory analyses were made: 
1. Soil pH 
2. Total carbon 
3. Calcium carbonate equivalent 
4o Organic carbon 
5» Particle-size distribution 
60 Total FegOg 
7c Free Fe^O^ 
8. Clay mineral ratios 
9® Total exchangeable bases and exchangeable 
hydrogen 
The methods used in each analysis are described below: 
Soil pH 
Soil pH was determined on a 1:1 soil to water mixture 
using a Beckman glass electrode pH meter standardized at 
pH 4.0 and 7«0e The soil and water were mixed and allowed 
to stand one-half hour before final mixing and pH determina­
tion. 
Total Carbon 
Total soil carbon was determined by combustion of a 
finely ground (sieved to pass a 0,25 mm. screen) sample for 
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10 minutes in a furnace. The method described in detail by 
Black (1961, p. 12-13) measures the weight of C02 evolved and 
absorbed on granulated ascarite. 
Calcium carbonate equivalent 
Calcium carbonate equivalent was determined gravimetri-
cally using a method similar to that described by the U. S. 
Salinity Laboratory Staff (.1954, p. 105). The 1:3 HC1 was 
allowed to react with the soil for 1 hour. This period of 
time was determined by Walker (1965, p. 391-392) to be 
sufficient for nearly complete recovery using a dolomite 
standard. In each set of determinations, a blank of 1:3 HC1 
was weighed to obtain a correction for loss of vapor. 
Organic carbon 
The organic carbon was assumed to be the same as the 
total carbon value determined in dry combustion where no 
carbonates were present in the soil. In soils with carbon­
ates the organic carbon was determined by subtracting the 
carbon content, estimated by the calcium carbonate equiva­
lent method, from the total carbon content, estimated by dry 
combustion. 
Particle-size distribution 
The pipette method was used for analysis of the particle-
size distribution (Kilmer and Alexander? 1949). Organic 
matter was destroyed with hydrogen peroxide„ The dispersing 
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agent (Calgon and NagCO^), soil, and distilled water were 
shaken overnight and 25 ml. suspension pipetted at 10 cm. 
settling depth. The particle size intervals of 2, 2-4, 4-8, 
8-16,, and 16-31 micron were determined by pipetting. Greater 
than 62 micron sand was determined by wet sieving and the 31-
62 micron silt by difference. 
Total Fe2°3 
Total FegO^ was determined by x-ray fluorescence analy­
sis using a General Electric XKD-6 unit. Samples were 
ground to pass a 0.5 mm sieve, pressed into brass rings at 
3,000 psi, and subjected to 75 kvp chromium radiation at 
50 ma » The value for each sample was the average of five, 
ten-second counts. To determine the percent iron from the 
counts per second, a standard iron curve was established by 
adding pure Fe^O^ to the B horizon material of a Marshall 
soil using the method described by Handy and Rosauer (1959* 
p. 241-245). The standard curve was checked using two 
Bureau of Standards clay samples. 
Free Fe^O^ 
Free Fe^O^ was determined using the method outlined by 
Kilmer (I960). A minimum of eight hours shaking time was 
used for extraction. The extracted iron was determined by 
titrating with 0.05N KgCrgOy. 
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Clay mineral ratios 
Clay mineral ratios were determined on the pressed 
samples used in the total iron determination. Clay mineral­
ogy was interpreted from diffraction patterns run on a 
General Electric XRD-6 dif fractometer using Cu K<< radiation 
at 50 kvp and 28 ma with a scanning rate of 2 degrees per 
minute. 
Values for ratios of the clay minerals kaolinite, illite, 
and montmorlllonite were determined by planimeter measurement 
of areas under the 7A, 10A, and 14A peaks respectively. Heat­
ing random samples to 300° C resulted in a loss of the 14A 
peak but caused no change in the area under the 7A peak5 
therefore, it was assumed that the 2nd order of the 14A peak 
caused no increase in the 7 A peak. 
Total exchangeable bases and exchangeable hydrogen 
Exchangeable bases were extracted by the method outlined 
by Jackson (1958, p. 86-87). Titration with 0.1N NaOH was 
similar to the method outlined by Black (1961, p. 37-38) 
except a 50-50 mixture of methyl red and methylene blue was 
used as an indicator. 
Exchangeable hydrogen was extracted by leaching the soil 
with neutral IN barium acetate and titrating the leachate to 
an endpoint of pH 7.0 with 0.1N NaOH. Blanks were used in 
each analytical run. The sum of exchangeable bases and 
hydrogen was used as the total exchange capacity. 
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Determination of Areas on Maps 
Determination of areas of slope groups was made using 
an electric grid counter manufactured by Martin-Kuy Kendall 
Co., Albuquerque, New Mexico. A plastic overlay with imbedded 
copper wires of 100 squares per square inch was superimposed 
on an 8 inch per mile Tama County soil map. A series of 
vertical lines was drawn with a graphite electrical contact 
pencil between Y-axis grid lines to cover an entire slope 
delineation. The number of point intercepts on the X-axis 
copper grid lines is recorded automatically. These point 
intercept values for a slope group are then used as values 
for the area of the slope group. 
The grid counter was also used for measuring the rela­
tive areas of geomorphic surface and soil delineations. For 
these determinations the plastic overlay was superimposed on 
the geomorphic surface or soil maps of Salt Creek and areas 
were measured as above. 
Geomorphic Mapping 
Delineation of units 
The topographic levels, slopes, and fills have been 
mapped and characterized in the Salt Creek area (Figure 15 j 
Table 11). The stepped surfaces were numbered consecutively 
from the first floodplain surface along Salt Creek to the 
highest upland summit surface'. Since there is a similar 
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sequence of surfaces in Geneseo and the topographic expression 
of the surfaces are similar in Geneseo and Salt Creek, the 
surfaces have been tentatively correlated between the two 
areas. Numbering of the surfaces started at the junction of 
Salt Creek and the tributary (Kibbe Creek) that heads up in 
the study area. The first surface along Salt Creek was 
numbered 1 and the highest surface on the Kansan divides was 
numbered 7« Whole numbers have been used with the exception 
of surface 6.5 which is the surface controlled by the subja­
cent Late Sangamon surface. Thus, a total of 8 stepped 
levels were identified. The upper 5 of these surfaces were 
delineated within the study area while the lower 3 surfaces 
were observed between the study area and Salt Creek to the 
east. These stepped surfaces were identified by the strati­
graphy underlying the surface as well as by the relationship 
of the surface to other surfaces on the same and adjacent 
interfluves. 
The hillslope surfaces were numbered and prefixed with 
S. The numbers refer to the lower stepped surfaces or 
alluvial fills to which the slope surfaces descend. On 
some slopes an entire sequence of slope surfaces (i.e., S6, 
S5j> S4) has been delineated by tracing the surfaces, separat­
ed by gradient changes, laterally along contours to the 
stepped surfaces. On other slopes which descend from upland 
summit to alluvial fill or lower stepped surface without 
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interruption, the slope is considered, one surface and is 
given the slope number corresponding to the alluvial fill or 
the surface to which the slope descends. Along the alluvial 
fills, lateral slope gradient changes are often obscure and 
it becomes necessary to draw slope breaks arbitrarily. On 
the "geomorphic map these arbitrary breaks are designated by 
broken lines. 
The alluvial fill surfaces are prefixed with F and the 
number refers to the subjacent level to which the fill 
descends. Changes in alluvial fill surfaces are based on 
changes of gradient or nickpoints in the fill. The separa­
tion of alluvial fill from loess was difficult in some of 
the upper drainage reaches on the loess overlying the Iowan 
surface. Observations were made into and across several of 
the drainageways in Section 6 in the traverse and grid 
sampling work. These observations showed that although 
organic material increased in amount and depth in the drain-
ageway landscape position, no stratification or particle-
size distribution changes could be noted in the field. The 
thickness of material overlying the till also remained near­
ly constant across these positions. Thus, the material in 
these upper drainage reaches was considered loess and the 
surfaces in these drainageways were considered slope rather 
than fill. 
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Characteristics of surfaces mapped 
The 7th upland summit surface above Salt Creek, con­
trolled by the underlying Yarmouth-Sangamon surface, was 
mapped most extensively in Sections 7 and 8 (Figure 15). The 
topography of this surface ranges from level, with at least 
one closed depression in the north center of Section 7# to 
gently rolling with slopes of 8 percent In the southeastern 
portion of Section 8. This surface comprised 7»7 percent of 
the study area (Table-11). 
Surface 6.5 consists of only a single delineation in 
the east half of Section 9 which makes up 0.3 percent of the 
study area. This surface is an isolated remnant underlain 
by a Late Sangamon paleosol and thus does not show the 
relationship between surfaces 6.5 and 7. 
The 6th level is the most extensive surface; making up 
28.4 percent of the study area. In Sections 6 and 8 this 
surface is nearly level with several slight depressions and 
very low gradient headward. However, in Section 9, the 6th 
surface occupies narrower interfluves which are more rounded 
and the surface ends more abruptly in steep slopes which 
descend to fill surfaces. Slopes descend from the 7th to 
the 6th surface. In Section 6 the gradient change at the 
base of the slope has resulted in accumulation of fill 
(derived from the local sideslope) which overlies the 6th 
surface and is classed as F6. 
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The 5th surface is on lower and narrower interfluves 
than the 6th and is limited to a few acres (l.O percent of 
the study area) in Sections 8 and 9» The study area is 
located on the drainage divide several miles from Salt Creek 
and as a result does not contain a high proportion of the 
5th surface'» A higher proportion of this surface would be 
expected on the interfluves nearer^bLhe^main^tjeaHu—Slopes 
which descend to this surface are very short and in many 
cases are not shown cartographically, Extensive S5 surfaces 
slope to F5 surfaces which in many cases head up on slopes 
adjacent to the 7th surface. These S5 slopes are also in 
Section 6 where they occupy a sloping drainageway position. 
The only 4th surface in the study area is in the north­
west quarter of Section 8 and consists of nearly level small 
remnants (0.2 percent of the study area) with S4 descending 
to them from the 5th surface. However, most of the S4 
descends to F4. 
F3 and F2 are the fill surfaces in the broad drainages 
in Sections 8 and 9. A change in slope gradient separates 
these two units. These surfaces descend to lower fill sur­
faces or stepped levels outside the study area. 
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APPENDIX B. GLOSSARY AND GEOLOGIC SECTION DESCRIPTIONS 
Glossary of Terms for Geologic Section and Soil Profile 
Descriptions 
Following is a list of terms, symbols, and abbreviations 
used in the descriptions of geologic sections and soil pro­
files: 
Color 
Texture 
Mottling 
Structure 
Munsell color notations are for moist conditions, 
Color intergrades are separated with a hyphen 
i.e., 10YR 5/1-5/1 or 7-5YR 5/8-10YR 5/8 
Two color values are separated by an ampersand, 
with the most abundant color listed first i.e., 
10YR 2/1 & 3/1 or 7.5YR 5/6 & 10YR 5/6 
Standard symbols (U. S. 
P. 139) 
Symbols as. listed below 
Abundance 
few - few 
com - common 
mny - many 
Soil Survey Staff, 1951-
Size 
fi - fine 
med - medium 
co - coarse 
Standard symbols (U. S. Soil Survey Staff, 1951, 
p. l4o) except as listed below 
Grade 
wk - weak 
mod - moderate 
str - strong 
Size 
v fi - very fine 
fi - fine 
med - medium 
co - coarse 
Consistence Symbols as listed below, recorded for moist 
conditions 
v fri - very friable 
fri - friable 
si fir - slightly firm 
fir - firm 
v fir - very firm 
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Special features 
clay skins - accumulations of translocated 
silicate clay 
thk - thick - coating sufficiently thick & 
opaque to mask ped exterior color 
thn - thin - coating not masking ped exterior 
org coats - organic coats, colors of 3 value 
or less, 2 chroma or less 
gry coats - grainy, grey ped coatings of sand 
& silt size 
Mn spk - manganese speck - a small piece or bit 
of manganese; dominant hues of 5YR. 
or 7.5YR, values of 2, and chromas 
of 2 or 1 
- Fe tbl - iron tubule - segregated iron in "tube" 
or "pipe" form, hues of 10YR or 
redder, values & chromas of 4 or 
higher 
nod - nodules - a somewhat rounded but irregular 
mass consisting of a mineral or 
minerals without reference to mode 
of origin or internal structure 
Fe-Mn nod - nodule thought to be made up pri­
marily of iron and manganese 
ca nod - CaCOg nodule 
Fe zone - zone of iron accumulation, may or 
may not be oriented as horizontal 
bands 
Boundary Standard symbols (U. S. Soil Survey Staff* 1951* 
P. 139) 
Geologic materials 
sand - material containing 50% sand-sized 
particles, mode of origin not defined 
silt - material containing 50% silt-sized 
particles, made of origin not defined 
loess - material containing 50$ silt, aeolian 
origin 
till - glacial drift 
paleosol - ancient soil 
Fdl - Farmdale paleosol 
LS - Late Sangamon paleosol 
Y-S - Yarmouth-Sangamon paleosol 
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Weathering zones 
0 L - oxidized and leached 
OU- oxidized and unleached 
D L - deoxidized and leached 
DU- deoxidized and unleached 
U U - Unoxidized and unleached 
First symbol refers to state of oxidation or 
reduction as indicated by color (Daniels, 
Simonson, and Handy, 1961, p. 378-382) except 
for alluvium 
0 - 60$ of matrix with hues of 2„5Y or 
redder, values of 3 or higher and 
chroma of 2 or higher, with or with­
out segregation of iron 
D - 60% of matrix with 10YR, 2.5Y, and 5Y 
hues, vlaues of 5 & 6, chromas of 1 & 
2; considerable segregation of iron 
into tubules and/or nodules 
U - matrix 5Y, 5GY, 5BG, and 5Gi values of 
4, 5s and 6j chromas of 0 & 1; no 
segregation of iron into nodules or 
tubules 
Second symbol refers to state of leaching 
U - unleached, primary carbonates present 
L - leached, primary and secondary 
carbonates are absent 
Geologic Discontinuities 
Roman numerals are prefixed to indicate litho­
logie discontinuities (Ue S, Soil Survey Staff, 
1962, po 176-176); the use of II, III, and ÏV 
within a given section refers only to the 
numerical arrangement of the geologic materials 
with depth and does not identify the materials 
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Abbreviations 
abund abundant LS Late Sangamon 
acc accumulation paleosol 
approx approximately It light 
assoc associated mass massive 
bdy boundary max:; maximum 
bedded stratified or bedded med medium 
bk to breaking to min minerals 
bm brown or brownish mny many 
calc calcareous mod moderate 
ca nod carbonate nodules mot mottles 
carb carbonates noncalc noncalcareous 
chan channels occ occasional 
CO coarse org organic 
com common pat patches 
cont continuous pr prism 
dec decrease same/w same as above with the 
disc discontinuous following exceptions 
dk dark sec secondary 
ext exterior s eg segregation . 
Fdl Farmdale paleosol si slightly 
ferrdmag ferromagne sian spk specks 
fi fine stk streaks 
fir firm str strong 
fri friable tbl tubules 
g rati gradual thk tfiick 
grit gritty thn thin 
gry gray or grayish y very 
horiz horizon w with 
hvy heavy wk weak 
inc increase wkly weakly 
int interior wm cast worm casts 
krot krotovina Y-S Yarmouth-Sangamon 
lg large paleosol 
yi yellow or yellowish 
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Sites c-l Slopeî 2% 
Dates July 17, 1962 
.Location; Road ditch near E center* SE NE^j Sec 17» 
t84n, R14w, Tama Co, Iowaj see Fig 3 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0e0 — 4.0 Road ditch. 
4.0 - 5.0 Soil solum. 
5,0 - 9.0 D L 5Y 6/1; sicl; com med str brn mot; 
few Fe tbl; loess. 
9.0 - 16.0 D U Same vt/ sil; carb. 
i60 o — 19.0 D U Same w/ few gry mot. 
19.0 - 21.0 D u Same w/ fewer mot. 
21.0 - 24o0 D U 5Y 4/1 ; sil| loess. 
24.0 - 24.5 D u 5Y 4/1; cl| till. 
24.5- 2^.0 D L Same w/ no carb. 
25.0 - 26.0 D L 5GY 4/1; cl| few fi 2.5Y 3/2 mot; 
till 
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Sites 0-4 Slope: 5$ E 
Date: July 27, 1962 
Location: Kansan high approx 1000 ft N of gravel road, 50 
ft E of power line, NE Sec 16, T84N, Rl4w, 
Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
Description 
0.0 - 5,0 Soil solum. 
5o0 - 6o0 0 L 10YR 4/3» sicl; loess. 
6 o 0 — 12.0 0 L 10YR 5/4 & 4/4; sil; loess. 
12.0 - 14.0 0 U Same w/ carb. 
l4o0 - 15.0 0 U 10YR 5/3 & 5/1; Sil; loess. 
15 = 0 - 28.0 0 U 10YR 4/4 - 2.5Y 4/4; sil; loess. 
28.0 - 31.0 Ab 2.5Y 4/2 & 10YR 4/3; sicl; yl brn 
mot; org flecks; Fdl. 
31.0 - 35.0 IIB2ib 2.5Y 5/1; clay; yl brn mot; Y-S. 
35-0 - 39.0 IIB22b 2.5Y 5/2; clay-cl; yl brn mot; 
Y-S. 
39.0 - 4o.o 0 L 10YR 6/6; loam; Kansan till. 
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Site: C-5 Slope: 5-1% E 
Date: July 31, 1962 
Location: Kansan high, 150 ft E of half mile fence, 800 ft 
S of N center, Sec 16, T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; 
see Pig 3. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 5.0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 10.0 0 L 10YR 4/4-5/4; sil; loess. 
10.0 - 29.0 . 0 U 2.5Y 4/4-5/4; sil; loess. 
29.0 - 30.0 0 U 2.5Y 4/3-5/3; Sil; loess. 
30.0 - 32.0 > Ah 2.5Y 4/1; hvy sil; org flecks; 
Fdl. 
32.0 - 33.0 IIB21b 5Y 5/2; clay; Y-S. 
33.0 - 38.0 IIB22b N 4/0; clay; Y-S. 
38.0 - 43.0 0 L 5Y 4/3; cl; Kansan till. 
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Site: 0—6 Slope: 1-2$ N 
Date: Aug 1, 1962 
Location: 20C 
NW 
3. 
1 ft W of 
ï, Sec 16 
farmstead, 200 ft N of gravel road, 
, T84W, R14w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 
Depth 
(feet) 
Horizon 
or 
Zone 
Description 
0.0 - 5.0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 6.0 0 L 10YR 4/3; sil; loess. 
6e0 - 8.5 0 U Same w/ carb; loess (?) 
I m 
CO 
9.0 0 L 10YR 2/2; sil; loess (?) 
9.0 - 11.0 0 L 2.5Y 5/4 & 10YR 3/2; loam; few 
gry & str brn mot; bedded; till (? 
11.0 - 18.5 0 U 10YR 5/4; hvy loam; till. 
18.5 - 23.0 U U N 5/0; It sicl; till (?) 
23.0 - 26.0 U U Same w/ inc sand. 
26.0 - 27.0 0 L 5Y 4/3; cl; till. 
27.0 - 33.0 0 L 10YR 5/6; hvy loam; till. 
33.0 - 34.0 0 L 10YR 5/6; sol; till. 
34.0 - 43.0 0 U 10YR 5/6; loam; more compact than 
above; till. 
43.0 - 45.0 0 U 10YR 5/4; It cl; till. 
45.0 - 47.0 0 U 10YR 5/6; loam; till; rock at 
. 47.0 ft. 
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Site; C-8 
Date: Aug 14, 1962 
Location: 10 ft S of fence, 600 ft E of intersection, 2W £, 
Sec 8, T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 - 5.0 
5.0 -  8.0 
8.0 - 8.2 
8.2 - 8.5 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
D L 
0 L 
0 U 
Description 
Soil solum. 
10YR 6/1 & 5/6; sil; com str brn 
mot; Mn spk; loess. 
10YR 5/8 & 10YR 7 A 5 loam; till. 
Same w/ lg ca nod. 
Site: C-10 
Date: Aug l4fl 1962 
Location: 50 ft W of fence, 100 ft N of center, Sec 8, T84NS 
Depth 
(feet) 
Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Description 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0.0 - 5.0 
5.0 - 7.5 D L 
7.5 - 8.5 DU 
8.5 - 16.0 D U 
16.0 - 16.5 D L 
Tama-like soil solum. 
10YR 6/1 ; sil; Mn spk; loess. 
10YR 6/1 & 6/4; sil; Mn spk; sand 
lense at 7.5 ft; loess. 
10YR 6/1 silts & 10YR 6/3 sands; 
sand grades to 10YR 7/8 at 14.5 
ft; bedded loess & sand. 
10YR 6/1; sil; com yl brn mot; 
noncalc except for few snail 
shells; loess. 
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Site; C-ll Slope; 2-4$ E 
Date; Aug 14, 1962 
Location; 50 ft 
Rl4w, 
E and 200 ft N of center, SE Sec 8, T84N, 
Tama Co, Iowa; see Pig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
Description 
0*0 — 5.0 Downs-like soil solum. 
5.0 - 13.0 0 L lOYR 4/4; sil; loess. 
13.0 - 160O 0 L Same w/ more sand. 
160O — 24.0 0 L 2.5Y 4/2; loam; bedded loess & 
sand. 
24.0 - 33.0 D U 10YR 5/2; loam-sl; loess & sand. 
33.0 - 37.0 Ab N 5/0; sil; org flecks; Fdl. 
37.0 - 39.0 IIB2b 5G 5/1; clay; Y-S, 
Sites C-12 Slopes 1-2# E 
Date; Aug 14, 1962 
Locations ^ mile W of 
Sec 8, t84n, 
farmstead, 50 ft S of farm lane SE 
Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
.Depth 
(feet) 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
Description 
oo 0 — 5.0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 17.0 0 L 10YR 5/3; bedded sand & silt; 
loess & sand. 
17.0 - 24.0 0 U 10YR 4/4; sil; loess w sand 
lenses. 
24.0 - 32.0 u u 5Y 5/1; sil; water saturated; 
loess; same as in C-13 & C-15. 
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Site: C-13 Slope: 2-3$ N 
Date: Aug 15, 1962 
Location: 100 ft NE of W center# SE Sec 8, T84N, Rl4w, 
Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 5.0 Tama-like soil solum. 
5.0 - 8.0 0 L 10YR 4/4; sil; loess. 
8.0 - 13.0 0 L 10YR 5/3; loam-sl; loess w sand 
lenses. 
13.0 - 18.0 0 U 10YR 5/3; sil; loess. 
18.0 - 25.0 U U 5Y 5/1; sil; water saturated; 
loess; same as in C-12 & C-15. 
Site: C-l4 Elevation: 1000 ft Slope: 1-2$ N 
Date: Aug 16, 1962 
Location: Traverse 3; NE Sec 9 ,  T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; 
see Fig 3. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 5.0 Downs-like soil solum. 
5.0 - 24.0 0 U 10YR 6/4; sil; loess w sand lenses, 
24.0 - 25.O IIB2b 10YR 5/4; clay; mny co 5YR 4/8 
mot $ thk clay coats; LS. 
25.0 - 28.0 IIB3b 10YR 5/8; cl; LS. 
28.0 - 31.0 OU 10YR 5/6 & 5/8; loam; lg ca nod; 
Kansan till. 
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Site; C-15 Slope: 4-6$ S 
Date: Aug 16, 1962 
Location: 650 ft E of road; 
Co, Iowa; see Fig 
NW£, Sec 8, T84N, R14W, Tama 
3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
Description 
0.0 - 5.0 Tama-like soil solum. 
5.0 - 9.0 0 L 10YR 6/4; si; sand w silt lenses. 
9.0 - 10.0 D L 2.5Y 3/0; Is; sand. 
10.0 - 15.0 0 L 10YR 6/4 & 2.5Y 3/2; Is; bedded 
sand & loess. 
15.0 - 17.0 0 U 2.5Y 5/3J loam; loess w sand 
lenses. 
17.0 - 24.0 0 U 2.5Y 5/3; sil; loess. 
24.0 - 26.0 U U 5Y 5/l; sil; water saturated; 
loess; same as in C-12 & C-13. 
Site : c-16 Elevation: 1027 ft. Slope: 2-4$ S 
Date : Aug l6, 1962 
Location: Kansan high, 1000 ft N of road, SE £, Sec 7» T84N, 
Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3» 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 -  5.0 
5 .0  -  8 .0  
8 .0  -  10 .0  
10.0  -  21.0  
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 L 
0 U 
Description 
Tama-like soil solum. 
10YR 5/4j sil; loess. 
Same w few sand lenses. 
10YR 5/3J sil; loess w few sand 
lenses. 
21.0 -  23.0 IIB. 2b N 4/0j clay; Y-S, 
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Site: C-17 
Date: Aug 17, 1962 
Slope: 1-3% N 
Location: 300 ft SE of lg tree, SE NE Sec 17, T84N, 
Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
Description 
1 o 
o
 5.0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 7.0 0 L 10YR 4/4; silj loess. 
7.0 -
0
 
OJ 1—1 
0 L 10YR 4/3; loam; bedded loess & 
sand. 
12.0 - 20.0 0 L 10YR 5/4; sil; water saturated 
loess. 
20.0 - 27.0 0 U Same w/ carb„ 
27.0 - 35.0 D u 5Y 5/1 ; sil; water saturated; 
loess. 
35.0 - 35.5 0 L 10YR 3/2; cl; till (?) 
35.5 - 36.0 0 L 10YR 5/4; loam-clj till (?) 
36.0 - 39.0 • 0 U Same w/ carb; till (?) 
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Site: C-l8 Slope: 3-5$ E 
Location: Kansan high, 800 ft SW of C-17j SW £, NE Sec 17, 
T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
Description 
0.0 - 5.0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 10.0 0 L 10YR 4/4; sil; loess. 
10.0 - 26.0 0-U 10YR 5/3; sil; loess. 
26.0 - 28.0 . 0 L 5Y 4/1; sicl; str brn mot; Fdl, 
28.0 - 29.0 Ab 5Y 3/1J sicl; Fdl. 
29.0 - 31.0 IIBgt 5Y 4/1; clay; Y-S. 
Site: C-19 Elevation: 990 ft Slope: 1- ro
 
Date: Aug 21, 1962 
Location: 20 ft N of road, 
T84N, Rl4w, Tama 
30 ft W of fence, SE Sec 
Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
7, 
Depth 
(feet) 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
Description 
0.0 - 5 . 0  Muscatine-like soil solum. 
5.0 - 8 . 3  0 L 10YR 5/6; loam; till. 
8 . 3  - 11.0 0 U Same w/ carb. 
i o 
i—1 H
 13.0 0 U lOYR 5/6; loam; bedded sand 
silts. 
& 
13.0 - 14.0 0 U 10YR 5/6; loam; till. 
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Site: C-20 
Date: Aug 22, 1962 
Location: 300 ft N of C 
Go, Iowa; see 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or 
zone 
0.0 -  5.0 
5.0 - 8.0 D L 
8.0 - 11.0 0 L 
11.0 - 12.0 0 U 
12.0 - 12.5 0 U 
12.5 - 15.0 0 U 
15.C - 16.0 0 U 
Slope: 2-4$ S 
19, SE i, Sec 7, T34N, Rl4w, Tama 
Fig 3. 
Description 
Tama-like soil solum. 
10YR 6/1 & 5/6; sil; com med str 
brn mot; Fe-Mn nod; loess. 
10YR 5/6; loam; com-mny med-co 
gry mot; Kansan till. 
Same w/ carb. 
10YR 5/6; sand; sand lense in 
till. 
Same as 8.0 - 11.0 ft. 
10YR 5/6; sand; compact sand. 
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Sites C-21 
Date: Aug 22, 1962 
Slope: 5-7$ S 
Location: 300 ft N-NW of C-20, 20. ft S of fence, SE Sec 
7 $ T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0 .0  -  5 .0  
5.0 - 9.0 
9.0 - 10.5 
10.5 - 15.0 
15.0 - 16.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
D L 
0 L 
IIBgb 
IIB. 
'3b 
Description 
Tama-like soil solum. 
:10YR 6/1 & 5/6; sil; com Wed str 
brn mot ; few Mn spk; loess. 
'10YR 5/6; sand-Is; pieces of 2.5Y 
6/2 sicl in lower portion; sand. 
2.5Y 6/1 & 6/2 & 10YR 5/6; clay; 
com med str brn mot; Y-S 
2.5Y 6/1-6/2 & 7.5YR 5/6-5/8; 
cl; Y-S. 
Site: C-22 
Date: Aug 22, 1962 
Slope: 5-7$ S 
Location: 80 ft S of fence, 60 ft S of C-21, SE £, Sec 7, 
T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 -  5.0 
5.0 - 10.0 
10.0 - 14.0 
l4.0 - 15=5 
15.5 - 16.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
D L 
0 L 
0 L 
0 U 
Description 
Tama-like soil solum. 
10YR 6/1-6/2 & 10YR 5/6; sil; com 
med str brn mot; Mn spk; loess. 
10YR 5/6 & 6/3; cl-loam; Kansan 
till. 
10YR 5/6 & 6/3 & 6/1; loam; 
Kansan till. 
Same w/ carb. 
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Site: C-23 Slope: 5-7% S 
Date: Aug 22, 1962 
Location: 50 ft S of fence, between C-21 & C-22, SE Sec 7; 
T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Pig 3. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 5.0 Tama-like soil solum. 
5.0 - 8.0 0 L 1ÛYR 4/4 & 5/6 & 6/1; sil; com 
med str brn mot; Mn spk; loess 
8,0 — 10.0 D L 10YR 6/1-6/2; sil; few med yl 
red mot; loess. 
10.0 - 11.5 D U Same* w/ carb, 
11.5 - 12.0 D L Same w/ no carb. 
12 e 0 — 12,5 0 L 7.5YR 5/6-5/8 & 10YR 6/2; cl-
clay; Kansan till. 
Site: C-26 Slope: 2-3$ ¥ 
Date: Aug 23, 1962 
Location: Interfluve N of traverse 3 300 ft S of road, 20 ft 
E of lane, NE -jj- Sec 9 s T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; 
see Fig 3. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0,0 - 5.0 Downs-like soil solum 
5.0 - 7.5 0 L 10YR 5/4 & 5/8j cl; few str brn 
mot; band of sand & gravel at 
5.0 ftj Kansan till, 
7»5 - 8,0 OU Same w/ lg ca nod. 
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Site: C-27 
Date: Aug 27, 1962 
Location: 
Slope: 2-3$ W 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 -
5-0 -
Interfluve N of traverse 3# 600 ft S of road, 20 
ft E of lane, NE £, Sec 9, T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, 
Iowa; see Fig 3. 
5.0 
6.0 
6.0 - 7.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 L 
Description 
Downs-like soil solum. 
lOYR 5/4s sil; com med str brn & 
gry mot; com Mn spk; loess» 
lOYR 5/4 & 5/8; cl; few med str 
brn mot; band of sand & gravel at 
600 ft; Kansan till. 
7.0 -  8.0 0 u Same w/ Ig ca nod. 
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0.0 
- 5.0 
5.0 - 11.5 0 L 
11.5 - 15.0 0 U  
15.0 - 17.5 Ab 
17.5 - 18.0 UBib 
Site: C-32 Elevation: 1026 ft Slope: 6-8$ NE 
Date: Sept 11, 1962 
Location: Traverse 2; 600 ft E of center, sec 8, T84N, Rl4w, 
Tama Co, Iowa; see Pig 3 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
Soil solum 
10YR 5/4-5/6 & 2.5Y 6/2j sil; few 
fi str brn mot; few Mn spk; few 
disc gry coats; loess. 
Same w/ carb & sand lenses; loess 
5GY 4/1; sil; org flecks; Fdl, 
5GY 5/1; sicl; mod v fi sbk; few 
fi yl brn mot; Y-S. 
18.0 - 20.0 IIB?1h 5GY 5/1; Sic; str v fi sbk; few 
fi yl brn mot; com clay skins on 
ped faces; Y-S, 
20.0 - 24.0 IIB22b 5BG 5/1 & 4/1; clay; mod v fi 
sbk; clay skins on ped faces; Y-S 
24.0 - 28.0 IIB2ob 5BG 5/1 & 4/1; clay; mod v fi 
sbk; disc clay skins on ped faces 
inc sand; Y-S. 
5GY 4/1; clay; wk v fi sbk; some 
ferromag min; Y-S. 
5G 4/1; cl; ferromag pebbles; 
Kansan till 
5Y 4/4; cl; inc sand; Kansan till 
5Y 4/4; It cl; inc sand & gravel; 
Kansan till. 
5Y 4/4; loam; carb; Kansan till. 
10YR 5/6; loam; Kansan till. 
28.0 - 32.0 IIB-
32.0 - 35.0 D L 
35.0 - 37.0 0 L 
37.0 - 39.0 0 L 
39.0 - 43.0 0 U 
43.0 - 44.0 0 U 
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Site: C-33 Elevation: 1020 ft Slope: 4-6$ NE 
Date: Oct 10, 1962 
Location: Traverse 2; 72 ft N of C-32, SW NE -g, Sec 8, 
T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 5»0 Tama soil solum. 
5.0 - 9.0 0 L 10YR 5/6-5/8 & 2.5Y 6/2; sil; few 
fi str brn mot; com fi Mn spk; 
loess. 
9«0 - l8o0 OU Same w/ carb & com sand lenses. 
18.0 - 18.5 IIBph 5GY 5/1; clay; mod-str v fi sbk; 
Y-S. 
Sites C-34 Elevation: 1013 ft 
Dates Oct 11, 1962 
Location: Traverse 2; 60 ft NE of C-37, S¥^-, NE Sec 8, 
T84N, R14M, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth. Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 5.0 Soil solum, 
5.0 - 10.0 0 L 10YR 5/6-5/8 & 2.5Y 6/2; sil; few 
fi str brn mot; com fi Mn spk; 
loess. 
10.0 - 14.0 0 L 2.5Y 5/4; sil; loess w few sand 
lenses. 
l4.0 - 18.0 0 L 10YR 5/6; Is; bedded sand & silts, 
18.0 - 25.0 0 L 2.5Y 5/4; loam; Kansan till. 
25=0 - 38.0 OU 10YR 5/6; loam; Kansan till. 
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Site: C-35 Elevation: 1012 ft 
Date: Oct 11, 1962 
Location: Traverse 2; 245 ft N of 0-34, SW NE Sec. 8, 
T84N, R14w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3 .  
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 5.0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 7.0 0 L 10YR 5/4, 7.5YR 5/6-5/8 & 2.5Y 
6/2; sil; com fi Mn spk; loess. 
7.0 - 7-7 0 L 10YR 4/3 & 5/6; sil; loess few 
sand lenses. 
7-7 - 8 . 5  0 L 10YR 5/6 & 4/3; Is; sand w. silt 
lenses. 
8.5 - 13.0 0 U 10YR 5/6; sil; loess. 
13.0 - 18.0 0 L 10YR 5/4-5/6; Is; bedded sand & 
silt. 
18.0 - 20.0 0 L 10YR 5/6; loam; Kansan till. 
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Sites C-36 Elevations 1002 ft 
Dates Oct 25, 1962 
Locations Traverse 2; 285 ft W of £ mile fence, SW NE £, 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0  -
5.0 -
Sec 8, T84N, R14W, Tama Go, Iowa; see Pig 3. 
Description 
5.0 
7.2 
7.2 - 10.3 
10.3 - 12.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 L 
0 U 
Soil solum. 
10YR 5/6-5/8 & 2.5Y 6/2; sil; com 
fi str brn mot; com fi Mn spk; 
loesso 
10YR 5/6; loam; Kansan till. 
Same w/ carb. 
Sites C-37 
Dates Oct 29, 1962 
Elevations 1015 ft 
Locations Traverse 2; 60 ft SW c-34, 100 ft NE C-33, SW £ 
NE 45 Sec 8, T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3, 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 -
5.0 -
5.0 
7.0 
7.0 - 9.0 
9.0 - 17.0 
17.0 - 19=0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
D L 
D U 
U U 
Description 
Soil solum. 
10YR 5/6-5/8 & 2.5Y 6/2; sil; com 
fi str brn mot; com Mn spk; loess, 
2.5Y 6/2 & 10YR 5/6-5/8; sil; mny 
med-co str brn mot; com Mn spk; 
loess. 
Same w/ carb & thin sand lenses. 
N 5/0; sil; sand lenses inc w 
depth, (loess?) 
19.0 - 20,0 U L N 4/0; cl; Kansan till, 
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Site: C-38 Elevation: 1017 ft Slope: 2-3$ NE 
Date: Nov 2, 1962 
Location: Traverse 2; 64 ft NE of C-33, SW NE -ç, Sec 8, 
T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 5.0 Soil solum. 
5«o - 9.0 0 L 2.5Y 5/4 (crushed)j sil; loess. 
9.0 - 12.0 0 U Same w/ carb. 
12.0 - 16.0 0 U Same w/ com sand lenses; loess. 
16.0 - 20.0 0 L 2.5Y 5/3; silt w Interbedded sand. 
20.0 - 31.0 0 L 10YR 5/6 & 5Y 6/3; loam; com 
pebbles; Kansan till. 
31-0 - 32.0 0 U Same w/ carb. 
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Sites C-40 Elevation: 1004 ft 
Date: June 17, 1963 
Slope: 0-2$ 
Location: Traverse 2; 200 ft W of center, NE sec 8, T84N, 
Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 - 5o0 
5.0 - 6.0 
6.0 - 7.5 
7.5 - 9.5 
9.5 - 13.0 
13.0 - 16..5 
16.5 - 17.3 
17.3 - 21.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
D U 
0 L 
0 U 
0 U 
0 U 
0 u 
Description 
Soil solum. 
10YR 4/4, 2.5Y 6/2 & 7.5YR 5/6-
5/8; sil; few fi Mn spk; loess. 
2.5Y 6/2 & 7.5YR 5/6-5/8; sil; 
wkly calc; loess. 
7.5YR 5/6-5/8 & lOYR 5/6-5/8; 
loam; Kansan till. 
Same w/ carb. 
10YR 5/6; loam; few to com str 
brn stk & pat; Kansan till. 
7.5YR 5/6-5/8 & 5Y 6/2; sil & 
loam; wkly calc; bedded' sands & 
silts. 
10YR 5/6-5/8; loam; few med str 
brn stk; ca nod; Kansan till. 
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Sites C-4l Elevations 1001 ft 
Date: June 18, 1963 
Location: 1400 f t W "6Ï NE corner, Sec 8, T84N, Rl4w, Tama 
Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 -  5.0 
5=0 -  8.0 
8.0 - 8.5 
8.5 - 9.5 
9 - 5  - 10.0 
10.0 - 17=0 
17.0 - 19.0 
19.0 - 21.0 
21.0 - 25.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 L 
0 L 
0 L 
0 U 
0 U 
0 U 
0 U 
Description 
Ditch and fill. 
2.5Y 5/4, 5Y 6/1 & 10YR 5/6-5/8; 
sil; few fi Mn spk; loess. 
Same w/ carb. 
2.5Y 6/3; loam; com fi-co str 
brn mot; Kansan till. 
2.5Y 6/4 & 5Y 6/2; loam; com str 
brn stk; Kansan till. 
7=5YR 5/6-5/8 & tY 6/2; loam; 
Kansan till. 
7.5YR 5/6-5/8 & 10YR 5/6; loam; 
pat of 5Y 6/1 clay material; 
Kansan till. 
Same as 10.0 - 17.0 ft. 
10YR 5/6; loam; com str brn pat 
& stk. 
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Site: 0-42 Elevations 1001 ft Slopes 0-2$ 
Dates June 18, 1963 
Locations 700 
Go, 
ft N of C-
Iowà5 see 
-4l, SE Sec 5, T84N, Rl4w, Tama 
Fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
Description 
0.0 - 5o0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 6.0 D L 5Y 6/1 & 10YR 5/6-5/8j sil; few 
fi Mn spk5 loess0 
6.0 - 7.0 D U Same w/ carb. 
7.0 — 7.8 0 U 10YR 5/6-5/8; si2 wk calc5 sand 
lense. 
7.8 - 8.5 0 L 5YR 5/6, 10YR 5/6-5/8, & 5Y 6/25 
loam; Kansan till. 
8.5 - 12.5 0 L 10YR 5/6-5/8 & 5Y 6/1; loam5 few 
5Y 6/1 el pat; Kansan till. 
12.5 - 15.0 D L 5Y 6/2; cl. 
15.0 - 16.5 D L 5Y 6/2 & 5Y 6/4; cl. 
16.5 - 19.0 D L 5Y 7/2; fi sand. 
19.0 - 19.5 0 L 10YR 5/6-5/8; sil; com 7.5YR 5/6 
& 5Y 6/2 stk; silts. 
19.5 - 21.0 0 U 10YR 6/4, 7o5YR 5/6; & 5Y 6/2; 
loam; Kansan till. 
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Site: C-43 Elevation: 994 ft 
Dates June 19, 1963 
Slope s 2-4$ N 
Locations 300 ft N of windbreak, NW SW -ç-, Sec 4, T84N, 
Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; See Fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 - 5«.0 
5o0 - 60O 
6 = 0  
7.5 
7o5 
8=7 
8.7 - 12.8 
12.8 - 21o0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 L 
0 U 
0 u 
0 u 
Description 
Road ditch & soil solum» 
2o5Y 5/4-5/65 sil| com fi Mn spk5 
loess*, 
10YR 5/6-5/8; loam; com med str 
brn & gry mot; Kansan till, 
10YR 5/6 & 5Y 5/2; loam; com co 
yl brn mot; com fi Mn spk; ca 
nod; Kansan till» 
10YR 5/3 & 2.5Y 5/2; loam; com 
med str brn mot; com fi Mn spk; 
Kansan till. 
10YR 5/4 & 5/6; loam; com med 
str brn mot; com fi Mn spk; Kansan 
till. 
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Site: C-44 Elevation: 1000 ft 
Date: June 20, 19^3 
Slope: 0-2$ 
Location; On interfluve between 0-42 & 0-43, SE Sec 5# 
T84N, R14M, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 -  5 » 0  
5.0 - 6.5 
6,5 - 6,8 
6.8 - 10.5 
10.5 - 14.0 
14.0 - 16.0 
16.0 - 18.0 
18.0 - 19.5 
19.5 - 20.0 
20.0 - 21.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 L 
0 L 
0 U 
D L 
D L 
0 L 
o u 
D u 
Description 
Soil solum. 
10YR 4/4 & 5Y 6/1; sil; com fi­
ned str brn mot; mny fi Mn spk; 
loess. 
10YR 5/8; sand & gravel. 
10YR 5/8; loam; com Mn spk; 
Kansan till. 
10YR 5/6; loam; ca nod; Kansan 
till. 
5Y 5/1 & 2.5Y 5/4; clay. 
5Y 5/1 & 2.5% 5/4; cl; mny fi & 
med str brn mot. 
10YR 5/6-5/8 & 5Y 6/1; loam-el. 
10YR 5/6-5/8 & 5Y 6/1; loam; 
Kansan till. 
5Y 6/1 & 10YR 5/6-5/8; loam; lg 
ca nod; Kansan till. 
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Sites C-45 Elevation 988 ft 
Date; June 20, 1963 
Location; Traverse 3j interfluve 140 ft E of -ç- mile fence, 
220 ft N of C-46» SW NE NE i, Sec 9, T84N, 
Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Pig 3» 
Depth 
(feet) 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
Description 
0.0 - 3.3 Soil solum developed in loess* 
3-3 - 4.8 0 L 10YR 5/6; loam; Kansan till. 
4.8 - 5.0 0 L ' 7-5YR 5/8; si; sand lense. 
5.0 - 17o0 0 U 7-5YR 5/6 & 10YR 5/4; loam; few 
Mn spks & pat; ca nod at 8*9 ft; 
Kansan till. 
Site; C-46 
Date; June 20„ 19.63 
Elevation 985 ft 
Locations Traverse 3; interfluve 130 ft E of £ mile fence, 
220 ft S of C-45, 100 ft NW of 0-49, NE See 9, 
T84N, R14W, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3-
Depth 
(feet) 
Horizon 
. or 
zone 
Description 
0 - 4.5 Soil solum developed in loess. 
4.5 - 5.0 0 L 7-5YR 5/8; sand & fine gravel. 
5.0 - 6.0 0 L 10YR 5/8 & 5/4; loam; few fi str 
brn mot; Kansan till. 
6.0 - 9.0 0 U 10YR 5/6; loam; few fi str brn 
mot; ca nod; Kansan till. 
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Site; 0-47 Elevation: 985 ft 
Dates June 21, 1963 
Location; Near traverse 3; 85 ft ¥ & 130 ft S of C-50, 280 
ft S of C-46, NE £, Sec 9, T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, 
Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 -
4.5 -
5.8 -
6,0 -
4.5 
5.8 
6.0  
6.4 
6.4 - 7.0 
7.0 - 9.0 
9.0 - 12.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
D L 
0 L 
IIAgt, 
IIIB, 21b 
IIIB 22b 
0 L 
Description 
Soil solum. 
2»5Y 5/2; sil; few med-co yl red 
to yl brn mot; Fe tbl; loess, 
10YR 5/3; sand & silt. 
10YR 5/4; loam; com str brn mot; 
LS, 
5YR 4/6-4/8 & lOYR 5/4; clay; 
pinkish white coats on ped faces; 
few clay skins; LS, 
Same w/ cl; few Mn spk; horiz is 
mixed; LS. 
lOYR 5/4; loam; com co str brn & 
yl brn mot; few Mn spk & stk; 
Kansan till. 
12.0 - 0 u Same w/ carb, 
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Site: C-4g Elevation; 985 ft 
Dates June 24, 1963 
Location: Traverse 3j interfluve 100 ft SE of C-46* 65 ft 
NW of C-50, NE Sec 9, T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, 
Iowa2 see Fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0 - 4.0 
4,0 - 6.0 
6.0 - 8.0 
8.0 - 12.6 
12«6 - 15o0 
15.0 -
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 L 
0 U 
0 U 
0 U 
Description 
Soil solum. 
10YR 5/4 & 2.5Y 6/21 sil; com fi 
& med str brn mot5 com fi Mn spk 
loess. 
10YR 5/65 loam; Kansan till. 
10YR 5/65 loamj few fi str brn 
motj few-eom Mn spk5 ca nod; 
Kansan till. 
Same v>/ carb seams. 
Same w/ 2.5Y 6/2 pat. 
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Site: C-50 Elevation: 988 ft 
Date: June 24, 1963 
Location: Traverse 3S interfluve 65 ft SW of 0-49» 36 ft 
NW of C-53# ME £, Sec 9» T84n5 Rl4ws Tama Co, 
Iowa; see Fig 3» 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 
4.0 
8.0 
10=2 
15.0 
17»0 
4.0 
80O 
10.2 
15=0 
17 OO 
19.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 U 
0 U 
0 U 
0 u 
Description 
Soil solum« 
10YR 5/4, 10YR 5/8 & 2.5Y 6/2; 
loam; few Mn spk; bedded sand & 
loess. 
Same w/ more sand; carb, 
10YR 5/6; loam; com fi str brn 
mot; ca nod; Kansan till. 
10YR 5/6; loam; few fi str brn 
mot; few Mn spk; Kansan till. 
Same w/ denser, 
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Sites C-51 Elevation: 994 ft 
Date: June 25, 1963 
Location: Traverse 3; interfluve, 66 ft SE of C-52. approx 
300 ft NW of C-l4, NE £, Sec 9» T84N, R14W, Tama 
Co, Iowaj. see Fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 
3.0 
3.0 
6.5 
6.5 - 9.5 
9.5 - 13.0 
13.0 - 14.5 
14.5 - 15.0 
15.0 - 16.O 
16.0 - I7o0 
17.0 - 180O 
18 = 0 
19.5 
19.5 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 U 
D U 
D U 
IIA2b 
11 IB 21b 
IIIB, 22b 
IIIB, 23b 
IIIB 
'3b 
0 U 
Description 
Soil solum0 
10YR 5/6-5/8 & 5Y 5/1; sil-loam; 
few fi str brn mot; loess w fi . 
sand & co silt. 
10YR 6/6 & s.5Y 6/21 sil; com fi 
yl brn mot; loess. 
2.5Y 6/2; sil; com fi & med str 
brn & yl brn mot assoc w Fe tbl; 
few Mn spk; loess. 
Same w/ wkly calc. 
10YR 5/4-5/8 & 7.5YR 5/6-5/8; 
loam; pedisediment; LS. 
5YR 5/4-5/6 & 10YR 5/6-5/8; el; 
ferromag min; LS. 
2.5YR 4/6-4/8» 5YR 5/6-5/8 & 
7.5YR 5/6-5/8; clay; clay skins 
on ped faces; ferromag min; LS. 
5YR 5/6-5/8 & 7»5YR 5/6-5/8; 
clay; clay skins on ped faces; 
ferromag min; LS. 
7.5YR 5/6-5/8 5s 10YE 5/6-5/8; 
cl; LS. 
10YR 5/6; loam; com fi str brn 
mot; few Mn spk; ca nod; Kansan 
till. 
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Site: C-52 Elevation: 992 ft 
Date: June 23, 1963 
Location: Traverse 3; interfluve 30 ft SE of 0-53» 66 ft NW 
of C-51, NE £, Sec 9, T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; 
see Fig 3, * 
Depth 
(feet) 
0,0 -
40 0 — 
5.8 -
7.5 -
4.0 
5.8 
7.5 
9.0 
9.0 - 11.0 
11.0 - 12.0 
12.0 - 13.6 
13 06 -
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
D U 
D U 
I IB 
21b 
I IB 22b 
IIB 
'3b 
0 u 
Description 
Soil solum. 
10YR 5/45 sil; few fi str brn & 
gry mot5 few fi Mn spk5 loess w 
fi sand or co silt. 
2.5Y 6/15 sil| com fi-med yl brn 
mot5 few Mn spk5 loess. 
2.5Y 5/2; sil; rnny str brn & yl 
brn mot5 occ Fe tbl; few ca nod5 
loess. 
5YR 4/4 & 10R 4/8; clay; few red 
mot5 LS. 
7.5YR 5/6-5/8; cl; yl red clay 
skins along cleavage faces; LS. 
10YR 5/8; cl; com fi str bm mot: 
com fi Mn spk; LS. 
10YR 5/6; loam; com fi yl brn 
mot; few Ig ca nod; Kansan till. 
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Site: C-53 Elevations 990 ft 
Date: June 25, 1963 
Locations Traverse 3j interfluve 36 ft SE of C-50, 30 ft NW 
of C-52, NE i Sec 9» T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; 
see Fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0 - 4.0 
5.5 4 o 0 — 
5.5 -
7 o 0 — 
8 © 0 — 
9.5 -
7.0 
8.0 
9.5 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
IIB2ib 
IIB 22b 
IIB 
'3b 
0 u 
Description 
Soil solum. 
10 YE 5/4 & 2.5Y 5/2; sil; few fi 
yl brn mot; few fi Mn spk5 loess= 
5YE 4/42 clays mny dk red to red 
mot & clay skins; few str bm 
mot; LSo 
7 «5YE 5/65 clay; com med red mot 
& clay skins; com fi Mn spk; LSC 
10YR 5/8; cl; com med red mot or 
clay skins; LS. 
10 YE 5/6; loam; mny med str brn 
mot; few fi Mn spk; ca nod; 
Kansan till» 
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Site: C-56 Elevation: 1002 ft 
Date: July 29, 1963 
Location: Traverse 2s between C-36 & C-40j S¥ WE -5-, Sec 
8, T84N„ Rl4w, Tama Go, Iowa5 see Fig 3» 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 
5.6 
5 = 6 
6.9 
6.9 - 7=1 
7.1 - 9.9 
9.9 - 15.4 
15.4 - 20.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
D U 
0 L 
0 L 
0 U 
0 U 
Description 
Soil solum0 
2.5Y 6/2 & 10YR 4/42 silj com fi 
str brn mot5 com fi & med Mn spk5 
see carbj loess, 
10YR 5/6j sis sand lense. 
10YR 5/6j loams com fi & med str 
bm mots Kansan till. 
Same w/ carb, 
10YR 5/6s loamj com med & co str 
brn mots com-mny med gry mots 
Kansan till. 
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Site: C-57 Elevation: 1028 ft 
Dates April 30, 1965 
Locations Traverse 1; 40 ft E of N center, NE NW Sec 
7» T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3» 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0,0 - 8,0 Road ditch, 
8,0 - 10,0 0 L 10YR 5/6; sil; com fi str brn & 
gry mot; com fi Mn spk; loess, 
10,0-12,0 0 L Same w/ inc gry mot; loess, 
12,0 - 14,0 0 U 10YR 5/6; sil; com med & co gry 
mot; few thin sand lenses; loess, 
14,0 = 14,3 OU 7,5YR 5/6-5/8; zone of Fe acc, 
14,3 - 16,0 D U 2,5Y 6/2; sil; 1 inch sand lense 
at 15 ft; loess, 
l6,0 - 18,6 D U 2,5Y 6/2; sil; occ Fe seg; few-
mny co yl brn mot & bands; loess, 
18.6 - 20,0 D U 2,5Y 5/4; sil; com med gry mot; 
few fi str brn mot; few fi Mn 
spk; sand lenses inc w depth; 
loess, 
*20.0 - 21,5 D U 2.5Y 6/2 & 2,5Y 5/4; sil; few 
sand lenses; loess, 
21,5-23,0 DU Same w/ com 5BG 4/1 zones; loess, 
23,0-24,0 U U 5GY 5/4; sil; few org flecks; 
fdl. 
24,0 - 25.0 U U 5GY 4/1 & 2.5Y 5/4; sil; com org 
flecks; Fdl. 
25.0 - 26.7 10YR 2/2 & 5Y 4/2; sil; high org 
content; v wkly calc; Fdl, 
26.7 - 27,5 Alh 10YR 2/1; sicl; high org content; 
Fdl, 
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Site: C-57 (Continued) 
Depth 
(feet) 
27.5 - 28.2 
28.2 - 29.5 
29.5 - 32.0 
32.0 - 34.0 
34.0 - 36.0 
36.0 - 38.0 
38,0 - 40.0 
40.0 - 42.0 
42.0 - 46.0 
46.0 - 50.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
™3^ 1b 
IIB, 21b 
IIB 22b 
IIB 23b 
IIB 24b 
IIB 3b 
D L 
D L 
Description 
5Y 4/1 ; clay; few org bands; y-s. 
5Y 4/1; clay; str v fi sbk; thk 
clay skins on ped faces; Y-S. 
5GY 4/1; clay; few fi It olive 
brn mot; str v fi sbk; clay skins 
on ped faces; Y-S, 
Not sampled, 
5GY 4/1; clay; few fi It olive 
brn mot; mod v fi sbk; inc sand 
content; Y-S. 
Not sampled, 
5GY 5/1 & 4/1; clay; few fi It 
olive brn mot; mod v fi sbk; disc 
clay skins on ped faces; inc sand 
content; Y-S. 
5GY 5/1 & 4/1; clay; com fi It 
olive brn & yl brn mot; mod v fi 
sbk; few disc clay skins on ped 
faces; inc sand content; Y-S. 
5G 4/1; cl; few pebbles; Kansan 
till. 
5G 4/1 & 2.5Y 5/6; loam; Kansan 
till. 
50.0 - 51.0 D U Same w/ carb; calc Kansan till, 
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Site: C-58 Elevation: 993 ft 
Date: July 30, 1963 
Location: Traverse 1; 520 ft N & 15 ft E of S center, SE 
SW Sec. 6, T84N, R14w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 
3. 
Horizon 
(feet) or 
zone 
Description 
0 0 0 — 5.0 Soil solum. . 
5 = 0 - 8.0 0 L 10YR 5/4-5/6 & 2.5Y 6/2; sil; few 
fi Mn spk; loess. 
T 
0
 
00 
10.0 0 L Same w/ sancl lenses; loam. 
10.0 - 10.8 0 L 10YR 6/4; Is; sand. 
10 0 8 — 12.3 0 U 10YR.5/6-5/8 & 2.5Y 6/2; loam; 
pebbles present; Kansan till. 
12.3 - 14.0 0 U 10YR 5/6; loam; com f i> & med str 
brn mot; Kansan till. 
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Sites C-59 Elevations 1003 ft 
Dates July 30, 1963 
Locations Traverse lj 235 ft N & 15 ft E of S center, SE 
SW£, Sec 6, T84N» Rl4w, Tama Cofl Iowaj see Fig 3» 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0,0 - 5.0 Soil solum. 
5o0 - 9.0 D L 5Y 6/2; sil| mny med & co yl brn 
& str bm mot 1 com fi & med Mn 
spk5 loess* 
9oO - 11oO DU 5Y 6/22 sil| mny med & co yl brn 
mot5 com fi & med Mn spk5 calc 
loesso 
11,0 - 11.5 D U 2.5Y 6/12 sil| com med & co yl 
bm mot2 com fi Mn spk2 calc 
loess. 
11 »5 - 15«5 U U N 5/01 sil2 few med str bm mot2 
com org flecks| calc loess. 
15.5 - 18.0 0 L 2.5Y 5/6» 5Y 5/1 & N 5/0, loam2 
bedded sand & silt. 
18.0 - 20.5 0 L 2.5Y 5/4-5/62 few 5Y 5/1 & N 5/0 
stk2 sand lense at 20 ft| Kansan 
till. 
20.5 - 22.0 0 U 10YR 5/6-5/8 & 5G 6/I2 loam2 
calc2 Kansan till. 
22.0 - 24.0 OU 10YR 5/6-5/82 loam; Kansan till. 
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Sites C-60 Elevations 1011 ft 
Dates July 30, 1963 
Locations Traverse 1; 50 ft N-NW of 0-62, SE SW Sec 6S 
T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 -  5 .0  
5.0 - 9.0 
9.0 - 11.0 
11.0 - 12.9 
12.9 - 17.5 
17.5 - 17.7 
17.7 - 18.0 
18.0 - 20.0 
20.0 -  21.2 
21.2 - 21.8 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 U 
0 U 
0 L 
0 L 
D U 
U U 
U U 
D L 
Description 
Soil solum. 
10YR 4/3-4/4 & 2.5Y 6/1; sil; com 
fi str brn mot; com fi Mn spk; 
loess. 
Same w/ carb. 
10YR 5/4; loam; few fi str brn & 
gry mot; bedded sand & silts. 
10YR 5/4 & 2.5Y 6/1 ; Is; com med 
yl brn mot & stk; sand, 
5YR 5/6-5/8; Is; Fe zone. 
5BG 5/1 ; loam. 
N 5/0; sil; few fi It olive brn 
mot; silts. 
N 5/0; sil; wkly calc; silts. 
N 5/0; sic; top of Y-S. 
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Sites C-6l 
Date: July 31, 19&3 
Slope: 0-2% 
Location: 75 ft N of center# SW Sec 6, T84N» Rl4w, Tama 
Co, Iowa; see Pig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 -  5.0 
5.0 - 5.5 
5.5 - 7.5 
7.5 - 9.0 
9=0 - 11.7 
11.7 - 13.0 
13.0 - 21.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
D L 
D U 
0 L 
0 L 
0 U 
0 U 
Description 
Soil solum. 
5Y 5/2 & 10YR 5/6-5/8; sil; few 
fi Mn spk5 loess. 
5Y 6/2 & lOYR 5/6-5/8; sil; few 
fi Mn spkj loess. 
10YR 5/6-5/8; loam; Kansan till. 
10YR 5/6-5/8 & 5Y 5/1; loam; 
Kansan till» 
Same w/ carb. 
10YR 5/6-5/8; loam; com med str 
brn mot; Kansan till. 
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Site: C-62 Elevation: 1017 ft 
Date: April 30, 1965 
Location: Traverse 1; 50 ft E and 40 ft N of S center, SE 
SW Sec 6, T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
ht  
Depth 
(feet) 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
Description 
0 E 0 — 5.0 Solum of Tama soil. 
5.0 - 8.0 0 L 10YR 5/4; sil; com fi str brn & 
gry mot; com med & co Mn spk; ' 
loess. 
8.0 - 9.2 0 L 2.5Y 5/6; sil; com fi & med str 
brn & gry mot; com fi & med Mn 
spk; Fe zone at 9.2 ft; loess. 
9.2 - 12.0 0 L 2.5Y 5/4; sil; few-mny yl brn 
mot; occ sand lenses; loess. 
I o C
VJ 1—1 
14.5 0 L 2.5Y 5/6 silts interceded w 
10YR 5/4-5/6 sands; few fi gry & 
str brn mot; loess. 
14.5 - 18.0 0 U 2.5Y 5/4 silts interbedded w 10YR 
5/6-5/8 sands few lenses of 7.5YR 
5/6-5/8 sand; few fi str brn & yl 
brn mot; wkly calc; loess. 
18.0 - 20.0 Not sampled. 
20.0 - 23.5 u u 5Y 4/1; sil; loess. 
23.5 - 23.9 U L N 4/0; sicl; loess. 
23.9 - 26.0 IIB24b 5GY 4/1; clay; mod v fi sbk; few fi It olive brn mot; few clay 
skins on ped faces; Y-S. 
26.0 - 28.0 IIBGT 5GY 4/1 & 5Y 5/1; clay; mod v fi 
sbk; few fi It olive brn mot; 
Y-S. 
28.0 - 32.0 Not sampled. 
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Site: 0-62 (Continued) 
Depth 
(feet) 
34.0 - 35.7 
35.7 - 36.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
32.0 - 34.0 D L 
0 L 
0 U 
Description 
Zones of 5Y 6/1, 5Y 6/3 & 7.5YR 
5/6-5/8; cl; few pebbles; few 
med Mn spk; Kansan till. 
10YR 5/6-5/8 & 5Y 6/2; loam; few 
pebbles; Kansan till. 
Same w/ carb; Kansan till. 
Sites C-63 Elevations 999 ft 
Dates Aug 1, 1963 
Locations Traverse 1; 110 ft N of C-59, SE S¥ Sec 6. 
T84Nj, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa ; see Fig 3» 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 - 5.0 
5.0 - 7.5 
7.5 -  11.0 
11.0 - 13=5 
13.5 - 13.8 
13.8 - 16.1 
16.1 - 18.5 
18.5 - 21.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
D L 
0 U 
D U 
D U 
0 L 
D L 
0 U 
Description 
Soil solum. 
5Y 6/1; sil; com med yl red & str 
brn mot; com med Mn spk; loess. 
10YR 5/6 & 5Y 6/1; sil; few fi 
str brn mot; few fi Mn spk; loess, 
5Y 5/1 ; sil; few yl brn mot; few 
Fe tbl; loess. 
2.5Y 5/2 & 10YR 6/3; si; sand & 
loess. 
7.5YR 5/8 & 5Y 6/1 ; loam; stone-
line at surface of horiz; Kansan 
till. 
5Y 6/1 & 10YR 4/4; banded sands 
& silts. 
10YR 5/6; loam; Kansan till. 
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Site: C-64 Elevation: 1007 ft . 
Date: Aug 2, 1963 
Location: Traverse 1; SO ft S-SE of C-59, SE ft, SW Sec 6, 
T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
Zone 
0.0 - 5-0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 8.0 D L 2.5Y 5/2; sil; com fi str brn 
mot; Fe tbl; Mn acc assoc w tbl; 
com med Mn spk; loess, 
8.0 - 11.8 D L 2.5Y 5/2; sil; mny fi & med yl 
brn mot; few fi Mn spk; loess. 
11.8 - 13.5 0 L 10YR 5/3-5/4; loam-sl; bedded 
sands & silts. 
13.5 - 15.0 0 L lOYR 5/6, 5YR 4/6-4/6 & 2.5Y 5/3; 
sands. 
15.0-16.0 0 L 5Y 4/3; sand; 2 inch lense of 
2.5Y 4/3 silts. 
16,0-17.0 DU 5BG 5/1; sil; bedded silts & 
sands. 
17.0 - 18.0 D U Same w/ sicl. 
18.0 - 19.5 Bob 5BG 5/1; clay; few fi yl brn & 
str brn mot; no ferromag min; 
Y-S. 
19.5 - 21.0 D L 5G 5/1; cl; com fi & med str brn 
mot; Kansan till, 
21.0-22,2 D L 5BG 6/1 & 5G 5/l; cl; corn fi & 
med str brn mot; Kansan till. 
22,2 - 24.0 0 L 7.5YR 5/6-5/8 & 5Y 6/1; cl; 
Kansan till. 
24.0 - 27.0 0 L 10YR 5/6-5/8 & 5Y 6/1; loam; 
Kansan till. 
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Sites 0-65 
Dates Aug 28» 1963 
Locations 
Elevations 989 ft 
Depth 
(feet) 
0,0 -
4,2 — 
Traverse 4» first sloping interfluve ¥ of road» 20 
ft E of Late Sangamon outcrop» NW •£, NE £, SE tt 
Sec 9» T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Pig 3» 
4,2 
4.8 
408 - 5o4 
5.4 -
5.9 -
7.0 -
5.9 
7.0 
9.4 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
IIAgb 
IIIB21b 
I™22b 
IIIB3b 
0 L 
Description 
Soil solum. 
7o5YR 5/2; loam; com fi & med yl 
red & str brn mot; few fi Mn spk; 
L So 
2.5YR 4/6 & 10YR 4/8; clay; 7.5YR 
4/2 clay skins on ped faces; 
stoneline in upper 1 inch; L S0 
2.5YR 4/8» 5YR 5/8 & 7.5YR 4/2; 
clay; clay skins on pad faces; 
L So 
7.5YR 6/6 & 10YR 6/2; cl; L S. 
10YR 5/6-5/8 & 10YR 6/4; loam; 
com fi & med Mn~spk; few gry & 
str brn pat; Kansan till. 
9.4 - 10,0 0 u Same w/ carb; ca nod, 
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Site; C-66 Elevation: 1004 ft 
Date; Aug 28, 1963 
Location: Traverse 4; 125 ft SE of 0-65; SE £•# Sec 9, T84N# 
Rl4w, Tama Co# Iowa; see Fig 3» 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 - 3.0 
3.0 - 4.5 
4.5 - 7.4 
7.4 - 8.5 
8.5 - 9.0 
9.0 - 11.0 
11.0 - 14.0 
14.0 - 15.0 
15.0 - 15.9 
15.9 - 16.5 
16,5 - 17.4 
17.4 - 19.5 
19.5 - 21.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 L 
0 U 
0 U 
D U 
D U 
D U 
IIAgt 
IIIB 21b 
IIIB 22b 
IIIB. 23b 
IIIB lb 
Description 
Soil solum. 
10YR 5/3 & 10YR 5/6; sil; few fi 
& med str brn mot; few fi Mn spk; 
disc gry coats on ped faces; 
loess. 
10YR 5/6 & 2.5Y 6/2; sil com fi 
Mn spk; more sand than above; 
loess. 
Same w/ carb. 
10YR 4/3 & 2.5Y 6/2; sil; com Ig 
Fe tbl; loess. 
5Y 6/2 & 2.5Y 5/4; sil; com fi & 
med str bm mot ; Fe tbl; seams 
of sec carb; loess. 
5Y 6/1; sil; few co Mn spk; com 
lg Fe tbl; loess. 
2.5Y 5/2; sil; few Fe tbl; loess 
or pedisediment. 
10YR 4/2; loam; few Fe tbl; car­
bon flecks; L-S. 
10YR 3/31 clay; mny 10R 3/6 mot 
& clay skins on ped faces; com 
str brn mot; L-S. 
10YR 4/4; clay; 10R 3/6 & str 
bm clay skins; L-S. 
7.5YR 5/6 & 10YR 6/1; cl; red 
clay skins; L-S. 
7»5YR 5/6 & 10YR 5/6; cl; few gry 
mot; zones of Mn spk; L-3. 
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Site: C-67 Elevation: 1009 ft 
Date: Aug 29, 1963 
Location: Traverse 4; 60 ft S of C-66, SE Sec 9, T84N, 
Rl4¥, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 -
4.0 -
4.0 
5.5 
5.5 - 9.5 
9.5 - 11.3 
11.3 - 14.0 
14.0 - 18.0 
18.0 -  19.2 
19.2 - 19.6 
19.6 - 20.0 
20.0 - 20.8 
20.8 - 22.0 
22.0 - 24.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 U 
0 U 
D U 
D U 
D L 
IIA2b 
IIIB lb 
IIIB 21b 
IIIB, 22b 
IIIB 23b 
Description 
Soil solum. 
10YR 5/4, 10YR 5/8 & 10YR 6/1; 
sil; few fi str brn mot; loess. 
2.5Y 6/2, 2.5Y 6/4 & 7.5YR 5/8; 
sil; few fi Mn spk; loess. 
10YR 6/3; sil; com med gry mot; 
few fi yl brn & str brn mot; com 
fi Mn spk; loess. 
2.5Y 6/2; sil; com med-co 10YR 
4/8-7/8 mot; few fi Mn spk; 
loess. 
N 5/0; sil com co yl red mot w 
Mn spk on int; com Fe tbl; loess. 
10YR 5/2; loam; few fi str brn 
mot; few Mn spk; loess or pedi-
sediment. 
10YR 5/2, 10YR 5/8 & 5YR 4/8; 
loam; few fi Mn spk; L-s. 
10YR 4/1; cl; com fi 10R 3/8 mot; 
yl red ped coats (clay skins?) 
L-3. 
Same w/ clay. 
5YR 6/1 & 7.5YR 4/4; clay; yl red 
clay skins on ped faces; few Mn 
spk; L-S. 
7.5YR 5/6-5/8 & N 7/0; cl; com fi 
& v fi yl red mot; clay skins on 
ped faces; L 3. 
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Elevation: 1015 ft Sites C-68 
Dates Aug 17» 1964 
Locations Traverse 4; 230 ft M of C-69, 90 ft S of C-67» SE 
Sec 9» T84N, R14W, Tama Co, Iowa5 see Fig 3» 
Depth 
(feet ) 
0.0 - 4.0 
4.0 - 5.0 
5.0 
7.0 
7,0 
12.0 
12o0 - 21.6 
21.6 - 22.4 
22.4 - 23.5 
23.5 - 24.5 
24.5 - 25.5 
25.5 - 27.0 
27,0 - 28.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 U 
0 U 
D U 
0 U 
Ilk 2b 
IIIB 21b 
IIIB22b 
IIIB 3b 
0 L 
Description 
Soil solum. 
10YR 5/6 & 2.5Y 5/22 sil; few fi 
str bm mot2 loess. 
Same w/ carb. 
2.5Y 5/4 & 2.5Y 5/22 sil; com 
med str brn mot2 loess. 
2.5Y 6/2 & 2.5Y 5/42 sil2 few lg 
Fe tbl w Mn spk2 ca nod2 loess. 
10YR 5/6-5/8 & 2.5y 6/2  s sil2 
loess. 
2.5Y 5/1, 7.5YR 5/6 & 10YR 5/6; 
loam; L S. 
10YR 4/4 (crushed)2 cl2 mny fi & 
v fi 7.5YR 4/4 mot 2 few str bm 
mot2 com gry coats on peds2 com 
clay skins2-fi sbk2 L S. 
10YR 6/12 clay2 mny fi red brn mot 
& clay skins on ped faces; fi sbk; 
L S. 
10YR 5/6-5/8, 7.5YR 5/6-5/8 & 
2.5Y 5/22 cl2 L S. 
10YR 5/6-5/82 loam; com med str 
bm mot2 occ gry stk2 Kansan t3E. 
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Site: C-69 Elevation: 1024 ft 
Date : Aug 18, 1964 
Location: Traverse 45 232 ft S of C-68; SE Sec 9, T84N, 
Rl4w» Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 24.0 Similar to 0.0 - 21.6 in C-68. 
24.0 - 28.5 0 U 2.5Y 5/4; sil; few fi & med gry 
& str brn mot; occ lg Fe tbl w 
assoc Mn spk; loess. 
28.5 - 29=5 0 L Same w/ no carb. 
29.5 - 33.0 U L 5Y 4/1-4/0; sil; org flecks in 
lower portion; Fdl. 
33.0 - 33=5 IIB21b 2.5Y 3/1; clay; few fi str brn 
mot; It gry ped coats; clay 
skins; LS to Y-S. 
33 o5 - 35 = 0 IIB22b 5Y 4/1; clay; com fi & med olive 
brn mot; clay skins on ped faces; 
LS to Y-S. 
35.0 - 37=0 IIB 5GY 5/1-5G 5/1; clay; inc in 
3 . ..-quartz grains; few ferromag min; 
LS to Y-S. 
37.0 - 38.5 IIBoh 5GY 4/3 & 5G 5/1; cl; com ferro-
2 mag min; LS to Y-S. 
38.5-41.0 0 L 10YR 5/4 & 5GY 5/1J loam; Kansan 
till. 
41.0-44.0 OU lOYR 5/4-5/6; loam; Kansan till. 
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Site: C-70 Elevation: 975 ft 
Date: Aug 29» 1963 
Location: 
Depth 
(feet) 
0 .0  -
4 .0 -
4.6 -
4,8 -
Traverse 1; bottom of drainageway ^ mile E of C-
6l» SE i, NE SW i, Sec 6, T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, 
Iowa; see Pig 3. 
4.0 
4.6 
4.8 
5.6 
5.6 - 6.5 
6.5  -  8 .0  
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 L 
D L 
D U 
0 U 
Description 
Soil solum. 
10YR 2/1, 2.5Y 6/3, & 5Y 6/2; sil; 
com fi str brn mot; loess. 
Coarse sand & fine gravel. 
N 7/0, 5Y 6/2, 2.5Y 6/4, & 7.5YR 
5/8; loam; Kansan till. 
Same w/ carb. 
10YR 5/8, 2.5Y 6/1, & 5Y 6/3; 
loam; ca nod; Kansan till. 
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Site: C-70A Elevation: 980 ft 
Date: Aug 29, 1963 
Location: Traverse I; 90 ft ME of C-70, SE NE SW £ 
Sec 6, T84N, R14w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 — 2.5 Soil solum in loess. 
2.5 - 5.0 0 L 10YR 5/6; sand„ 
5.0 - 6.5 0 L 10YR 5/4; loam; Kansan till. 
6.5 - 0 U 10YR 5/4; loam; Kansan till. 
Site: C-70B Elevation: 983 ft 
Date: Aug 29, 1963 
Location: Traverse 1; 165 ft NE of C-70, SE NE SW 
Sec 6, T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3® 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 4.5 Soil solum. 
4.5 - 7.0 O L 10YR 4/4; sil; loess. 
7.0 - OU 10YR 5/4; loam; Kansan till. 
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Site: C-71 Elevation: 991 ft 
Date: Aug 29, 1963 
Location: Traverse 1; 175 ft S-SW of C-70, SE NE SW 
Sec 6, T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet.) 
0.0 - 5.0 
5.0 - 6.5 
6.5 - 6.7 
6.7 - 7.0 
7.0  -  8 .0  
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 L 
0 U 
0 U 
Description 
Soil solum, 
10YR 4/4 & 2.5Y 6/2; sil; mny fi 
& med str brn mot; mny Mn spk; 
loess. 
10YR 5/6; Is; bedded sani-.s & . 
silts; stone line at bottom. 
10YR 5/4; loam; wk calc; Kansan 
till. 
10YR 5/4; loam; few gry pat; 
Kansan till. 
Sites C-71A Elevation: 983 ft 
Date; Aug 29, 1963 
Location: Traverse 1; 80 ft NE of C-71, SE NE SW 
Sec 6, T84N, R14W, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 - 4.0 
4.0 - 5.0 
5.0. -
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 U 
Description 
Soil solum. 
10YR 4/4 & 2.5Y 6/2; sil; loess, 
10YR 5/4; loam; Kansan till. 
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Site: C-72 Elevation: 1044 ft 
Date: Sept 6, 1963 
Location:—Traverse 1; 160 ft W and 264 ft S of N center, ME 
£, NW •ç-, Sec 7» T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see 
Fig 3. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 5.0 Solum of Tama soil. 
5.0-7.7 0 L 5Y 6/3 & 10YR 5/6-5/8; sil; mny 
str brn mot; com fi & med olive 
mot; com fi & med Mn spk; loess. 
7.7 - 9.0 D L 5Y 6/2; sil; com str brn & yl 
brn mot; com fi & med yl red mot; 
com fi & med Mn spk; loess. 
9.0-11.9 D L 5Y 5/2 & 10YR 5/6; sil; com fi 
Mn spk; co silts; loess. 
11.9 - 16.0 OU 10YR 4/4 & 10YR 5/2; sil; com fi 
& med str brn mot; thin sand 
lenses; loess. 
l6.0 - 17.0 OU 1Y 4/4; sil; com med gry mot; 
loess. 
17.0 - 20.0 2.5Y 5/2; Sil; com med It olive 
brn mot; loess. 
20.0 - 30.0 0 U 2.5Y 5/3; Sil-sl; bedded sand & 
loess. 
30.0 - 36.0 D U 5BG 5/1; co sil; loess. 
36.O - 40.0 D U Same w/ Fe tbl. 
40.0-41.8 5Y 4/1; sil; org flecks; wk calc; 
Fdl. 
41.8-43.8 A1h 10YR 2/1; It sicl; high org con­
tent; Fdl. 
43.b - 46.0 HB21b 5BG 5/1; sic; Y-S. 
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Siteî C-72 (Continued) 
Depth 
(feet) 
46.0 - 49.0 
49.0 - 54.0 
54.0 - 56.0 
56.0 - 59.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
IIB 22b 
I IB 23b 
IIB 3b 
D L 
Description 
5BG 4/1; clay; str v fi sbk; thk 
clay skins on ped faces; Y-S. 
5BG 5/1; clay; str v fi sbk; thk 
skins on ped faces; Y-S. 
5BG 4/1; clay; mod v fi sbk; thk 
clay skins; inc sand content; Y-S. 
5G 5/1 ; cl-loarn; com ferromag minj 
Kansan till. 
Site:' C-73 Elevation: 994 ft 
Date : Sept 5 j >  1963 
Location: Traverse 1: 132 ft E & 128 ft S of N center, SE 
SW Sec 6, T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 - 5.0 
5.0 - 6.5 
6.5 - 7.7 
7 . 7  -  8 . 0  
8.0 - 8.8 
8 . 8  -  9 . 1  
9.1 -  12.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 U 
0 U 
0 U 
0 U 
0 U 
Description 
Solum of Tama soil. 
7.5YR 5/6-5/8 & 5Y 6/2; sil; com 
fi & med yl red mot; com fi & 
med Mn spk; loess. 
Same w/ carb. 
1Y 4/4 & 5Y 6/1; sil com fi & med 
str brn mot; com fi & med Mn spk; 
loess. 
1Y 4/4 & 5Y 6/1; sil; com fi yl 
brn mot; com fi & med Mn spk; 
loess. 
10YR 5/6; loam; sand & gravel in 
upper 1 inch; wkly calc; Kansan 
till. 
10YR 5/6; loam; ca nod; Kansan 
till. 
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Site: C-120 Elevation: approx 996 ft Slope: 0-1$ 
Date: July 23* 1964 
Location: 600 ft N of M center, Sec 31» T35N, Rl4w, Tama Co, 
Iowa; see Fig 4. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 - 5.0 
5.0 - 5.8 
5.8 - 6.0 
6.0 - ll.o 
11.0 -  12.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
G L 
0 L 
0 U 
Description 
Soil solum. 
10YR 4/3-4/4; sil; com med gry 
mot; com med str brn mot; com fi 
Mn spk; loess. 
10YR 4/4; sand. 
10YR 5/6-5/8 & 10YR 6/4; loam; 
com gry stk; Kansan till. 
Same w/ carb. 
Site: C-121 
Date: July 28, 1964 
Location: 60 ft N of field entrance, 
T85N,-Rl6w, Tama Co, Iowa. 
Slope: 0-1$ 
SW 4» NW 45 Sec 16, 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 - 5.0 
5.0 - 6.0 
6.0 - 8.5 
8.5 - 12.5 
12.5 - 14.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0 L 
0 U 
0 U 
0 U 
Description 
Road ditch. 
10YR 4/3; sil; com str brn & gry 
mot; com fi Mn spk; loess. 
Same w/ mny gry mot; carb. 
Sand; primary carb. 
10YR 5/6; loam; Kansan till. 
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Site: C-122 Slope: 0-1$ 
Date: July 28, 1964 
Location: 100 ft W of cottonwood tree, NW NE Sec 27, 
T85N, Rl6w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Pig 4. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 5.0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 6.5 D L 2.5Y 5/1 & 10YR 5/3J sil; com med 
str brn mot; com fi Mn spk; loess, 
6.5 - 8,5 DU Same w/ carb. 
8.5 - 8.7 OU Sand. 
8.7-9.5 OU 10YR 5/6-5/8; loam; Kansan till. 
Site: C-123 Slope: 0-1$ 
Date: July 28, 1964 
Location: 80 ft ¥ of field entrance, 600 ft ¥ of NE corner, 
Sec 28, T85N, R15W, Tama Co, Iowa; see Pig 4, 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 .- 5.0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - -6.0 0 L 2.5Y 4/4 & 10YR 4/3; sil; com co 
gry mot; com med str brn & yl brn 
mot; few Fe-Mn nod; loess. 
6,0 — 7.5 0 U Same w/ carb. 
7.5 - 7.8 0 U Sand; few pebbles at top. 
7.8 - 11.0 0 L 10YR 5/6-5/8; cl; Kansan till. 
11.0 - 14.5 0 L 10YR 5/6-5/8, 7.5YR 5/6-5/8, & 
2,5Y 6/2; loam; compact; Kansan 
till. 
14.5 - 15.5 0 U Same w/ carb. 
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Site; C-125 
Date: Aug 5, 1964 
Slope: 0-1$ 
Location: 700 ft W of S center, Sec 3» T84N, R15W, Tama Co, 
Iowaj see Pig 4. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0 -  5.0 
5.0 - 8.9 
8.9 - 12.5 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
D U 
0 L 
Description 
Soil solum. 
2.5Y 6/21 sil| com med str brn 
motJ com fi Mn spk; loess. 
10YR 5/6-5/8; loam; Kansan till, 
Site: C-126 
Date: Aug 5» 1964 
Slope: 0-1$ 
Location: Field entrance. 660 ft E of NW corner. Sec 4, 
Depth 
(feet) 
T84N, R15W, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 4, 
Description 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
0.0 - 5.0 
5.0 - 7.6 o L 
7.6 - 7.8 0 L 
7.8 - 8.8 0 L 
8.8 - 10.4 0 L 
10.4 - n.o o u 
11.0 - 11.6 0 u 
Soil solum. 
10YR 4/3; sil; com med str brn 
mot; com fi Mn spk; loess. 
10YR 5/6-5/8; sand. 
10YR 5/6-5/8; loam; Kansan till, 
10YR 5/6; sand. 
Same w/ carb. 
10YR 5/6-5/8; loam; Kansan till, 
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Sites C-127 Slope: 0-1$ 
Date: Aug 5, 1964 
Locations Field entrance, 500 ft N of farmstead drive on 
opposite side of road, NE £, Sec 31# T85N, R15W, 
Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 4. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet ) or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 5.0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 5.5 D L 2.5Y 6/2; sil; com med str brn & 
yl brn mot; loess, 
5.5 - 8.5 D U Same w/ carb. 
8.5 - 9.0 0 L 10YR 5/6-5/8; Is; sand lense6 
9.0 - 9.5 0 L 10YR 5/6; loam; Kansan till. 
9.5 - 13.5 0 L 10YR 5/6; mixed sand & till. 
13.5 - 14.5 0 U 10YR 5/6; loam; Kansan till. 
Sites C-128 Slope: 0-1$ 
Date: Aug 6, 1964 
Locations 600 
Sec 
ft E of C -
28, T85N, 
123 and 2-3 ft higher; NE corner, 
R15W, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 4, 
Depth 
(feet) 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
Description 
0 o 0 — 5.0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 6.5 0 L 10YR 4/3 & 2.5Y 6/2; sil; com met 
str brn mot; com fi Mn spk; loesi 
6.5 - 7.6 D L Same w/ more 2„5Y 6/2 & carb. 
7 = 6 — 7.8 0 L 10YR 5/6; sand. 
7.8 - 13.5 0 L 10YE 5/6; loam; Kansan till. 
13.5 - 14,0 0 U Same w/ carb. 
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Site: C-130 Slope: 2-4$ N 
Date: Aug 6, 1964 
Location: approx 1000 ft SE of C-132, SW NE £, NW Sec 
29, T85N, R15W, Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 4. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 5.0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 6.5 D L 2.5Y 6/2 & 10YR 4/4; sil; com 
med str brn mot; com fi Mn spk; 
loess. 
6.5 - 7.7 D U Same w/ carb. 
7-7 - 9.3 0 L 10YR 5/6-5/8; loam; Kansan till. 
9.3 - 18.0 0 U Same w/ carb. 
Sites C-131 Slope: 0-2$ 
Dates Aug 7, 1964 
Locations 5O0 ft E of center, NW Sec 29, TÔ5N, R15W, 
Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 4. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 5=0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 7o5 D L 2.5Y 5/2 & 10YR 4/4; sil; com 
med str brn mot; com fi Mn spk; 
loess. 
7.5 - 8.5 D u Same w/ carb. 
8.5 - 8.6 0 L 10YR 5/6-5/8; sand. 
8.6 - 17.0 0 L 10YR 5/6-5/8; loam; Kansan 
17.0 - 18.0 0 U Same w/ carb. 
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Site: C-132 Slope: 0-2$ 
Date: Aug 7* 1964 
Location: 1/8 mile E of SW corner, Sec 20, T85N, R15W, Tama 
Co, Iowa; see Fig 4. 
Depth 
(feet) 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
Description 
0.0 - 5.0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 7.5 D L 2.5Y 6/2 & 10YR 4/4; sil; com 
med str brn mot; com fi Mn spk; 
loess. 
7.5 - 8.8 D U Same w/ carb « 
8.8 - 9.5 0 L 10YR 5/6-5/8; sand. 
9.5 - 11.2 0 L 10YR 5/6-5/8; loam; Kansan till (?) 
11.2 - 14.0 D L 5Y 6/1; cl; Kansan till. 
14.0 - 15.0 D L 5Y 6/2 & 10YR 5/6; loam; Kansan 
till. 
Site: C-133 Slope: 0-2$ 
Date: Aug 7, 1964 
Location: 100 ft E of N 
Iowa; see Fig 
center, Sec 22, T85N, R15W, Tama Co, 
4. 
Depth 
(feet) 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
Description 
0.0 — 5.0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 7.6 D L 2.5Y 6/2 & 10YR 4/4; sil; com 
med str brn mot; com fi Mn spk; 
loess. 
7.6 - 8.3 D U Same w/ carb. 
8.3 - 14.5 0 U 10YR 5/6-5/8; loam; Kansan till. 
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Site: C-134 
Date: Aug 7, 1964 
Slope: 0-2$ 
Location: 300 ft E of N center, Sec 24, T85N, R15W, Tama Co, 
Iowa; see Fig 4. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0  -  5-0-
5.0 - 7.9 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
D L 
Description 
Soil solum. 
2.5Y 5/2 & 10YR 4/4; sil; com med 
str brn & yl brn mot; loess. 
7.9 - 8.1 0 L 10YR 5/6-5/8; sand. 
8.1 — 8.3 0 L 10YR 5/6-5/8; loam; Kansan till. 
8.3 " 9.5 0 U Same w/ carb„ 
Sites C-135 
Date: Aug 7, 1964 
Slope: 0-2$ 
Location: Between 3rd & 4th telephone poles E of grove on S 
side of road, NE £, NE £, Sec 19, TÔ5N, Rl4w, 
Tama co, Iowa; see Fig 4. 
Depth Horizon 
or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 5.0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 6.5 D L 2.5Y 6/2 & 10YR 4/4; sil; com 
med str brn mot; com fi Mn spk; 
loess. 
6.5 - 6.6 0 L 10YR 4/4 & 5/6; sand. 
6.6 - 6.8 0 L 10YR 5/6-5/8; loam; Kansan till. 
6.8 - 7.5 0 U Same w/ carb. 
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Site: .C-136 
Date: Aug 17, 1964 
Slope: 0-2$ 
Location: 10 ft E of £ mile fence; near center NE Sec 6, 
T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Pig 3. 
Depth 
(feet) 
0.0  -  5 .0  
5.0 - 8.3 
8.3 - 10.0 
10.0 - 22.0 
22.0 - 42.0 
42.0 - 50.0 
50.0 - 64.0 
Horizon 
or 
zone 
D U 
0 L 
0 u 
0 u 
0 u 
u u 
Description 
Soil solum. 
2.5Y 6/2; sil; com fi & med. str 
brn & yl brn mot; com fi Mn spk; 
loess. 
lOYR 5/6-5/8 & 7.5yr 5/6-5/8; 
loam to si; sands. 
10YR 5/6-5/8; loam; com co str 
brn mot; Kansan till. 
2.5Y 5/4 & 5Y 5/3; loam; Kansan 
till. 
5Y 5/3; loam; Kansan till. 
N 5/0; loam; Kansan till. 
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Site; C-137 Slope: 0-1$ 
Date: June 1961 
Location: 500 ft W of S center, SW Sec 4, T84N, R15W, 
Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 4,. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 5.0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 7.5 D U 5Y 5/1; Sil; black chan fills; 
com co str brn mot; loess. 
7.5 - 7.8 OU 7.5YR 5/6-5/8; loam; loess. 
7.8 - 11,0' D L 5Y 5/2; loam; mny co rd brn & 
str brn mot; Kansan till. 
11.0-14.1 0 L 7.5YR 5/6-5/8; loam; com co gry 
mot; Kansan till. 
l4„l - l4„4 0 U Same w/ carb. 
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Site: 0-138 Slope: 2-3$ 
Date: July 10, 1964 
Location: 350 ft E & 200 ft N of ¥ center, Sec 6, T84N, 
Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa; see Pig 3. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or . Description 
zone 
0.0 - 5.0 Soil solum. 
5.0-6.0 0 L 1Y 5/3; Sil; com fi & med str 
brn & gry mot; mny Mn spk; loess, 
6.0 - 6.5 OU Same w/ carb. 
6.5-7.2 0 L 10YR 5/6; Is; pebbles at top; 
sand lense. 
7.2 - 9.0 0 L 10YR 5/6-5/8; loam; Kansan till. 
Site: C-139 Slope: 1-2$ 
Date: July 23, 1964 
Location: 190 ft E & 475 ft N of ¥ center, Sec 6, T84N, Rl4w 
Tama Co, Iowa; see Fig 3. 
Depth Horizon 
(feet) or Description 
zone 
0.0 - 5.0 Soil solum. 
5.0 - 6.5 D L 2.5Y 6/2; sil; loess. 
6.5 - 6.7 0 L Sand. 
6.7 — 9.0 0 U 10YR 5/6-5/8 & 10YR 6/4; loam; 
Kansan till. 
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APPENDIX C. SOIL PROFILE DESCRIPTIONS 
Soil units 1 (Geneseo area) Soil name: Tama 
Location: 150 ft N of center, NE £, Sec 36, T86N, R13W, 
Tama Co, Iowa. 
Depth , 
(inches) Horizon Description 
0 - 6 Alp 10YR 2/2; lb sicl; wk fi gr; fri to si 
fir; a bdy. 
6 - 1 0  A 1 2  1 0 Y R  2 / 2  &  3 / 3 ;  I t  s i c i ;  m o d  f i  &  m e d  
gr; fri; few wm cast; c bdy. 
10 - 17 A3 10YR 3/2 & 4/3; sicl; mod v fi & fi 
sbk; fri; c bdy. 
17 - 20 B1 10YR 4/3 ped int; 10YR 3/2 ped ext; 
sicl; wk fi pr bk to mod fi sbk; fri; 
c bdy. 
20 - 25 B21 10YR 4/3; It sicl; wk med pr bk to mod 
med sbk; fri; few disc It gry coats on 
ped faces; c bdy. 
25 - 30 B22 10YR 4/4 ped int; 10YR 4/3 ped ext; It 
sicl; crushed 10YR 4/4; wk med pr bk to 
mod med sbkj fri; gry coats as above; 
c bdy. 
30 - 37 B23 Same w/ wk med pr bk to mod med & co 
sbk. 
37 - 44 B31 " 10YR 4/4-5/4; hvy sil; wk med pr bk to 
wk med sbk; fri; max expression of gry 
coats in horiz, primarily on pr faces; 
g bdy. 
44 - 48 B32 Same w/ sil; disc gry coats. 
48 - 59 • I & IIC1 10YR 5/4; loam; fri; a bdy. 
59 - 88 IIC2 10YR 5/6; loam; few pebbles; com med & 
co str brn mot; fri; Nebraska till. 
1 A glossary of terms, symbols, and abbreviations used in 
these descriptions is given in Appendix B. 
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Soil unit: 1 Soil name : Tama 
Date: Sept 23, 1964 
Location: 10 ft W of field entrance, E center, SE £, NE 
Sec 8, T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa. 
Depth Horizon Description 
(inches) 
0 - 7 Alp 10YR 2/2; It sicl; mod fi & med gr; si 
fir; a bdy. 
7 - 1 2  A 1 2  1 0 Y R  2 / 2 ;  I t  s i c l ;  c r u s h e d  1 0 Y R  3 / 2 ;  
mod fi gr; fri; c bdy. 
12 - 17 A3 10YR 3/3 & 4/3 ped int; 10YR 4/2 ped 
ext; It sicl; crushed 10YR 3/3; mod fi 
gr; fri; g bdy. 
17 - 24 B1 •10YR 4/3 ped int; 10YR 3/3 & 4/3 ped 
ext; l;t sicl; crushed 10YR 4/3; wk fi 
pr bk co mod v fi sbk; fri; g bdy. 
24 - 33 B21 10YR 4/4 ped int; 10YR 4/3 ped ext; 
sicl; crushed lOYR 4/3; wk fi pr bk to 
mod fi & v fi sbk; fri; g bdy. 
33 - 39 B22 lOYR 4/4; sicl; crushed lOYR 5/4; wk fi 
pr bk to mod fi & med sbk; fri; faint 
disc gry coats; few clay skins; g bdy. 
39 - 46 lOYR 4/4; It sicl; crushed lOYR 5/4; 
few fi str brn & brn gry mot; com fi Mn 
spk; wk fi pr bk to mod med sbk; fri; 
patchy clay skins; faint disc gry coats; 
g bdy. 
46 - 54 B31 10YR 5/4; It sicl; com fi str brn & brn 
gry mot; com fi Mn spk; wk fi pr bk to 
wk med sbk; fri; patchy clay skins; 
faint disc gry coats; g bdy. 
54 - 62 B32 10YR 5/4; sil; crushed 10YR 4/4; mot as 
above; com fi & med Mn spk; wk fi pr; 
fri; patchy clay skins; gry coats on 
pr faces; g bdy. 
62 - 01 Color & texture as above; mass; fri. 
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Soil unit: la (Palermo area) Soil name: Tama (mottled phase) 
Location: 225 ft S & 150 ft W of center, Sec 29, T&7N, R17W, 
Grundy Co, Iowa. 
Depth Horizon Description 
(inches) 
0 - 7  A l p  1 0 Y R  2 / 2 ;  I t  s i c l ;  s i  c o m p a c t e d  b k  t o  
mod med gr & med fi sbk; si fir; few 
wm cast; pH 5.3; a bdy. 
7 - 1 1  A 1 2  1 0 Y R  2 / 2 ;  s i c l ;  m o d  f i  &  m e d  g r ;  f r i ;  
few wm cast; pH 5.3; c bdy. 
11 - l6 A3 lOYR 3/2 & 4/3; sicl; mod med gr; fri; 
. few wm cast; pH 5,3; g bdy. 
16-21 B1 lOYR 4/3 ped int; lOYR 3/3 ped ext; wk 
med pr bk to mod fi & med sbk; fri; 
few gry ped coats; pH 5.4; g bdy. 
21 - 25 B21 Color as above; sicl; wk med & co pr 
bk to mod med sbk; gry coats as above; 
pH 5.4; g bdy. 
25 - 29 B22 lOYR 4/4 ped int; lOYR 4/3 ped ext; 
sicl; crushed lOYR 4/4; structure as 
above; fri; gry coats as above; pH 5.5; 
g bdy. 
29 - 34 B23 lOYR 4/4; sicl; few fi yl brn mot; wk 
med & co pr bk to mod med sbk; fri; few 
fi Mn spk; gry coats as above; pH 5.6; 
g bdy. 
34-40 B31 Color as above; It sicl; mot as above; 
wk med & co pr bk to wk med sbk; fri; 
few fi Mn spk; gry coats as above; pH 
5.6; g bdy. 
40 - 46 B32 lOYR 4/4 & 5/4; It sicl; com fi str 
brn mot; few med It brn gry mot; wk 
med pr; fri; cont gry coats on pr 
faces; mny fi Mn spk; pH 5=8; g bdy. 
46 - 60 CI Same w/ lOYR 5/4; hvy sil; pH 6.4. 
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Soil unit: 1 (site C-72) Soil name: Tama 
Date: Sept 4, 1963 
Location: Traverse 1; l60 ft W & 264 ft S of N center, NE 
M Sec 7, T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa. 
Depth Horizon Description 
(inches) 
0 - 7 Alp 10YR 2/2; sil; wlc mod fi & med gr; v 
fri; c bdy. 
7 - l4 A12 10YR 2/2; sicl; mod fi & med gr; v 
fri; 10YR 4/4 wn cast; c bdy, 
14 - 23 A3 - Bl 10YR 4/4 & 3/3; sicl; wk med pr bk to 
mod fi & v fi sbk; fri; few 10YR 2/2 wm 
cast; few gry coats on peds; c bdy. 
23 - 32 B21 10YR 4/4; sicl; mod fi & v fi sbk; fir; 
few gry coats on peds; 10YR 2/2-3/2 
krot from 28-30 in; c bdy. 
32 - 44 B22 10YR 4/4; sicl; few fi Mn spk; wk pr 
bk to mod fi & med sbk; fir; com gry 
coats on peds; few brn ped coats (clay? 
9 g bdy. 
44 - 54 B31 10YR 4/4 & 5Y 5/2; It sicl; few fi yl 
brn & str brn mot; com fi & v fi Mn spk 
wk med pr bk to wk med sbk; fir; mny 
gry coats on peds; g bdy. 
54 - 68 B32 2.5Y 5/3J sil; com fi & med yl red & 
str brn mot; com fi & med Mn spk; wk 
med to co pr; fir; com gry coats on 
peds; brn & yl red pat on peds; c bdy. 
68 - 91 Cl 5Y 6/3 & 10YR 5/6-5/8; sil; mny str 
brn & com fi & med yl red mot; com fi 
& med Mn spk; wk co pr to mass; fir. 
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Soil unit: la (site C-73) 
Date: Sept 5, 1963 
Soil name: Tama 
Location: Traverse 1; 132 ft E & 128 ft S of N center, SE 
4 >  S¥ Sec 6, T84N, R14w, Tama Co, Iowa 
Depth 
(inches) 
0 - 9  
9  -  1 7  
17 - 22 
22 - 36 
36 -  4 6  
4 6  -  5 3  
5 3  -  6 0  
Horizon 
A1 
A 3  - b1 
B21 
B22 
B31 
B32 
CI 
Description 
10YR 2/2j siclj wk-mod fi & v fi gr; 
v fri; c bdy. 
10YR 3/35 sicl; 10YR 2/2 ped ext; mod-
str fi & med gr & fi & v fi sbk; fri; 
c bdy. 
10YR 4/4: sicl; 10YR 2/2 ped ext; few 
7.5YR 4/4 pat on peds (clay?); mod-
str fi & v fi sbk; fir; 0 bdy0 
10YR 4/4; sicl; few fi Mn spk; wk med 
pr bk to mod fi sbk; fir; few 7-5YR 
4/4 & 5YR 3/4 pat on peds (clay?); 
few gry coats; c bdy. 
10YR 4/4 & 5Y 5/2; It sicl; crushed 1Y 
4/4; com fi str brn mot; com fi Mn spk; 
wk med pr bk to mod fi & med sbk; fir; 
g bdy. 
2.5Y 5/2 & 7.5yr 5/6-5/8; It sicl; com 
fi & med Mn spk; few fi yl red mot; wk 
pr; fir; g bdy. 
5Y 6/2 & 7.5YR 5/6-5/8; It sicl; com 
fi & med yl red mot; com fi & med Mn 
spk; mass; fir; c bdy. 
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Soil unit : la 
Date: Sept 23, 1964 
Location: 
Soil name: Tama 
3 %  E facing slope, N center, SE £, 
T84N, R14w, Tama Co, Iowa. 
ME 4 #  Sec 8, 
Depth • 
(inches) 
0 - 6 
6 - 1 0  
10 - 14 
14 - 21 
21 - 27 
27 - 33 
33 - 40 
4o - 50 
50 - 69 
Horizon 
Alp 
A12 
A3 
B1 
B21 
B22 
B23 
B3 
CI 
Description 
10YR 2/2; It sicl; compacted bk to 
mod fi & med gr; si fir; a bdy. 
10YR 2/2 & 10YR 4/4; It sicl; crushed 
10YR 3/2; mod med gr; fri; c bdy. 
10YR 3/3 ped int; 10YR 3/2 ped ext; It 
sicl; crushed 10YR 4/2; wk fi pr bk to 
mod fi & v fi sbk; fri; c bdy. 
10YR 4/3 ped int; 10YR 3/2 & 4/2 ped. 
ext; sicl; wk fi pr bk to wk fi sbk; 
fri; 10YR 2/2 wm cast; g bdy. 
10YR 4/4 ped int; 10YR 4/3 ped ext; 
sicl; com fi Mn spk; wk fi pr bk to 
mod fi sbk; fri; few faint gry coats; 
g bdy. 
Colors as above; sicl; few fi yl brn 
mot; com fi Mn spk; wk fi pr bk to mod 
med sbk; fri; cont gry coats on pr; g 
bdy. 
10YR 4/4 & 10YR 5/4; It sicl; few fi 
yl brn & It brn gry mot; mny Mn spk; 
wk fi pr bk to mod med sbk; fri; cont 
gry coats on pr; g bdy* 
10YR 5/4; sil; com fi yl brn & few fi 
brn gry mot; mny fi Mn spk; mod med pr; 
fri; few gry coats on pr faces; g bdy. 
10YR 5/4; sil; com fi str brn & com fi 
& med brn gry mot; mny fi Mn spk; mass; 
fri; a bdy. 
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Soil units 2 
Date: Sept 15» 1964 
Locations 
Depth 
(inches) 
Soil name s Muscatine 
NE £, NW Sec 32, T87N, R17W, Grundy Co, 
Iowa. 
0 - 8  
8 - 1 5  
15 - 21 
a - 28 
Horizon 
Alp 
A12 
a3 
B1 
28 - 37 B21 
37 - 44 B-22 
44 
46 
46 
56 b3 
56 CI 
Description 
10YR 2/1; It siclj mod fi & med 
gr; fri; pH 6.8; a bdy. 
10YR 2/l; It sicl; crushed 10YR 
2/2; mod fi & med gr; fri; fi 
sand & co silt grains on pedsj 
pH 6.5; g bdy. 
10YR 3/1-2/22 sicl; crushed 10YR 
2/2; wk fi pr bk to mod fi & v 
fi gr; fri5 sand & silt grains 
as above; pH 5.9; c bdy* 
10YR 3/2 ped int 5 10YR 2/1. & 3/1 
ped est & chan fills; sicl; crushed 
1Y 4/2; wk med pr bk to mod fi & 
med sbk; fri; few disc clay skins; 
disc gry coats on pr faces; pH 
5.5; g bdy. 
2.5Y 4/2; sicl; crushed 2.5Y 5/25 
few med brn gry & com fi yl red 
mot; com fi Mn spk; wk med pr bk 
to mod fi & med sbk; fri; few fi 
Fe-Mn nod; gry coats as abovej 
cont clay skins on peds; pH 4.9; 
g bdy. 
5Y 5/2 ped int; 2.5Y 4/2 ped ext; 
It siclj crushed 2.5Y 4/2; mnyfl 
str brn & ®OHI med & co yl red mot; 
few Mn spk; mod med pr bk to wk 
med sbk; fri; cont clay skins; 
pH 5.0; a b%6 
Krotovina; mixed 10YR 3/1 & 2.5Y 
5/2 » 
5Y 5/2; It sicl; crushed 10YR 4/35 
mny fi & med str brn mot; mny fi 
Mn spk; mod med pr; fri to si fir; 
cont 3lay skins on pr faces; pH 
60o; g bdy. 
Same w/ hvy sil; mass; fri. 
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Soil unit: 3 
Date: Sept 2. 1964 
Soil name: Garwin 
Location: 275 ft S of N center, NE NW Sec 6, T84N, 
Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa. 
Depth Horizon 
(inches) 
0 - 8  A l l  
8 - 18 A12 
18 - 26 A3 - B1 
26 - 33 B2 
33 - 42 B3 
42 - 50 CI 
50 - 60 C2 
Description 
lOYR 2/1-2/2 j It sicl j mod. med gr j fri; 
pH 5.9; a bdy. 
10YR 3/l5 It siclj wk med sbk & mod med 
grj fri; few Fe-Mn nod; pH 5.5; g bdy. 
10YR 4/1 & 4/2; sicl; com fi yl brn & 
str brn mot; wk med pr bk to mod fi & 
med gr; fri; few glossy 10YR 2/2 stks 
on ped ext; few disc clay skins; pH 5=5; 
g bdy, 
2,5Y 4/1; 2.5Y 5/2; ped int; sicl; 
crushed 2.5Y 5/35 com fi yl red mot; wk 
med pr bk to mod fi sbk; si fir; com fi 
Fe-Mn nod; black org fills in root 
chan; disc clay skins; pH 5.6; c bdy. 
5Y 4/1; 5Y 5/2; ped int; It sicl; crush­
ed 2.5Y 5/3; com med str brn & med & co 
yl. red mot ; com Mn spk; mod med pr bk 
to wk med abk & sbk; si fir; thk disc 
clay skins on pr faces 8c chan; some 10YR 
3/1 org fill in root chan; pH 6.0; g 
bdy. 
5Y 5/2; some 5Y 4/1 ped ext; sil; mot 
as above; mass; fri; pH 6,7; a bdy. 
Same w/ 2.5Y 5/2 matrix & carb; pH 7=6, 
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Soil units 10 (profile S-10) Soil name: Downs 
Date: July 12, 19&3 
Location: Near site C-l4, traverse 1, Isolated topographic 
SE NE Sec 9, T84N, R14W, Tama 
Depth 
(inches) 
0 - 7  
7 - 1 4  
14 - 24 
24 - 34 
34 - 60 
high; NW £ 
Co, Iowa 
Horizon 
Ap 
B2 
B3 
CI 
C2 
Description 
10YR 2/2-3/2; grit It sicl; mod fi & 
med gr; fir; a bdy. 
10YR 4/3; sicl; v.'k med to co pr bk to 
mod fi & med sbk; fri; few 10YR 3/2 
ped coats; c bdy. 
10YR 4/4; sil; wk co pr to mass; fri; 
few 10YR 4/3 ped coats; g bdy. 
10YR 5/4-; sil; wk co pr; v fri; few 
10YR 4/4 ped coats; few 10YR 5/6 sand 
lenses; g bdy. 
10YR 5/4 & 2.5Y 5/1; sil; few fi str 
brn mot; few fi Mn spk; mass; v fri. 
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Soil uniti 10U (profile S-10U) Soil name: Downs 
Slope: 15-
Date: July 12, 1963 
Location: S facing slope between 2 drainages, 400 ft S of 
site C-l4, NW b  SE £, NE £, Sec 9, T84N, R14W, 
Tama Co, Iowa. 
Depth Horizon Description 
(inches) 
0 - 6  A p  1 0 Y R  3 / 2  &  1 0 Y R  4 / 2 j  g r i t  s i l ;  c r u s h e d  
10YR 3*5/2; mass to wk fi grj si fir; 
a bdy. 
6 - 1 9  B 2  1 0 Y R  4 / 4 ;  s i l ;  1 0 Y R  4 / 3  p e d  e x t ;  w m  
cast 10YR 4/1.5; wk co pr to mass j fri; 
c bdy. 
19-40 B3 - 61 10YR 6.5/5; sil; 10YR 5/4 ped ext; wk 
co pr to mass; v fri; c bdy. 
40 - 48 C2 10YR 5/4; sil; few fi & med str brn 
mot; com fi gry mot; few fi Mn spk; 
mass; v fri. 
48 - 60 C3 Same w/ carb & mny gry mot. 
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Soil unit: 11 Soil name: Downs (Gray substratum phase) 
Date: Aug 11, 1964 
Location: 
Depth 
(inches) 
0 - 5  
5 - 9  
9 - 1 5  
15 - 19 
19 - 26 
26 - 30 
30 - 55 
W facing slope E of lg drainageway; SE SW 
Sec 15» T86N, R15W, Tama Co, Iowa, 
Horizon 
Alp 
B1 
B21 
B22 
B31 
B32 
CI 
Description 
10YR 3/2; sil; mod med & co gr; pH 5.9; 
a bdy. 
10YR 4/3; pat of 10YR 4/2 & 10YR 3/1 
on ped ext; It sicl; crushed 10YR 4/3; 
few fi Mn spk; mod fi & med gr: 
few fi Fe-Mn nod; few patchy clay 
skins; pH 5.9; c bdy. 
, fri, 
10YR 4/4; lOYR 4/3; ped ext; sil; few 
fi Mn spk; wk med pr bk to wk fi sbk; 
fri; few fi Fe-Mn nod; pH 5.9; g bdy. 
l O Y R s i l ;  f e w  f i  s t r  b r n  m o t ;  f e w  
fi Mn spk; wk med pr bk to wk fi sbk; 
fri; thn gry coats on pr; pH 5.8; c 
bdy. 
lOYR 4/4 & 5/4; sil; mny med yl red 
mot; mny Mn spk; wk med pr bk to wk 
med sbk; fri; few Fe tbl; mny gry 
coats on peds; few wm cast; pH 6.5; 
c bdy, 
10YR 5/2; sil; crushed lOYR 5/4; com 
med yl red soft oxides; com fi str brn 
mot; mny fi & med Mn spk; wk med pr; 
fri; thk gry coats on pr; pH 7.2. 
2.5Y 5/2; sil; com fi & med str brn 
mot; mass; fri; mny Fe tbl; mny sec 
carb; pH 7.8-8.0. 
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Soil unit: 15 Soil name: Sperry 
Date: Sept 2, 1964 
Location: Slight depression 120 ft S of road, NE NW £, 
Sec 6, T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa, 
Depth Horizon Description 
(inches) 
0 - 6 Alp 10YR 2/2; sil; mod fi & v fi gr; fri; 
a bdy. 
6 - 1 3  A 2 1  1 0 Y R  4 / 1 ;  s i l ;  c r u s h e d  1 0 Y R  4 / 2 ;  f e w  
fi yl brn mot; mod med pi; fri; c bdy. 
13 - 18 A22 10YR 4/1; it sicl; crushed 10YR 4/2; 
few fi yl brn mot; mod med gr; fri; 
c bdy. 
18 - 27 B21 10YR 5/1; sicl; crushed 10YR 4/2; com 
fi yl brn mot; wk med pr bk to mod fi 
sbk; si fir; disc gry coats on peds; 
cont clay skins on pr; g bdy„ 
27 - 39 B22 10YR 5/2; sicl;. crushed 10YR 4/2; com 
fi yl red mot; few fi Mn spk; mod med 
pr bk to mod fi & med sbk; fir; disc 
gry coats on peds; cont thk clay skins 
on peds; few Fe-Mn nod; g bdy» 
39 - 47 B31 5Y 5/2; It sicl; crushed 2.5Y 5/2; com 
fi yl red mot; com med Mn spk; mod med 
pr bk to wk co abk; fir; co yl red 
oxides; g bdy. 
47 - 52 B32 5Y 5/2; It sicl; com fi yl red mot; com, 
med Mn spk; mod med pr; si fir; g bdy. 
52 - 7.8 Cl 5Y 5/2; sil; com fi yl red mot; com med 
Mn spk; mass; fri; non calc; c bdy. 
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Soil unit : 21 Soil name : Dinsdale 
Locations 380 ft S and 680 ft W of N center, NE Sec 36, 
T86N, R13W, Tama Co, Iowa. 
Depth Horizon Description 
(inches) 
0 - 6 Alp 10YR 2/2j hvy sil; wk fi & med gr; fri; 
a bdy. 
6 - 1 0  A 1 2  1 0 Y R  2 / 2  &  1 0 Y R  3 / 3 ;  I t  s i c l ;  w k  v  f i  
sbk & mod med gr; few dk wm cast; fri; 
c bdy. 
10 - 14 A3 10YR3/2 & 10YR 4/3; It sicl; mod v fi 
& fi sbk; fri; c bdy. 
14 - 20 B1 10YR 4/3 ped int, 10YR 3/3 ped ext; It 
sicl; crushed 10YR 4/3; wk fi pr bk to 
mod fi sbk; fri; c bdy. 
20 - 24 B21 10YR 4/3; It sicl; .wk fi pr bk to mod 
fi & med sbk; fri; few disc gry coats; 
c bdy. 
24 - 28 B22 Same w/ grit hvy sil. 
28 - 32.5 B31 10YR 4/3; grit hvy sil; wk fi pr bk to 
wk med & co sbk; fri; gry coats as 
above; a bdy. 
32=5 - 44 II B32 10YR 5/4; loam; wk med pr bk to wk med 
& co sbk; fri; g bdy. 
44 - 48 II Cl 10YR 5/6; loam; wk med pr; fri; a bdy. 
48 - 52 II C2 Same w/ carb. 
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Soil unit: 102 Soil name: Ostrander 
Date : Aug 30, 1963 
Slope: 12$ S 
Locations E road cut, 500ft S of intersection; NW £, Sec 10, 
Depth 
(inches) 
0 - 7  
7 - 1 3  
13 - 22 
92 - 37 
37 - 65 
T84N, Rl4w, Tama Co, Iowa, 
Horizon Description 
Al lOYR 2/2; loam; wk to mod fi gr; v 
fri; abund roots; g bdy. 
A3 - B1 10YR 3/2 & 4/3; loam; mod fi gr; fri; 
10YR 2/2 wm casts; abund roots; c bdy. 
B21 10YR 5/4; loam; 10YR 4/3; ped ext; wk 
fi pr bk to mod med sbk; si fir; 10YR 
3/2-2/2 krot; clay max; g bdy. 
B22 10YR 5/4; loam; 10YR 5/4 ped int; 10YR 
4/4 ped ext; wk fi pr bk to mod med & 
co sbk; fir; few roots; c bdy. 
Cl 10YR 5/4; loam; 10YR 4/4 stains on 
fracture planes; mass; si fir; few 
roots; noncalc; c bdy. 
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Soil unit : 171 Soil name : Judson 
Dates Sept 23, 1964 
Locations 350 ft S of bridge to field entrance, NW £, NW 
Sec 3> T85N H15W, Tama Co, Iowa 
Depth Horizon Description 
(inches) 
0 - 12 All 10YR 2/2 with areas of 10YR 4/3; sil; 
fri; stratified in upper part; c bdy. 
12 - 24 A12 10YR 2/2; sil; mod fi grKri; kro-
tovina from 8-11 inches; g bdy. 
24 - 29 A3 10YR 2/2; sil; mod fi gr; fri; g bdy. 
29 - 37 B1 10YR 4/2 ped int; 10YR 3/2 ped ext; 
hvy sil; crushed 10YR 4/2; wk fi pr bk 
to wk fi & v fi sbk; fri; c bdy. 
37 - 55 B2 10YR 4/3; It sicl; wk fi pr bk to wk 
fi & med sbk; fri; g bdy. 
55 - 64 B3 10YR 4/4; sil; few fi str brn mot; com 
fi Mn spk; wk fi pr bk to wk fi & med 
sbk; fri; g bdy. 
64 - 71 Cl 10YR 5/4; sil; mot as above; mass; fri; 
g bdy. 
71 -IO7 C2 Same w/ few med It gry brn mot; Mn stk. 
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Soil unit ; 196 Soil name : Colo 
Date: Sept 18, 1964 
Location; S side of drainageway 
Depth 
(inches) 
0 - 7  
7 - 15 ' 
15 - 26 
26 - 38 
38 
48 
- 48 
- 58 
58 - 65 
65 - 75 
NW u, 
Horizon 
Alp 
A12 
A3 
100 ft E of W center, NW 
331 
B21 
B22 
B23 
B31 
VJ. WVCJ.J « J-w x u xj v.l w v v* 
Sec 9j T84N, R14W, Tama Go, Iowa, 
Description 
10YR 2/2; hvy sil; mod med gr; fri; a 
My. 
N 2/0 to 10YR 2/1; hvy sil; crushed 
10YR 2/2; mod fi gr; fri; clean qtz 
grains on peds; g bdy. 
N 2/0 to 10YR 2/l; It sicl; crushed 
10YR 2/2; wk fi pr bk to mod fi gr; 
fri; clean qtz grains on peds; c bdy. 
10YR 3/1 ; sicl; wk pr bk to mod med 
sbk; fir; cont clay skins on peds; few 
clean qtz grains on peds; g bdy6 
10YR 3/1 ; sicl; few fi str brn mot; 
mod med pr bk to mod fi sbk; fir; cont 
clay skins on peds; g bdy. 
10YR 3/lJ sicl; com str brn mot; wk-
med pr bk to mod fi & med sbk; si fir; 
cont clay skins on peds; few clean qtz 
grains on peds; g bdy. 
10YR 3/1j It sicl; crushed 10YR 3/%} 
few med dk red brn & com fi & med str 
brn mot; wk med pr bk to mod fi & med 
sbk; si fir; cont clay skins on peds; 
g bdy. 
5Y 4/1 ; It sicl; crushed 10YR 4/1; few 
rned dk red brn & com fi & med str brn 
mot; wk med pr bk to wk med sbk; si 
fir; clay skins on pr; g bdy. 
75 - 86 B32 5Y 4/l; it sicl; few fi yl brn mot; wk 
med pr; fri; c bdy. 
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Soil units 205 Soil names Nevin' 
Location: Center, SE SW Sec 34, T86N, R15W, Tama Co, 
Iowa. 
Depth Horizon 
(inches) 
19 - 0 
0 - 1 1  A 1  
11 - 18 A3 
18 - 24 B1 
24 - 31 B21 
31 - 44 B22 
44 - 63 B3 
63 - 70 CI 
Description 
10YR 2/1; sil. 
N 2/0; sicl; wk fi pr bk to mod fi gr; 
si fir; g bdy. 
10YR 2/1; sicl; crushed 10YR 2/2; wk 
med pr bk to mod fi gr; si fir; few 
10YR 3/1 ped coats; few Fe-Mn nod. 
5Y 3/2 ped int, 10YR 4/1 ped ext; sicl; 
crushed 2.5Y 3/2; few fi yl brn mot; 
mod fi pr bk to mod fi gr & v fi sbk; 
si fir; few thn clay skins; few fi Fe-
Mn nod; g bdy. 
2.5Y 4/2 ped int, 10YR 4/1 ped ext; 
sicl; few yl brn mot; few Mn spk; mod 
fi pr bk to mod fi sbk; fir; few dk 
gry root chan; cont clay skins on ped 
faces; few fi Fe-Mn nod; g bdy. 
5Y 4/2 ped int, 10YR 4/l ped ext; sicl; 
com fi yl brn & str brn mot; few Mn 
spk; mod fi pr bk to mod fi & med sbk; 
fir; few dk gry chan fills; cont clay 
skins on ped faces; few fi Fe-Mn nod; 
S bdy. 
5Y 5/2; It sicl; crushed 5Y 5 / 3  i  mny 
fi & med yl brn mot; com Mn spk; wk fi 
pr bk to wk med sbk; si fir; few dk gry 
chan fills; disc clay skins on ped 
faces; few fi Fe-Mn nod; g bdy. 
Same w/ mass to wk fi pr; fri; disc 
clay skins in chan; mny fi Fe-Mn nod. 
